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Abstract:
According to the recast of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD 2010) from 2018
(2020) nearly zero energy new buildings are built. In this context the operational energy
consumption is considered. The interpretation of this requirement is to be clarified since the
original definition seems to be disputable from certain aspects and the trends of urbanisation make
inevitable the utilisation of renewables on urban scale. This subject area hardly can be found in the
curricula of universities in its complexity therefore the development of teaching material on Urban
Planning with Renewable Energy Skills has been initiated and pilot courses are being launched.

The term “nearby” is quite flexible, the distance can be interpreted in different ways. It seems to be
plausible that “nearby” means the building site.
As far as passive solar measures, solar thermal and photovoltaic systems are investigated the
renewable potential depends – among others - on the geometry, orientation and solar access of the
building. Thus not only the energy need but the exposed energy collecting surfaces (window,
collector, PV), their area, orientation, tilt are to be checked.
The precondition of the utilisation of solar thermal and photovoltaic systems is the good solar
access. It is easy to apply them on single well oriented houses built on the South facing slope of a
hill and conscientious urban planning may provide the unobstructed solar access, too in a new urban
area at the cost of the lower density of buildings.
Nevertheless in a dense urban area the obstruction due to the surrounding buildings (and sometimes
the topography) is inevitable, the sky view factor is limited, the orientation of buildings are adjusted
to the existing network of streets, the possibility of the use of solar energy is restricted. One could
say that this is not true in the case of taller buildings, however it must not be forgotten that in this
case there are more floors under the same roof which may be to small to allocate there enough
collector and PV area which would cover the multiplied needs.
The problem can be illustrated with the solar pyramid (Fig. 1)

1. Why
The measure of “nearly” is to be defined by the Member States in 2011 – 2012 on the base of
reference buildings. Regarding them in the recast we can read the followings
“The reference buildings should have
x very high energy performance,
x the amount of energy required should be nearly zero or very low,
x the energy required should be covered to a very significant extent by energy from renewable
sources (including energy from renewable sources produced on-site or nearby).
As far as the required amount of energy (as it is in the quotation) is concerned this expectation is
absurd: even if the heating and cooling energy demand may approach zero using the techniques of
the classic solar architecture and at the cost of super insulation and heat recovery, the (net) energy
need of the domestic hot water must not be forgotten and it could not be nearly zero. The net energy
need of the domestic hot water depends on the number of habitants and on the use of the building
only (it can be given as a function of the floor area for different building uses). It is possible to
calculate with net demand input data, dreamed by the partisans of sustainability or politicians
however it is more realistic to rely on statistical data. The net demand certainly may be influenced
by the cost of the hot water consumption, but this is a longer process unless the decision makers
take the risk of drastic financial intervention. Thus rather than making tricks or cheats with the net
demand input the water saving fittings, efficient systems and the use of renewables are to be
encompassed in order to decrease the gross primary energy consumption, the third point of the
quotation.

Fig 1. The solar pyramid
The projected shadow of a building is bordered by the shadows of its edges. The size of the shadow
depends on the Sun altitude that is the latitude of the location, on the day of the year, and on the
hour of the day.
The peak of the energy need occurs in the winter months, thus the solar access should be checked
for December when the altitude is the lowest. Table 1 shows the average altitude between 10 and 15
hours in December for different latitudes.
Table 1.

Solar geometry

Latitude Average altitude

D/H

December, 10-15 h

1.1 On-site renewables in dense urban area?

60

6

10,6

Among the possible renewable sources the solar energy, the biomass and – at certain conditions –
the geothermal energy are to be considered if on-site or nearby energy production is considered.
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D/H is the ratio of the horizontal distance (D) and the height difference (H) between opposite
buildings, where the solar access becomes obstructed. Taking horizontal planes at different heights
it can be seen that the solar access of the lower floors will be obstructed, thus neither passive solar
gain can be taken into account nor energy collecting elements (collector or PV array) can be used
there (better to say no reason to allocate them there since they would be exposed only to diffuse
radiation in winter. With regard to the roof, if the width of a street is 12 m, the height of the
opposite building towards South must not exceed that of the given roof by 1.1, 2.8, and 5 m for the
latitudes of 60, 50 and 40, respectively; otherwise the solar access of the roof will be obstructed.
The above data illustrate what is the price of the unobstructed facades: the distance between the
buildings should be 10.6, 4.2 or 2.4 times more than the height of them for latitudes 60, 50 and 40,
respectively. It is clear that such an urban design may be possible in a healthy residential (garden)
district in the outskirt with green areas, gardens but hardly imaginable in the down town area where
the network of the streets and the access to the buildings results in compromised orientation.
As far as the biomass is concerned its use in individual buildings in dense urban area is more than
problematic. Although it is evident that the incineration of wood is CO2 neutral on global or
regional scale, the tree grows up using CO2 from the atmosphere in the forest but emits it in a dense
urban area, contributing to the development of smog; on the other hand the storage of the fuel and
its transportation would require valuable space and energy, respectively. It is to be mentioned that
the primary energy content of biomass exhibits quite extreme values in the recent national
regulations from 0,1 to 0,6 – all are to be considered as conventional ones and as subject of
disputable political decisions (e.g. food or biofuel problem).
The lack of space and the network of utilities may be the barrier of the use of individual geothermal
system.
1.2 Urbanisation
The aforementioned problems will become more serious in the near future due to the fast increase
of the urban population. Fig 2 shows the scenario of the UN Department of Economic and Social
Affairs.

Fig 3. The percentage of the urban inhabitants in 2009 and 2025
From many aspects a building means not only the building and its mechanical systems, but its
neighbourhood, as well. It can be seen that the potential of renewables in urban areas is restricted
and this restriction affects more and more buildings.
1.3 Off-site renewables for urban settlements
The aforementioned constrains may be responded in two ways. One option is to define the measure
of “nearly-zero” with respect to the limited solar access and the concerns, regarding the use of
biomass in densely built urban areas. In this case the fulfilment of the requirement would be
possible even if the building is in a dense down town area, however this requirement would be less
demanding and the potential of renewables in favourably situated buildings may not be made of use.
(We should exclude the option to define different requirements for “urban” and “not urban”
buildings)
The other option is to give up the formal senseless restriction that the energy production from
renewables must be on-site or nearby – making use of the flexible interpretation of the last term the
energy production from renewables should be encompassed on urban scale, i.e. off-site utilisation
of renewables is to be acknowledged in the energy performance of buildings . District energy supply
may be based on, or supported by, renewables. In a well allocated boiler house with tall chimneys
the incineration of biomass represents less risk of smog development, the storage and the transport
of the fuel cause less problem. District heating and cooling may be easier and in a more efficient
way be based on, or supported by, geothermal energy. It is possible to make use of solar energy
either with collector arrays allocated in free outskirt areas or on buildings with good solar access. In
the last case the buildings are only the supports of the collector arrays, which are connected to a
district network preferably with central long term or seasonal storage tank(s). These solar thermal
systems may support the district energy supply, first of all the domestic hot water supply.
Providing the renewable energy taken from the grid is acknowledged similarly to the on-site energy
production from renewables, the requirement can be more demanding, exhausting the potential of
favourably situated buildings. In one term, the use of renewables should be interpreted on urban
scale where the on-site energy production is not reasonable or not possible.

Fig 2. The trend of the growth of urban population (continuous curve, the dotted one represents the
rural population)
In other terms it means that by 2025 in most of the European countries the urban population will be
higher than 60% of the total and in many MS this ratio it will exceed 80%.

2. What
Studying the curricula of several universities (faculties of architecture, civil engineering,
mechanical engineering, urban design) it can be stated that although elements of the above analysed
subject area appear in the programmes, the complexity of disciplines in one teaching package
covering this field cannot be found.

Regarding the existing urban areas on one hand and the cost of the building sites, on the other hand
it is hopeless to suppose that this huge number of urban citizens will live in “solar” houses of
undisturbed solar access.

Regarding the content of an ideal teaching package we are convinced that the followings must be
included (either as disciplines or as modules)
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Fundamentals of urban design – the expert should understand the development of an urban fabric,
the network of roads and public transport, and the problems of historic city centres.

References

Energy conscious building retrofit, including individual buildings as well as revitalisation of older
districts.

[1] European Parliament and the Council of the European Union. Directive 2010/31/EU on the
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District heating/cooling, based on or supported by, renewables, co- and trigeneration, long term or
seasonal heat storage.

[2] UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs/Population Division: World Urbanisation
Prospects, The 2009 Revision

Renewable technologies, including the tools of classic solar architecture, active solar thermal
systems, grid connected photovoltaic systems, communal energy supply, geothermal energy.
Environmental protection: air pollution (due to incineration and transport), soil and water (in respect
of use of geothermal energy and thermal water, utilisation of rain water), waste water and waste
treatment (utilisation of grey waste water, biogas gassing, waste incineration).
Urban climatology: the interactions between the buildings and the microclimate of urban areas,
human biometeorology.
Lighting, illumination of buildings and public open spaces.
Management of local authorities, the rules and practice of decision making, national regulations, EU
directives.
Obviously the students of such a course should be familiar with the fundamentals of
thermodynamics, building physics and construction – the course should be a postgraduate one.

3. How
Recognizing the need of such training an international project has been initiated under the acronym
UP-RES from the title “Urban Planning with Renewable Energy Skills” with the support of the
EACI. The project consortium includes 7 partners from 5 Member states::
x Finland: (1) Aalto University with various departments and its AALTO PRO Life-long
Learning Institute (as leader)
x Germany: (2) District Heating Association - AGFW, Frankfurt, (3) University of
Augsburg - UA and (4) Munich University of Technology, Munich –TUM
x UK: (5) Building Research Establishment Ltd. - BRE, Watford
x Spain: (6) Association of Architecture and Sustainability in Catalonia, Barcelona –
SaAS
x Hungary: (7) University of Debrecen, Faculty of Engineering
The partners investigated the training needs, analysed hundreds of responded questionnaires, started
to develop modules to the teaching packages. Some of them have been tested in the first year of the
project within the framework of short courses. Parallel, and making use of the feedback of the short
courses the development of teaching material for long term courses has been started and is in
progress.
Although in different organisational forms in four partner countries the long term course started in
September – October 2011. In this context “long term” means one academic year.
Regarding Hungary the Debrecen University accredited a postgraduate academic course on Urban
Energy Engineering. The first course started in mid-September 2011.
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The picture shows the connected heat load per federal state, the feed-in and length of pipeline, based on
the statistics of the year 2008 [1]. The yearly AGFW main report serves as an informative basis for
numerous decisions and trends in the industry.

THE FUTURE OF DISTRICT HEAT IN GERMANY
Developments, changes, tendencies, and the influence of urban planning
By Dr. Heiko Huther and Dr. Ingo Weidlich

1. Introduction
Unlike the pipelines used for water supply and wastewater, those used for district heating are closely
connected to today's energetic and economic trends. Heat demand, heat supply and heat generation have
a direct influence on the strategic and conceptual decisions regarding planning, operation and
maintenance of DH pipelines. Daily decisions are therefore based on regular, statistical evaluations and
their extrapolation to the future. Today's experience shows that the cooperation with urban planners
plays an important role in the early stage, and so does the influence of Federal Government and EC
decisions on energy policy. This is a challenge for the district heating industry, due to the fact that
companies have to make decisions and prepare for the future. This article describes some developments
and changes in the industry recently observed and those to be expected.

2. Collecting, evaluating and interpreting statistical data
A reliable forecast has to be based on an exact
analysis of existing experience – information
gained by taking a look back. Since 1971, the
district heating association AGFW e.V. has been
keeping statistics of the relevant data as a regular
service. There is no other up-to-date and
complete database in the fields of combined heat
and power or district heat in Germany. The
results of these statistics are made up of
representative information, provided by the
reports of association members. Yearly
investigations are published in the AGFW main
report. Fig. 1 shows an example [1].

3. The political situation in Germany and Europe
The 6th Energy research program of the Federal Government on "sustainable and affordable energy“,
effective since August 2011, puts the Government policy into practice. It mainly consists of the support
concepts EnEff: town and EnEff: heat, which treat aspects of decentralised supply in an interdisciplinary
way.
One of its main aspects is the question how to ensure an affordable and sustainable energy supply, under
consideration of the worldwide climate changes.
In order to provide a German contribution to an international climate protection agreement, the Federal
Government offers the reduction of emissions by 40 % before 2020, which would be lower than the
level reached in the year 1990. This offer is made under the condition that, within the same period, the
European Union reduces emissions by 30 %, compared to 1990, and other countries commit themselves
to comparably ambitious targets [2].
The solution for this may be found in the development and introduction of innovative energy
technologies. It includes generation and consumption aspects. While prices increase, we have to create
competitive advantages on the home market and for worldwide exports – with a focus on energy saving
in buildings, machines and pumps, renewable energy installations, products, and vehicles. A higher
efficiency will also reduce dependency on energy imports and fossil fuels.
The distribution of energy certificates, which are getting scarce on the long term, is already followed
closely by the district heat industry. We need a new, economic and technical approach, involving
renewables in new and existing district heating grids.
In December 2008, the European Union agreed on a package of rules and targets for climate protection
and energy, containing ambitious targets for 2020.
It sets forth the following Europe-wide tasks to be fulfilled before 2020 :
–
–
–

20 % less greenhouse gas emissions than 2005
20 % renewable energies included
20 % increase in energy efficiency

4. Technical challenges in the upcoming years – knowledge for urban planners

Figure 1, District heating in Germany [1]

These values preset by politics require concrete actions regarding district heat in the next years. It is
obvious that combined heat and power can only be expanded from the present approx. 12 % to approx.
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25 % if sensibly connected with an expansion of the corresponding heating grids. There would be no
sense in unused additional heat, so we need expanded and more efficient heating grids to achieve this
goal. This will require more DH pipelines in the near future. New technologies in pipeline construction
are the key to a catalytic effect on the safe and economic expansion of district heat. At present, support
is primarily granted to research projects that are to identify the enhancement potentials of district
heating and dissolve existing innovation barriers. Many open issues regard the technological progress
that has been implemented in other pipeline-based industries for a long time. For the construction of DH
pipelines, there is little experience with flowable filling materials, trenchless laying and recycling of
filling materials, and a lot of questions have not yet been answered. This regards especially the stress
between pipelines and soil, and their long-term strength. The importance of these questions results from
the lateral and longitudinal earth pressure, affecting the statics to be calculated for DH pipelines [3]. It is
essential to focus on friction and subsoil reactions that affect pipelines as a consequence of temperature
expansion. The example in fig. 2 shows e.g. that axial normal stresses, expansion and displacement are
dependent on the applied friction forces FR’.
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heat sources into existing grids. The main activities here concentrate on heat generation from solar
energy and from biomass. Solar systems for local and district heating (SDH) use collectors and heat
supply installations to supply housing areas or industrial areas with renewable energy via heat networks,
without producing any emissions. Figure 3 shows a big collector field.

Figure 3. Collector field of a big solar DH system

Figure 2. Normal stresses, longitudinal stresses, expansion, and displacement at a straight pipeline
[3]
It is obvious that normal stresses at a pipeline depend directly on the applied friction forces. An exact
knowledge of earth pressure is therefore required, which is seldom in case of the named methods.
In different studies, open questions were discovered [4] and further examinations are planned in the
framework of research projects. Another technical challenge consists in the integration of renewable
159

Since the middle of this decade, interest has grown in Europe to use this technology in commercial
ways. Municipal utilities, DH suppliers, construction companies and local energy initiatives are
interested in solar heat. Solar local and district heat is now entering the practical stage of market
implementation. In this framework of the EC sponsored project „Solar District Heating take-off“, solar
energy companies and DH suppliers work together at the reduction of technical and economic barriers
(www.solar-district-heating.eu). Because of its temperature differences between night and day, solar
heat leads to a different strain on the pipelines than previous technologies, and there might also be
occasional differences in pressure and/or temperature between the solar heating grid and existing
networks. In spite of this, solar energy will play a leading role in the future heat supply that is connected
with pipelines.
Power plants based on biomass have become popular for the generation of power, heat and biogas. They
are decentral generation units, feeding gas or heat into existing pipelines. Similar to solar heat, the
problems here can be found on the technical side. Biomass needs filtering, which is still not very
effective. In this respect, smaller, decentral generation plants are less effective than a central generation
plant would be. In the project UP-RES („Urban Planners with Renewable Energy Skills“), urban
planners are to be informed and trained on these and other aspects of renewables with speciallydesigned training concepts and materials.
Other discussed heat storage media are ground basins, earth probes or containers, or the heating grid
itself. The efficiency of heat storage will be one of the main technical challenges during the next years,
and possible solutions will enormously contribute to an economic form of heat supply. The effect of
lower temperatures of flow and reverse flow on DH grids was examined, and planning tools were
developed for that purpose, in the network research project „Multilevel-District-Heating“ carried out by
the Technical University of Dresden (www.agfw.de).
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5. Perspectives and Opportunities

6. Research and development – required in DH pipeline construction

At present, the political landscape in Germany and Europe is an ideal starting point for district heating.
Years ago, it was considered an “old technology”, and there was only little interest. Today, its efficiency
in combining heat and power is in the focus of interest, because district heating helps us save resources
and reduce emissions. District heating is now valued as an efficient alternative to other forms of energy
supply, and its development is supported with different projects throughout Europe. Especially the
European cooperation in the program "Intelligent Energy Europe“ is leading to an intense exchange of
countries with different DH market shares. For example, this is happening in the projects
"EcoHeat4cities", "Solar-District-Heating-Take-off" and "Urban Planners with Renewable Energy
Skills". These developments include a great opportunity to learn from each other, and may have a
boosting effect on district heating. Europeanisation is also an opportunity for German firms. Some
supply undertakings found that in the next years, the trend will move towards building fewer big
pipelines, and heat demand in Germany will tend to decrease. Germany already is a highly industrialised
country with an existing infrastructure for energy supply. Nevertheless, there is still an important
potential for the expansion and densification of district heat for small loads, among others.

The district heat industry has to be lined up in a future-oriented, sustainable way to meet, use and realise
the existing development potential. This includes also the involvement of urban planners at early stages.
One focus has to be network expansion, another important point is the integration of renewables. Both
aspects require a close chain of research and development, innovation and enhancement. These factors
sublime in a sustainable future orientation of district heating. Again, qualified urban planners have to
play an important part in its realisation. In order to ensure the future of district heating, the industry is
ready to commit itself and take up interdisciplinary work.
Being a future-oriented industry already, district heating now undergoes a big innovative change that
has to be designed. Some tendencies that will influence on the future of DH can already be identified.
Still, it stays difficult to make valuable statements regarding the future of DH. Even supposedly reliable
forecasts may quickly be outdated with any unforeseen event, or technological change. Occurrences of
force majeure or man-made risks may cause quick changes and require completely new actions, or
investments. High risks have to be minimised by being well-prepared and striving for a constant
enhancement, adapting to the detected changes, and keeping the highest possible standards of quality
and safety – as it was already known in ancient times:
It is not essential to forecast the future, it is important to prepare for the future.
Perikles, (about 500 - 429 BC), Athenian politician and commander
And this is, of course, not only applicable to DH industry.
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CYCLIC LOADING OF BURIED PIPES
IN LARGE SOLAR THERMAL HEATING PLANTS
Ingo Weidlich
AGFW, German Heat and Power Association, Research and Development, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. i.weidlich@agfw.de
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Fig. 1: Solar collectors, Graz Austria

1. Introduction
Currently positive circumstances for the expansion of solar thermal heat can be observed in Europe. Because of climate
change and the connected wish to reduce CO2-emissions and because of doubts on the security of nuclear power
generation the broad use of renewable heat sources are supported by the European Union. A very promising technology
in this field is heating and cooling of urban areas with large solar thermal plants connected to a district heating pipe
network. Coupled with seasonal storages and other efficient district heating technologies this technology can be
integrated in the heat supply concept of European municipalities (Huther et al 2011). Nevertheless the integration of
large solar thermal plants is a special technical challenge.

During the last few years a growing interest for this technology in Europe has been observed. Solar district heating and
solar block heating are today entering a phase of actual marketing (Pauschinger et al. 2010).

2. Temperature load in solar thermal pipes
Because the sun only shines during the daytime, the solar collectors provide no heat by night. Thus the connected
pipelines are exposed only to the environmental temperature. A typical collector load curve is shown in figure 2 for a
summer day.
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Solar collectors used for solar thermal heating or cooling are exposed to the heating sunlight
several hours per day. By night the system cools down to the environmental temperature. This load
change takes place every day. Thus the hydraulically connected pipes, feeding district heating
networks with the hot water from the collectors, are subjected to the same cyclic temperature
changes. For a suggested pipe lifetime of 30 years 10960 load cycles are accumulated. The pipes
used in solar thermal plants for district heating are usually preinsulated district heating pipes with
a polyethylene coating. The insulated medium pipe can be made of steel or plastic. For higher
temperature of the medium and higher internal pressure a steel medium pipe is recommended.
These steel medium pipes expand and contract under cyclic temperature load once a day.
Conventional preinsulated district heating pipes are designed for a short term cyclic behaviour of
maximum 1000 full load cycles. Thus for the estimation of the long term behaviour and the safety of
district heating pipes, connected to solar thermal collectors, new requirements for the pipe-design
have to be developed.

A leading position in solar thermal plants has Denmark with today more than twenty large solar thermal plants with a
total nominal power well over 100 MWth. The biggest plant has a nominal power of 12.9 MWth and delivers heat for the
Danish town Marstal with 2347 inhabitants. In Germany eleven large solar thermal plants were built with a total power
of 17.5 MWth so far.
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In solar thermal plants large collectors provide the heating of water by solar radiation. These collectors (Fig. 1) are
usually connected to a storage and a district heating network.
Fig. 2: collector load curve in summer, Hillerød Denmark (Weidlich et al. 2010)
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During the day that leads in this case to an average temperature of ~67°C in the pipes for solar district heating.
Depending on the weather the water in the supply line can reach temperatures of 100 °C and more.
By night the temperature in the system drops to the environmental conditions. If the pipelines are buried in the ground
the temperature of the surrounding soil is decisive. Fig. 4 show typical temperature distribution in the ground in
Germany according to Dahlem (Dahlem 2000).
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4. Structural analysis for cyclic temperature loading
In the EN13941 the structural analysis for the steel medium pipe is regulated. According to this standard the ultimate
limit states A1 and A2 for one severe action and few actions respectively. B1 and B2 indicate low cycle fatigue and
high cycle fatigue and have to be respected. Furthermore limit states C and D are defined, which are not explained here.
For the equivalent action cycles according to table 1 only the safety against low cycle fatigue is to be verified. For
conventional district heating pipes the limit state B2, high cycle fatigue, is only of importance in the case of large
diameter pipe, small soil cover and heavy traffic actions or pipes above ground subject to vibration, e.g. from wind. The
EN13941 refers to Eurocode 3 (EN 1993), Structural Use of Steel, for high cycle fatigue analysis, which is relevant for
solar thermal pipes with more than N = 104 cycles.

Fig. 3: Temperature in the ground in Germany (Dahlem 2000)
For an average environmental temperature of 20 °C a maximum temperature difference of 'T = 80 K has to be taken
into account for the design of the district heating grid components. According to fig. 3 'T is even higher, when pipes
are buried in the ground. In any case the system has to be able to cope with the ambient temperature levels throughout
all different seasons during a year.

3. Cyclic loading
The described maximum temperature changes occur once a day. For a suggested servicetime of a district heating
network of 30 years a number of cycles for the temperature load of N = 30 x 365 = 10950 is accumulated. Compared to
conventional district heating pipelines the cyclic load is much higher. In table 1 the estimated equivalent action cycles
for conventional district heating pipes are shown according to EN13941 (EN13941 2010).

Fig. 4: Stability curve for steel under cyclic loading (Puthli 1998)

Tab. 1: Equivalent action cycles according to EN13941

Pipe type

Equivalent full action cycles in 30 years according to EN13941

Major pipelines

100

Main pipelines

250

House service connections

1000

For the insulation polyurethane foam changes in the mechanical properties due to cyclic loading are expected. However
cyclic testing of insulation foams for district heating is underrepresented in current testing standards (e.g. EN253 2009,
EN498 2009). For a better understanding of the whole district heating pipe network investigations on the mechanical
behaviour of insulation foams under cyclic loading have to be carried out.

5. Cyclic pipe – soil interaction
Because of the significant difference in the cyclic load the structural design of conventional district heating pipes cannot
be easily transferred to pipes in solar thermal driven grids. For a reliable assessment of the long-term behaviour of solar
thermal pipes the cyclic behaviour of the used material must be known. On the one hand it is a question of durability of
the material; on the other hand it is a question of the structural stability of the whole pipe-system.
For solar thermal plants preinsulated bonded pipes (steel medium pipe, polyurethane insulation and polyethylene
coating) and special pipes for solar thermal conditions are used. The structural design of these pipes can be carried out
according to EN13941. However only few known investigations take into account the cyclic behaviour of buried district
heating pipes. For a safe design of solar heating pipelines this lack of information must be filled in the near future.

5.1. Cyclic soil behaviour
Due to cyclic loading the bearing capacity of soils can be significantly reduced compared to the initial state. The
manner of the reduction of the bearing capacity depends on the properties of the soil, the load boundary conditions and
on the geometry of the construction element. The soil behaviour under cyclic loading is currently seen as a form of
creeping-reaction.
Different creeping-reactions of soils are known. Proportionally increasing plastic displacements with increasing number
of cycles are known as „ratcheting“ or „incremental collapse“. The rate of displacement remains approximately
constant. This cyclic soil behaviour leads finally after a certain number of cycles to failures in the system.
Another creeping-reaction is the „shakedown“-behaviour. This soil behaviour is characterised by plastic deformations
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reaching a stable state during cycling. The displacements occurring have no remaining influence on the system. The
remaining deformation rate is zero (Goldscheider et al. 1976).
The third form of creeping-behaviour is the „sedation“. The deformation rate decreases with increasing number of
cycles. A linear relationship between deformation and the number of cycles in logarithmic scale can be observed. This
soil reaction will lead step by step to the failure of the system.

Plastic deformation

In some cases a combination of the different reaction-types can happen. An apparent stable state may change to a non
stable soil reaction during cycling, that lead to a failure.
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are based on laboratory tests with monotonic loading. According to EN13941 the coefficient of horizontal soil reaction
or “horizontal bedding constant” kh is defined as the ratio between horizontal soil pressure (p) and horizontal movement
of the pipe system (v) as shown in equation 1.

kh

pu
0.15  vu  0.85  v

(eq. 1)

Where pu is the ultimate resistance of the soil and vu is the ultimate displacement related to pu. The ultimate horizontal
soil resistance pu can be assessed using the equivalent action capacity formula for side support (in cohesion-less soils)
given by equation 2.

pu

ratcheting

p
v

J  H  Kq

(eq. 2)

Where  is the weight of the soil and H is the overburden height. The soil pressure coefficient Kq can be chosen in Fig. 6
depending on the relative overburden height H/OD and the angle of internal friction ) of the soil.

sedation

shakedown

Number of cycles
Fig. 5: Soil reaction types due to cyclic loading (Lesny et al. 2005)
Schwarz collected 2002 results for the „Critical Level of Repeated Loading (CLRL)“ (Schwarz 2002). The CLRL is the
ratio between the cyclic load amplitude to the static failure load. When the CLRL is exceeded the cyclic loading leads to
a failure. Schwarz identified values for CLRL according to table 2.
Tab. 2: CLRL - values

Type of soil

CLRL

Sand
Silt
Normal consolidated clay
Over consolidated clay

0.1 – 0.4
0.4 – 0.6
0.35 – 0.55
0.85 – 1.0

Fig. 6: Soil pressure coefficient Kq
The ultimate horizontal displacement vu is not known precisely and depends also on soil properties. The results of a
number of tests with small diameter pipes are summarised in table 3.

According to the results of Schwarz sand has the highest potential for failure due to cyclic loading. Already a small
cyclic loading ratio related to the static failure load lead to decreasing effects of the bearing capacity.

Tab. 3: Ultimate horizontal displacement vu for small diameters

Outer diameter (OD)

Loose Sand

Dense Sand

75 mm

4.5

2.7

120 mm

3

2

300 mm

2

1.5

This must be respected for buried district heating pipes, because the favourite refill material for pipe trenches is usually
a poor graded sand.
5.2. Axial cyclic pipe soil interaction
Several laboratory tests and in situ measurements showed a reduction of friction on buried pipelines due to cyclic axial
displacements (so-called tunnel-effect). It was observed, that the reduction of friction happens during the first 5 to 10
cycles. After that a constant remaining residual value for the friction force is reached (Weidlich 2008). Today the
halving of the initial friction force is assumed for the residual state.
According to EN13941 the recommended coefficient of friction for initial movement of the pipes is μ = 0.4 and
considering long term effects (tunnel-effect) the recommended coefficient of friction is μ = 0 - 0.2. The low values
should be used e.g. when designing expansion.
For high numbers of cycles no changes in the residual friction force are expected.

The value for the line bedding constant ksoil is derived from kh as shown in Equation 3.

k soil

k h  OD

(eq. 3)

Cyclic effects are not respected in the above presented equations. Because of the lack of scientific investigations in the
field of lateral cyclic pipe soil interaction only the analogy of pipes to other cylindrical structural elements may give an
outlook towards possible cyclic soil response.

The lateral cyclic pipe soil interaction is not well known today. The calculation of lateral bedding pressures on pipelines

Because of the massive expansion of offshore platforms for wind energy the design of cyclic loaded piles got into the
focus of scientific research. The often used analogy between pipes and piles seems to be useful for the described
problem. Since spring models are often used for numerical calculation of district heating pipe systems simple
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calculation methods using a cyclic spring model for the design of cyclic lateral loaded piles may be adapted to district
heating pipelines.
Such a calculation method is for example the already well established p-y-methodology (p = bedding pressure, y =
lateral displacement) of the American Petroleum Institute (API 2000). For the ultimate lateral bedding pressure pu of
offshore piles two general failure mechanisms were suggested. 1st: Wedge mechanism near soil surface (equation 4) and
2nd: Plastic flow of the soil around the pile in deeper areas (equation 5). Thus two equations are given for pu, in which
the lower value is decisive.

pus

C1  z  C2  OD    z

(eq. 4)

p ud

C 3  OD    z

(eq. 5)

Where pus is the bedding pressure for the surface area, pud is the bedding pressure for the deeper area and z is the
overburden height. The coefficients C1, C2 und C3 are empirical derived parameters and have to be chosen depending on
soil conditions from API diagrams (API 2000).
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soil is well known and respected in the pipe design.
However only a few investigations on the cyclic behaviour of a whole district heating system are known (EnEff:Wärme
2010, Weidlich 2008). In current testing standards cyclic loading is underrepresented too (EN253 2009, EN498 2009).
On the one hand we need answers concerning the serviceability of the used material components under cyclic loading,
for example the deterioration of polyurethane insulation foams due to 104-times compression and shearing. On the other
hand the cyclic pipe-soil interaction behaviour must be known as exact as possible for an accurate design of the pipesystem. Furthermore additional technical challenges are expected for the integration of solar thermal plants in existing
grids because of the different technical conditions in solar systems and conventional systems.
Research is needed here. Especially investigation of the cyclic bearing behaviour of buried pipelines in extensive
research projects and the modification of recommendations and standards is strongly recommended.
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According to API the p-y curves can then be derived using a tangent hyperbolic formula shown in equation 6.

p

ª kz
º
A  pu  tanh «
 y»
¬ A  pu ¼

(eq. 6)

The bedding modulus k depends on the relative density and the inner shear strength of the soil and can also be chosen
from API-diagrams (API 2000).
Cyclic effects are respected by setting A = 0.9. For the static case A is to be calculated as shown in equation 7.

A

z º
ª
«¬3.0  0.8  OD »¼ t 0.9

(eq. 7)

Simple calculations for standard trench conditions of buried district heating pipes showed a significant discrepancy
determining pu according to EN13941 and API 2002. It was observed, that pu according to EN13941 is twice to four
times higher than after API 2000. Furthermore assuming A to be at least 1.0 for static conditions lead to equation 8:

z d 2.5  OD

(eq. 8)

For standard trench conditions this term can be followed only for shallow buried pipes. From this observation it is
evident, that the API approach is not very suitable for buried pipes. This may be the case because of its empirical
character and the purpose of the approach to be used for piles with a diameter of several meters - even though the
shown relationship was derived from model tests with small diameter of D=0.61m (Reese et al. 1974). Furthermore
pipes are buried at shallow depth. Small diameter and shallow depth lead according to equation 4 and equation 5 to low
pu-values and small differences for the parameter A in the static and cyclic case. Because of this scale effect and the
differences in the confining pressure the application of the API approach to buried pipelines is not recommended
without further investigations and modifications.
This leads directly to the strong need of research in the field of cyclic lateral loaded pipelines. Model tests should be
carried out in a sensible statistical extent. Other approaches for cyclic loading should be tested (e.g. the stiffness
degradation methodology) and its transferability to pipelines should be examined.
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6. Conclusions
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were the demonstration and advancement of solar heat supply systems, in most cases for residential settlements,
including large seasonal heat stores and achieving high solar fractions of 30 to 50 % of the total yearly heat demand. In
particular technologies and cost-effectiveness of solar heat stores have been improved and demonstrated in practical
realizations. For most of these plants the collector fields are integrated on distributed building roofs.

www.solar-district-heating.eu

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS AND PROSPECTS OF
SOLAR DISTRICT HEATING IN EUROPE
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At present the Danish project partners initiate a new IEA Task ‘Large-Scale Solar Heating and Cooling‘ in the frame of
the IEA Solar Heating and Cooling Implementing Agreement.

2
AGFW e.V. – German Heat and Power Association,
Stresemannallee 28, 60596 Frankfurt am Main, Germany, Phone: +49-69 6304-206, E-Mail: h.huther@agfw.de

Introduction

Solar district heating (SDH) plants are a large-scale solar thermal technology supplying renewable, zero-emission heat
from large collector fields via district heating networks to residential and industrial areas.
SDH plants are usually operated by local district heat suppliers. They are the key actors for SDH. Therefore, five
national district heating associations (or groups) from Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Italy and the
European roof association Euroheat & Power joined with acknowledged experts on the field of SDH for the Intelligent
Energy Europe (IEE) project SDHtake-off. The project actions follow a comprehensive approach for a market
introduction of SDH, contributing to a development to its full long term potential, which experts estimate at 5 to 10 %
of district heat from solar and an annual solar heat production in Europe of 100 to 200 PJ. Solites is initiator and
coordinator of the SDHtake-off project.
Long-term research programmes in Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Austria led to SDH demonstration plants,
operating today at feasible heat cost. Twenty years of operational experience, plant technology and know-how are
available from these programmes. Since the mid of this decade there is an increased interest in the commercial
operation of SDH, mainly by utilities but also from local authorities and the housing sector. SDH presently makes the
step into the market.

2

In Austria and Sweden large-scale solar thermal plants are often combined with biomass heating plants. At Graz a largescale solar plant was decentrally connected to the large city district heating grid.
At present Denmark is the front-runner regarding the market introduction of solar district heating. New plants with a
total capacity of 40 to 70 MWth are in the pipeline. Due to the favorable Danish market conditions the realization and
operation of these plants is economically feasible /3/. In pilot plants CHP is combined with solar thermal and large heat
stores.

1

1

In Denmark in most cases large central ground-mounted collector fields are integrated in smaller district heating
systems. The total nominal power of the Danish plants amounts at present to 74 MWth.

Status, prospects and current developments of solar district heating

In Europe, there are about 125 large-scale solar thermal plants in operation with a nominal power above 350 kWth and
about 40 plants with a nominal power above 1 MWth (Status 2007, /1/). This corresponds solely to about 1 % of the
total installed capacity of solar thermal in Europe. However, about 9 % of the total heat supply in Europe is covered by
district heating, which is an enormous potential for the integration of solar heat.
Experts of the European Renewable Heating and Cooling Energy Technology Platform (RHC-ETP) /2/ consider a share
of solar thermal in district heating of about 1 % as feasible for the next 10 to 20 years. The long term potential is
estimated to 5 to 10 %, which corresponds to an installed solar collector capacity of about 50 to 100 GWth and an
annual solar heat production of 100 – 200 PJ/a.
For the so far realised large-scale solar thermal plants different technological approaches have been developed in the
involved European countries:
In Germany eleven solar district heating pilot projects were realised between 1995 and 2009 within the national R&D
programmes Solarthermie-2000 und Solarthermie2000plus (total capacity 17.5 MWth). The aims of these activities
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New German working group on solar district heating

For Germany a climate-friendly and market-oriented district heat supply is indispensible. Shortage of resources and the
high dependency on energy imports initiated a process of rethinking. District heating is a future-oriented technology
which is able to bring heat from high-efficiency CHP and in future also from renewable sources at a large scale into
areas and cities. This was already recognized by numerous energy suppliers and local politicians, which at local level
actively promote a future-oriented, secure, efficient and environment-friendly heat supply. The new German working
group on solar district heating wants to support these activities, in order to set-up a network of the relevant market
stakeholders and to create a solid information and decision base for them. At present the working group is composed by
eight energy supply enterprises and four suppliers of solar thermal equipment. The working group is coordinated by the
project partners AGFW and Solites. Regular workshops are organized aiming at an intense information exchange and
the removal of market barriers.
The controversy between existing heat supply grids, in particular inner-city grids, operated with high-efficiency CHP
heat (e.g. from waste incineration) and additional solar heat, mainly available in periods when already a surplus of heat
prevails in the heat supply grids, requires a detailed analysis. In these considerations also the elevated space
requirements for large collector fields and stores need to be included.
German energy supply enterprises see the opportunities for solar district heating mainly for new-built stand-alone grids
as well as a complimentary component for heat generation systems on the base of biogenic energy sources. For the
latter considerable savings could be achieved in the summer period. Beside the security of supply, the long term
calculability of the heat generation cost is considered as essential advantage of solar thermal, particularly interesting for
innovative contracting business models. Furthermore the energy supply enterprises see advantages in the long term
climate- and CO2-neutral heat generation and the avoidance of complex logistic chains for a large-scale implementation.
These aspects gain in importance for future local energy supply concepts.
The German working group shall demonstrate that, for the sake of a future sustainable district heat supply, not a
confrontation between CHP and solar thermal is of use, but rather the clear identification of the suitable application
cases and the related limits for both technologies.

4

Project Facts

In this project the partners analyze the market conditions and barriers leading to recommendations to policy and support
scheme decision makers. District heating experts and industries together at one table with experts and industries of the
solar thermal sector elaborate industry standards and guidelines for SDH, necessary for commercial activities on this
sector. Capacity on the supply side is built up by training and support structures. Targeted dissemination activities will
disseminate the project results in 18 European countries, motivate and support new market actors in more European
countries to start activities on this field.
The project duration is three years from July 2009 to June 2012.
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Basic knowledge about existing energy-delivery structures and the requirement of usable heat is
indispensable in order to be able to assess the options of using different technologies and supply
systems in the heating market. Those factors reducing room-heating requirement, like renovation
measures, or a decrease in population, have to be considered as well. Arrangements for future
developments on the German heat production market aim at ascertaining room-heating requirement
in the form of a digital heat requirement map by 2050.

Fig. 1 shows the required steps in a flow chart. After categorising local communities and
subsequently ascertaining the development of housing capacity, the results will be used to derive at
future requirements of usable heat for the households of each community. Then, potential of district
heating per community will be estimated, considering types of neighbourhood and their percentage
in each inhabited area. Among other factors, the future development of the per capita living space is
included herein.

1. Heat requirement of households in Germany by 2050

For the ascertainment of heating requirement and its development, buildings are classified by
different building types and time of construction. A representative building is assigned to each
building type, and the specific room-heating requirement is calculated per square metre of usable
living space.
In order to ascertain the complete heating requirement in residential buildings, the additional
heating requirement for domestic hot water has to be considered. In accordance with the average
living space per person, a number of persons may be deduced, depending on the type of building.
The heating requirement may be calculated correspondingly, based on an average yearly heating
requirement for domestic hot water.
In the year 2005, private households consumed 2 391 PJ of the overall heating requirement.
Adjusted to take account of extraordinary weather conditions, the value was 2 433 PJ. Of this, 81.7
% was used for room heating and 18.3 % was used for providing hot water [4]. If renovation
measures of the building envelope are realised, the overall energy requirement of households for
room heating and hot water, which was approx. 2 073 PJ in the year 2005, will be reduced to about
1 188 PJ in the year 2050 (fig. 2). In the year 2030, buildings that were constructed before 2006 will
consume more than 90 % of the requirement of usable heat (1 426 J). In the long term, the
households' requirement of usable heat will depend more on existing buildings than on future
constructions. The requirement of usable heat for all new houses built between 2006 and 2050,
however, is presumed to be only 194 PJ in the year 2050. With regard to the tightening of the EnEV
2009/2012/2015 and to the presumed further tightening, the calculation takes into account a
reduction of heat requirement by 115 PJ with new constructions.
By 2030, enhanced energetic renovation possibilities and higher demolition rates will reduce the
requirement of usable heat of multi-family houses built before 2005 (construction years »before
1979«, »1979-2005«). Reduction will range by about 35 % compared with 2005. This is a higher
reduction value than that of the requirement of detached or two-family houses. That value is
reduced by 28.5 %. In the year 2030, the requirement of usable heat including hot water will be 923
PJ with detached houses built before 2005; multi-family houses will require 504 PJ. New
constructions are classified as replaced buildings within an existing neighbourhood (»from 2006«),
or as new buildings in a new neighbourhood. More development areas with detached houses are to
be expected by 2030. In the year 2030, the requirement of usable heat including room-heating and
hot water will be around 47 PJ for replaced buildings, compared to 78 PJ for detached houses at
new construction sites.
The requirement of usable heat for multi-family houses built from 2006 is significantly lower with
about 9 PJ in new construction sites or 4.5 PJ for replaced buildings, because of the low building
activity in this area and the lower specific requirement of usable heat.

Fig. 1: Flow chart for the ascertainment of the digital heating requirement map.
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2. Method for creating a digital heating requirement map

In order to ascertain the requirement of usable heat of a local community, areas are broken down
and classified by similar building type structures. A number of buildings per square metre is
assigned to each classified area. Inhabited areas are characterised by typical urban structures, also
referring to the age of the buildings.
Communities grow according to urban planning, with different types of neighbourhoods covering
areas of different size. Communities of the same size use to show similar structures. In order to
ascertain analogies in the structure of building types, all 12 415 communities in Germany were
classified according to their number of inhabitants.

Fig. Hiba! Nincs ilyen stílusú szöveg a dokumentumban.:
Development of the requirement
of usable heating for room-heating and hot water for households by 2050

Existing district heating networks
In the year 2006, around 311 PJ were fed into the district heating network [2]. Of this, 49 % related
to private households and 34 % to trade, commerce and the service branch, and 17 % to industry.
The total connected heat load of the installations was 51.5 GW [2].
Estimation of potential of district heating is done with the data of communities that were provided
with district heat in the year 2006/2007 (source: several AGFW main reports, own research). While
all German towns with more than 80 000 inhabitants and a requirement of more than 500 GWh of
usable heat relate to this, (table 1), the percentage of communities provided with district heat is
decreasing with decreasing community size. For example, in about 91 % of medium-sized towns
with up to 80 000 inhabitants, there is a district heating system. In medium-sized towns with 50 000
inhabitants, district heating only holds a share of 70 %, which drops to 45 % in small towns with up
to 24 000 inhabitants. Finally, only 8 % of all smaller rural communities with up to 5 500
inhabitants use district heat.
Table 1:
community
category

GK1

GK2
GK3

GK4

GK5

smallrural
communitiesupto
5.500ihnabitants
bigrural
communitiesupto
11.000ihnabitants
smalltownsupto
24.000inhabitants
smallmediumsized
townsupto50.000
inhabitants
bigmediumsized
townsupto80.000
inhabitants

numberof
communities
[]

numberofDH
communities
[]

shareofDH
communities
[%]

heat
demand
[GWh]

usefulheat
DHcommunities
[GWh]

DH
households
[GWh]

5607

464

8

26714

2803

316

4567

1125

25

106599

29392

2757

1372

623

45

104923

48688

4314

633

438

69

113436

81496

6517

123

112

91

45603

41647

3206

GK6

smalllargetownsup
to170.000inhabitants

65

65

100

44252

44252

4405

GK7

biglargetownsup
to400.000inhabitants
largetownsfrom
400.000inhabitants

33

33

100

50629

50629

5653

15

15

100

83581

83581

8300

12.415

2.875

23

575.735

382.488

35.467

GK8
Total
1)
2)

Fig. 3:

Numbers referring to communities supplied with DH in 2006/2007 per size
description/number
ofinhabitants

with DH supplied communities
Average heat demand of communities, which is covered by the existing DH.

Development of the potential of district heat for households before 2050

The volume of district heating in a community's households is mapped with the areas of different
types of neighbourhood, using a distribution key [1]. This permits deductions regarding the size of
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the area, in which households are provided with district heating, referring to each community and
its types of neighbourhood. The account is not based on full supply, but on a supply degree between
63 and 84 %.
Densification and expansion potential
There is a potential for densification in the household segment, as not all end users are connected in
areas where district heat is available. In general, those may be easily covered with additional
connecting pipe. In areas where pipelines exist as well for natural gas as for district heating, we
assume that they will be replaced by only district heating.
In order to realise the peripheral expansion potential on a household level, new neighbourhoods
have to be connected to an existing district heating system. In comparison with the densification
potential, this requires more investments. In mathematical terms, the theoretical, maximum
expansion potential may be ascertained by assigning the complete development potential to each
neighbourhood or to the whole (planned) inhabited area.Due to the fact that construction times are
required for expanding the district heating network, and owners of buildings that are heated
otherwise than by district heating, are not always ready to change overnight, a development period
of 10 years is assumed.
DH potential regarding new constructions
Ascertaining the potential of district heating for new constructions of domestic customers, there is a
difference to consider between the potential of communities without a previous supply of district
heating, and the potential of new neighbourhoods in communities with an existing or additional
district heating network
The potential of district heating in new neighbourhoods depends essentially on the expected heating
requirement and the possibility of establishing a local district heating network in an economic way.
At first, the establishment of a district heating supply is supposed to be feasible in a new
neighbourhood, starting with a heat load of 500 KW(th).
As the settlement of new neighbourhoods usually does not take longer than an average of 5 to 10
years, a decision has to be taken for or against district heat when developing the construction site.
District heat networks cannot be easily installed after constructions have been finished. Therefore,
when the potential of district heating of a new neighbourhood is ascertained, only the planned
construction area for that year is considered.

3. Potential district heat requirement of households in Germany

The development of the potential of district heating in Germany depends on the development in the
existing regions supplied with district heat and the densification options or peripheral expansion.
Additionally, there are possibilities of installing a district heating network in a new neighbourhood
or in communities that were previously supplied otherwise (Fig. 3).
In 2005, about 127.7 PJ of the usable heating requirement of the communities' households referring
to room-heating and domestic hot water were covered by district heating. This concerns 6 % of the
entire room-heating requirement.
By 2050, this requirement of usable heating for the existing households, supplied by district
heating, will decrease to about 66.1 PJ (5 %). This decrease, as for all other categories of district
heating, is due to the enhanced insulation of buildings, which reduces the requirement of usable
heat. The demolition and removal of buildings supplied by district heating is only a small
decreasing factor.
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Fig. 4:

Development of DH potential in households by the year 2050

In the year 2010, there is the highest densification potential of households – about 30.9 PJ per year
– which will decrease continuously to 16.5 PJ by 2050. From 2010, all communities that are already
supplied by district heating networks will show a potential for development of district heating of
14.1 PJ. By 2020, this will rise to 115.4 PJ and then decrease to 81.9 PJ by 2050. Development
potential will rise by 2020, because up to then, the maximum development of district heating supply
will be set to a preset time period for constructions.
Referring to the potential of new constructions, a predominant market share may be gained by
opening up new communities to district heating. In 2015, they will hold a share of about 86.5 %,
which will increase to about 94.6 % by 2030. The total expansion potential for district heating is
46.7 PJ in 2010, for both expansion and new constructions. The potential of district heating
resulting from every year's development of new neighbourhoods is about 2.6 PJ in the year 2010
and will decrease to about 2.0 PJ by 2030. This potential can be expanded to up to 38 PJ by 2025.
Afterwards, it will decrease to 27.7 PJ by 2050.
The total potential of district heating, i.e. the existing district heat supply including densification
and expansion, will reach a maximum of 278 PJ/a by the year 2020. This potential will decrease to a
value of 192.9 PJ by 2050.
For the development of the specified potential of district heating, an extensive expansion of the
district heating network is required.
The different structures of building types require different lengths of connecting pipe, leading to an
average network length of the district heat distribution lines that varies between 8 and 17 kms of
line length per square metre of inhabited area.
In addition, 6 to 15 metres of connecting pipe are required in order to connect a residential building
with the district heat supply lines. Altogether, the required line length of connecting pipe amounts
to about 5 to 14 kms per square metre of developed area. Some objects, however, are commonly
supplied through the same connecting pipe. The analysis with statistical and analytical
approximation methods leads to the overall conclusion that, at present, about 38 000 kms of
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network length exists in Germany, or even 76 000 km, including the connecting pipe. The absolute
number of network length regarding the supply of households with district heat was about 17 700
kms of line length in 2005. For a future densification of existing areas supplied with district heating,
an additional network length of connecting pipe of about 1 300 kms will be required.
By the year 2020, an additional district heating network of about 17 600 kms will be needed for
expanding areas where district heating is already available, and by 2025, about 5 500 kms will be
required in order to make district heating available to areas that have been supplied otherwise
before. Only 600 kms are required for new neighbourhoods, due to their small size and the yearly
observation. As it is assumed that a potential of district heating is developed quickly, the maximum
network
length
will
be
42
700
kms
for
households
in
2025.

Fig. 5:
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District heating potential is restricted in areas where it would be a new form of energy supply. This
is due to the fact that distribution costs rise in proportion with a decreasing number of inhabitants
per community, which is caused by a lower building density, for example. Assuming that lower
distribution costs will be achieved in the future, variation was calculated for a minimum of 3 000
inhabitants in areas that are not yet supplied with district heating.
The estimation of district heating potential in new neighbourhoods is based on a complete settling
period of not more than 5 years, assuming that specific investment costs for district heating
generating plants will decrease.
Further, an increased rate of remuneration for generated power may be expected. Therefore, a lower
minimum heat load of 250 kW (th) is presumed for new neighbourhoods.
With varied parameters, district heating potential will rise by 66 % to 461 PJ in the year 2020, or by
72 % (401 PJ) in 2030 (fig. 5). In 2020 and 2030, this will relate to about 25 % of the entire
requirement of usable heat in Germany.
Presuming this partial suppression of natural gas supply, leads to the highest, percentual and
absolute potential expectation of growth for expanding the existing DH supply systems.
The varied expansion of existing DH supply systems will lead to an additional potential of about
176 PJ in 2020 (an increase of 252 %, compared to the basic calculation), or about 157 PJ (an
increase of 161 %, compared to the basic calculation). In communities without a district heating
network, an overall potential of 45.5 PJ in 2020, or 55.8 PJ in 2030 may be realised. As new
residential buildings require a relatively small percentage of usable heat, and because of the small
potential of new constructions in general, there will only be an increase of 0.8 PJ in 2020. In 2030,
this value will be 0.6 PJ. If the entire additional potential of new neighbourhoods is opened up,
accumulated local heat will be available to a 44 % of all new neighbourhoods between 2005 and
2050.

Development of DH network length and potential in households by the year
2050

Variation of influencing factors for the ascertainment of the potential of DH
When regarding the potential of district heating, so far, potential restriction was the main criteria for
economic considerations of network expansion and integration of new communities and
neighbourhoods. If these restrictions are changed in a way that the initial situation of DH
development is enhanced, higher potentials may be created.
In case the district heating network is densified, variation is not required because, practically, full
supply may be assumed. The expansion of areas that are presently supplied with district heating is
influenced by existing natural gas supply systems and possible hydraulic restrictions in potential
expansion areas.
Therefore, variation is based on the assumption that the natural gas network may be reduced in half
of the multi-utility enterprises and in urban areas, where it is easy to install a district heating
network.
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Fig. 6:

Development of the potential of district heat for households before 2050 including the
change of assumptions
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The required network length will increase almost proportionally as DH potential rises. In total, 35 300 kms
would be required for the expansion of existing DH networks (Fig. 7). 60 800 kms would be required for a
complete realisation of the whole potential.
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Fig. 7:

Development of network length and potential (households) by the year 2050

4. Summary and conclusions

The supposed data lead to the conclusion that 2005's requirement of 2 073 PJ of usable heating for
households will decrease to 1 566 PJ by 2030. This is due to enhanced insulating materials being
used for renovation of existing buildings, thus improving energy efficiency and preventing heat
transmission losses.
Whereas the neighbourhoods' requirement of usable district heating will be decreasing by 2030,
expansion potential in general will rise. This is above all related with the possibilities of expanding
existing DH networks and developing more networks in new neighbourhoods.
Expansion potential for district heating will be 46.5 PJ in 2010, then rise to a peak value of 171.1 PJ
by 2020, and decrease afterwards to 159.0 PJ in 2030. The calculated potential of district heating
with regard to densification and expansion will be restricted to those communities that have been
supplied with district heating in 2006/2007. In the basic year of 2006/2007, this was a requirement
of 500 GWh of usable heating for all communities with more than 80 000 inhabitants. The share of
district heating in middle-size towns with up to 80 000 inhabitants is about 91 %. In towns with up
to 50 000 inhabitants, this share is reduced to about 69 %. Whereas the percentage of district
heating in small towns amounts to 45 %, it is just under 25 % in big rural communities.
Communities with up to 50 000 inhabitants are potential DH areas because of their high 56.4 %
share in the requirement of usable heat for households, which may be opened up to district heating
especially if pipeline costs were reduced.
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Abstract:
The first aim of our research is to calculate the solar irradiance assuming clear sky conditions and
using the typical climatological conditions and compare them in a study area in city of Szeged. The
second aim is to analyze the shading effect of the tree-crowns on the possible solar energy gain of
building roofs in urban areas. The calculation of the climatologically potential solar energy gain
based on an empirical atmospheric transmittance (calculated from the measured global radiation
values). The results show that in the case of clear sky condition the urban vegetation (tree-crowns)
causes significant potential solar energy loss on the roofs, but in the realistic (climatologically
typical) situations this effect is less significant. These obtained results clearly illustrate how useful
tool could be the presented calculation method at the economical and technical planning stage of
the installation of solar systems on roofs.

1. Introduction
The urbanized areas are the main energy consumers although they cover relatively small areas
compared to the total surface of the Earth. As a renewable energy the solar radiation could be a
significant alternative energy source in cities primarily for satisfying the energy demand of
buildings. This locally produced electric power, applying active and passive solar systems installed
on roofs and walls, has very short transmission ‘route’. Therefore the energy loss due to
transmission is negligible compared to the energy produced outside the city, so it can significantly
contribute to the power supply of buildings. This demand is closely connected to the heat output of
buildings whose magnitude changes seasonally. In certain periods this output can exceed the daily
solar radiation input especially in the densely built up inner city areas (Seprődi-Egeresi and Zöld,
2011).
The amount of solar energy reaching the surface at a certain place and time is determined in the first
instance by larger scale factors: seasonal change of the Earth-Sun geometry, location of the place,
atmospheric conditions as a function of weather and climate, and of natural and/or anthropogenic
origin air pollution. In addition, smaller scale factors as local emissions of traffic, industry, etc., as
well as urban surface geometry also influence the magnitude of the irradiance reaching the urban
surface. This surface is very complex, mainly because of the different urban elements (e.g. houses,
buildings, trees) having variant shape, size and height and uneven spatial distribution. Therefore the

mutual shading of these objects has to be taken into account at the estimating of the possible energy
gain of the solar systems on buildings.
There are several existing methods for calculating the direct and diffuse solar irradiance for natural
terrain (Hetrick et al., 1993, Kumar et al., 1997), though the application of these methods for urban
environments is rare. This study is the second step of a longer research directed on the utilization
possibilities of solar energy in special (densely built) urban conditions. In such conditions taking
into account the mutual shading of the different urban elements is of great importance. In an earlier
study we determined the possible maximum amount of solar energy input of roofs with different
aspects and steepness in a densely built part of a Central-European city, Szeged, with an assumption
of cloudless sky and clear atmosphere with ordinary humidity (Gál and Unger, 2011). In this study
we approach the real conditions, so we take into account the radiation modification effect of the
trees and the clouds using climatological data series of average cloudiness over Szeged, too. Then
we compare the theoretical (maximum) and the realistically expected solar energy gains of the
differently shaded roofs at some distinctive days of the year again in a densely built inner city area.

2. Study area and applied methods
2.1 Study area, applied urban surface and meteorological data
Szeged (46ºN, 20ºE) is located in southeast Hungary at 79 m above sea level on a flat plain (Figure
1). According to Köppen’s classification the city belongs to the climatic type Cfb (warm temperate
climate with annually uniform precipitation distribution and with warm summer), similarly to the
predominant part of the country (Unger, 1999). The urbanized area of Szeged is around 50 km2 and
its avenue-boulevard street network was built to follow the axis of the river Tisza. There are no
other large water bodies in the vicinity of the city.
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Figure 1: Location of the study area in Szeged, Hungary and elevation above sea level of the
buildings and tree crowns

sin asun

The study area is located in the southern part of the city core (Figure 1) with an extension of
228,159 m2 (~0.2 km2) and within this area the footprints of the buildings cover 77,121 m2. The
height of the buildings in the city core is rather homogenous, the average height is 13 m, although,
there are some 10-story buildings (Figure 1). In the center of the study area there is an urban park
with significant tree-cover.
For the solar irradiance calculations two digital surface models (DSM) were generated. The first
DSM contains the surface and the buildings, and the inputs for this model were the digital elevation
model and the 3D building database of Szeged (Unger, 2006). The 3D building database contains
the footprints and the building heights (measured with photogrammetric methods). For the details of
the development of this DSM see Gál and Unger (2011). The second DSM was generated from the
same inputs, but in addition it contains the tree crowns, too. The elevation of the tree crowns was
calculated using photogrammetric methods from 4-band aerial photographs, and the footprints of
the parts of the tree-crowns where the height is rather homogeneous were calculated using a GIS
method applied by Gál and Unger (2012).
The final 0.5 m resolution digital surface models contain the natural surface and the complete
building (and tree-crown) envelope. By using this model different surface characteristics (e.g. slope,
aspect, shading) can be taken into account for the calculation of the irradiance.
In this study we have used a 10-year long (1998-2008) dataset of the measured global radiation in
the urban and rural meteorological stations in Szeged (Unger and Gál, 2011), as well as of observed
cloudiness from the rural station. The urban station is located in the western edge of the study area
and the rural one is located outside the city in an agricultural area 4 km west from the study area.
Both stations belong to the Hungarian Meteorological Service.
2.2 Daily irradiance calculation
Daily irradiation was calculated using the modified version of the algorithm presented by Gál and
Unger (2011). This was coded in object-oriented script language (Avenue) of the ArcView GIS
system (www.esri.com); several input data for this Avenue script were calculated using Fortran
language algorithms. With this modified version of the script the amounts of the daily irradiation
can be calculated assuming clear sky conditions (K↓clear-sky) and typical climatological conditions
(K↓real), respectively.
In order to calculate the flux density and the amount of solar radiation the Sun’s position is needed
at the calculation time. The position of the Sun is determined by the solar altitude angle (hsun) and
solar azimuth angle (asun). The former is the angular elevation of the Sun above the horizon and the
latter is the angular distance between the horizontal projection of the direction of the Sun and the
direction of South. The solar altitude angle and the solar azimuth angle were calculated by the
Equations 1 and 2 (Robinson, 1966):

sin hsun
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where is the latitude of the site, sun is the solar declination and sun is the hour angle of the Sun.
The solar declination varies from -23.45° to 23.45° and it can be calculated by the Equation 3 if the
number of the day (N) in the year is known (Kumar et al., 1997).
s
sun

23 .45 sin 360

284 N
365

(3)

The other key parameter for the calculation of irradiance in tilted surfaces is the angle (i) between
the direction of the Sun and the normal to the slope. Its cosine value was calculated by the Equation
4 (Bencze et al., 1982).
cos i

cos hslope sin hsun sin hslope cos hsun cos asun aslope

(4)

where hslope is the slope angle of each grid point and aslope is the slope aspect in each grid point (0° is
referred to the South direction). The slope angle and aspect were calculated with the built in
function of Avenue script language using the raster format digital surface model of the study area.
The solar radiation received at the outer edge of the atmosphere is the solar constant (I0). According
to the different measurements its value varies from 1353 Wm-2 (Jansen, 1985) to 1373 Wm-2
(Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). As an intermediate value, for our calculation we used I0 = 1367
Wm-2 as it is a widely accepted value (Duncan et al., 1982; Wherli, 1985; Kumar et al., 1997).
In the case of the calculation of K↓clear-sky the solar radiation along its path to the surface is
weakened by the atmosphere. This attenuation depends on the air mass ratio (M) and the
atmospheric transmittance ( ). The air mass ratio describes the relative mass of air that the solar
beam has to pass through. It can be calculated by the Equation 5, while the atmospheric
transmittance is determined by the Equation 6 assuming clear weather conditions (Kreith and
Kreider, 1978).
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In the case of the calculation of K↓real for the atmospheric transmittance an empirical constant was
used instead of the value calculated with Equations 5 and 6. This empirical constant was
approximated with an iteration algorithm using the 10-year long measured irradiation dataset for a
given day. As a first step of the iteration we set the starting value of the atmospheric transmittance
) for clear-sky conditions. Using this starting value the irradiance was
to the typical value (
calculated for every hour for a flat surface. Using the difference of the measured and the calculated
irradiance the value of the atmospheric transmittance was modified: if the calculated irradiance data
was higher than the measured one the value was reduced and in the other case the value was
increased. Using the new value of the calculation was repeated, until the calculated irradiance was
within a given threshold of the measured data. This threshold was 10 Wms-1. The final value is the
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typical value for a given hour in a given day, and it represents the transmittance of the atmosphere
with typical cloudiness conditions at that time.
Using the calculated input values the direct (Idir), diffuse (Idiff) and reflected radiation (Irefl) fluxes
are calculated for each grid point with the help of Equations 7, 8 and 9, respectively (Gates, 1980).
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In order to quantify the shading effect of buildings on the solar access of other obstacles, we
calculated the global radiation (K↓) for the shaded and for the sunlit grid points using the Equation
10 and 11, respectively. The shaded grid points were localized using hill shade function (which is a
built in function of Avenue script language).
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Figure 2: Annual variation of the urban and rural monthly mean global radiation [Wm-2] and the
monthly mean of the urban-rural difference in the global radiation [Wm-2]

(11)

In case of some distinctive days of the year (solstices and equinoxes) the amounts of daily
irradiance (K↓clear-sky) were calculated in 60-minute time steps. At equinoxes in March and
September the diurnal movement of the Sun and therefore the characteristics of the irradiance are
the same, so we obtained 3 maps as results. The steps in the K↓real calculation were almost the same,
but there were separated calculations in March and September because the climate (e.g. cloudiness)
characteristics of these two days are different.

3. Results
3.1 The modification of the solar irradiation in urban areas
The air of the urban boundary layer in generally contains more pollutant than the rural boundary
layer, thus the transmittance in urban areas is smaller, and it will decrease the solar irradiance also
(Oke, 1987). In order to analyze this urban modification, we have calculated the monthly mean
global radiation values [Wm-2] for the rural and the urban stations (Figure 2). In the case of Szeged
the global radiation is almost the same in the months when the Sun elevation is low, and there is a
small difference in summer. Surprisingly, the global radiation in the urban site is higher than the
rural site. To resolve this contradiction we have to point that there is no heavy industry in Szeged,
so the pollution levels are mostly low, and the main pollutant in this region is PM10, which is
originated partly from natural sources (large sand covered surfaces of the western part of the Grate
Hungarian Plain). If we analyze the difference between the mean urban and the rural global
radiation we ascertain that the difference is below 10 Wm-2 (Figure 2). This magnitude of difference
is comparable to the accuracy of the pyranometers (global radiation sensors).

3.2 The effect of tree-crowns on the irradiance
For analyzing the effect of the tree crowns on the solar irradiance we calculated the daily sum of
irradiance with and without tree-crowns using both of the calculation methods. With the first
calculation method we can analyze the theoretical maximum of daily irradiance (assuming clear sky
conditions and ordinary humidity), while with modified calculation method we can analyze the
climatologically potential daily irradiance. Using the modified method the effects of the air
pollution, water vapour and clouds are included in the calculations.
Applying these two methods we calculated the irradiance on the roofs in the study area for
distinctive days of the year: Summer and Winter solstice and Spring-Autumn equinoxes. Assuming
clear sky conditions (Figure 3) the results for the equinoxes are the same, because in this case there
are no variable factors connected with weather parameters. The shading effect of the tree-crowns is
noticeable, for example the total amount of irradiance at Summer solstice in the study area is
2,025,250 MJ in the case with only buildings, but it is only 1,981,252 MJ if we include the
vegetation. The difference (43,998 MJ) is the potential solar energy loss caused by the vegetation
shading in this area (Figure 3).
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Figure 4: Daily amounts of the irradiance on the roofs in the study area with only buildings at
Summer solstice (A), at Winter solstice (B), and with tree-crowns and buildings at Summer solstice
(C), at Winter solstice (D) calculated using the correction based on the measured daily irradiance
Assuming the real climate conditions the total amounts of the daily irradiance are significantly
lower at Summer and Winter solstices (Figure 4). The reason for this difference is the effect of the
clouds, overall pollution and water vapor content of the atmosphere. The knowledge about this real
amount of irradiation is very important because it is the average available solar energy potential,
and the result of this calculation may help for the planning of the optimal size of solar energy
systems in this urban area.

Figure 3: Daily amounts of the irradiance on the roofs in the study area with only buildings at Summer solstice
(A), at Spring-Autumn equinoxes (B), at Winter solstice (C) and with tree-crowns and buildings at Summer
solstice (D), at Spring-Autumn equinoxes (E), at Winter solstice (F) assuming clear sky conditions

In this case the total amount of irradiance for example in summer in the study area is 912,618 MJ
when we take into account only the buildings, and 908,881 MJ if we include the vegetation, too.
The potential solar energy loss (3,737 MJ) caused by the vegetation shading is much smaller then at
clear sky conditions, because in this case the ratio of the direct radiation in the total irradiance
significantly lower, so the role of the diffuse radiation increases.
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In the case of Spring-Autumn equinoxes the amounts of the irradiance are different (Figure 5), at
Spring equinox we found higher amount of irradiation, however the sun position and elevation is
the same. This can be explained by the difference in the typical weather conditions (more clouds in
September than in March).

the roofs, but in the realistic (climatologically typical) situations this effect is less significant. These
obtained results clearly illustrate how useful tool could be the presented calculation method at the
economical and technical planning stage of the installation of solar systems on roofs.
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EVALUATION AND MODELLING THE MICROBIOCLIMATOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF A POPULAR
PLAYGROUND IN SZEGED, HUNGARY

Key words: thermal effect, urban playground, land cover, numerical simulation

children can choose among several toys, jungle gyms as well as swings, and 20 benches offer
seating place for the visitors. In the western part of the playground, a cottage is situated where the
visitors can play even in bad weather.
The surface of the area is primarily covered by light-coloured paving stone that protects the playing
children from greater injuries. Different land cover can only be found on two parts of the
playground: the children’s sand pits are filled with sand, and the immediate vicinity of the cottage
and the southwester corner of the playground is paved. The vegetation is considerable (primarily
deciduous trees), however, they are mainly located in the border regions of the study area.
Therefore during forenoon and in the early afternoon hours, a large part of the playground is
exposed to the sunlight (Figure 1).

Abstract:
This paper presents a thermal comfort study of a popular playground in Szeged (Hungary) in order
to find its optimal land cover and vegetation options. For this assessment simulated micro- and
bioclimatological conditions recorded on a typical summer day (12th July 2011) were analysed. The
thermal and radiation features of the study area were quantified by two biometeorological indices,
Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and Mean Radiant Temperature (Tmrt). For the simulation of the
meteorological parameters and the bioclimate indices, ENVI-met microclimate model was used.
The results confirmed that the modelled areas with different land cover provide a variety of thermal
conditions for the visitors; moreover, human thermal sensation was significantly affected by the
change of the radiation environment.

1. Introduction
In urban areas the climatological and bioclimatological conditions are modified compared to the
rural areas (Unger, 1999), and even inside a city in micro scale these conditions are changing
rapidly following the urban surface characteristics. The setup of the urban surface characteristics is
related with the work of planners, architects and urban planners therefore they have an influence on
the local and micro scale climate conditions. The urban planning and planning of urban green
spaces is a very complex process and it has several climatological aspects. The final shape of an
urban park is designed by the aspects of the architecture but this final setup determines the
microclimate of that area and finally the thermal comfort of the visitors. As a result of the thermal
comfort conditions the visitors or users of the urban park may alter their opinion about it. If the park
is perfect in architecture aspect, but there is heat stress in most of the time, than the visitors will
avoid this area.
Fortunately in the last decades there were numerous researches in the topic of microclimate and
thermal comfort, therefore now several methods and software are available to predict the
microclimate conditions of an urban park when it is existing only in plans, or before the
construction begin (e.g. Lehme and Bruse, 2003; Gulyás et al., 2006; Chow et al., 2011; Frölich and
Matzarakis, 2012). This study is an example for this micro scale modeling methods, which can give
useful information for the architects to make sure that the finally constructed open space or park has
the optimal or best setup in several aspects.

2. Study area and applied methods
2.1 Study area
Our thermal comfort examinations took place in the centre of Szeged, located in the south-eastern
part of a Central-European state, Hungary (46°N, 20°E). The investigated approximately 3300 m2
large area is one of the most modern and well-attended playground in the city. In this open space

Figure 1: Geographical location of the study area and some photographs
from the investigated playground
2.2 Methods – simulation with ENVI-met
ENVI-met is a three-dimensional non-hydrostatic climate model which is able to model the
interactions in the surfaces-atmosphere-vegetation system with relatively high temporal (10 min)
and spatial (0.5-10 m) resolution (Bruse and Fleer, 1998). The simulation required two groups of
input data: the configuration file (.cf) contains the basic settings and the necessary meteorological
parameters of the simulation while the area input file (.in) includes the morphological elements
(buildings, plants, land covers etc.) of the investigated area.
The present study introduces the use of ENVI-met in the comparison of the effects of different land
covers and designs on the micro- and bioclimatological conditions. This latter was quantified by
two thermal indices beside air temperature: Mean Radiant Temperature (Tmrt) describes the
radiation environment of an area, while Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) quantifies the thermal
sensation of the people.
The simulation was run on a typical hot, cloudless summer day (12.07.2011), because at this period
the differences in the thermal and microclimatic environment can clearly be observed. As
parameters of the modelling procedure, 18 hours (00:00 - 18:00) of total simulation time and a
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spatial resolution of 1.5 m was adjusted in ENVI-met. The simulation results regarded to the
bioclimatological references height of 1.1m. Table 1 shows the basic settings of the simulation and
the necessary meteorological data obtained from the meteorological station of the Hungarian
Meteorological Service situated in the city centre of Szeged (Unger and Gál, 2011).
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Figure 3: The thermal features of the study area without modification (scenario 1)
Four simulation scenarios were created in ENVI-met to find the optimal land covers and design for
the studied playground. Scenario 1 contains the base area without any modification (Figure 2a). In
scenario 2, grassy land cover was employed instead of gravel (Figure 2b). In case of the scenario 3,
a little fountain (lake) was virtually built in the north-eastern part of the playground, but the original
land covers were retained (Figure 2c). Finally in scenario 4, a part of the vegetation was removed
(Figure 2d). This paper demonstrates the results of these modifications at a typical time (11 a.m.) on
the investigated simulation day.

Duo to the strong direct radiation in this period as well as the significant reflected radiation from the
surface of the pavement, the highest Tmrt values (60°C) occurred in the vicinity of the cottage. In the
middle parts of the area, Tmrt values were slightly decreased (50 - 52°C), however significant drop
in the values can only be found in the shadow of the trees (38°C). The heat stress map (PMV map)
illustrates that the most unpleasant part (PMV=1.5, slightly warm – warm thermal sensation) of the
playground is situated on the pavement due to the above mentioned increased radiation. However
under the trees, where the incoming and reflected radiation fluxes were both minimal in this period,
the thermal conditions were more comfortable and the values approached to PMV=0 (neutral
thermal sensation) and the PMV=-1 (slightly cool thermal sensation).
3.2 The effects of area modification on the thermal conditions
In order to compare the scenarios, difference maps were created. In these maps the modeled values
of the base area without modification (Figure 3) were subtracted from the appropriate values of the
given scenario (scenarios 2-4), thereby the effects of the modification can easier be observed.
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Figure 2: The schematic pictures of the four simulation scenarios
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3. Results
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3.1 Thermal and radiation features of the playground
In the first part of the analysis, the results of scenario 1 were examined. Figure 3a shows that the
spatial patterns of the simulated air temperature was relatively homogenous, differences were not
larger than a few tenths of degree Celsius all over the area. Warmer air temperature values (about
24°C) occurred in the northern areas. In the eastern and southern parts, where the vegetation is
significant, the temperature was slightly cooler (about 23.4 - 23.6°C).
However, the maps of Tmrt and PMV (Figure 3b and 3c) representing the spatial distribution of the
radiation environment and the thermal sensation were much diverse, proving the complexity of
these bioclimatological indices compared to air temperature. At the same time, these above
mentioned maps illustrate the effects of the different land covers and vegetation types in micro- and
bioclimatological sense. The spatial distributions of Tmrt and PMV values were analogous, which
supported the fact that the radiation factor plays an important role in human thermal sensation.
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Figure 4: Differences maps of the modeled air temperature in case of the scenarios
(black isolines mark the positive, grey isolines the negative changes)
According to Figure 4a, the air temperature slightly increased in scenario 2 (grassy surface instead
of gravel), which can be explained by the different water-holding capacity of the gravel and the
grass. However, this difference did not exceed 0.15°C anywhere, consequently the influence of the
modifications in scenario 2 were practically negligible. Similar tendency can be observed in case of
the scenario 3 (simulation with fountain): although the air temperature decreased in the vicinity of
the fountain, its cooling effect was negligible (Figure 4b). This can be caused by the fact that the
simulation applies simplifications: the fountain was visualized as a small water surface causing
reduced cooling effect as that of a sprayed mass of water. Beside this fact the present version of
ENVI-met may not be able to render such fine adjustments employed in scenarios 2 and 3. On the
map of scenario 4 (simulation with reduced vegetation), differential air temperature values varied
between -0.2 and 0.2°C (Figure 4c). Positive differences, i.e. increase of air temperature mainly

occurs in the border regions of the study area, where a part of the vegetation was ignored. In the
northwestern part of the simulation area, a large group of trees was removed (Figure 2d), which
gave way to the prevailing, northwesterly winds (Table 1). The incoming wind cooled down the
environment, therefore the temperature in the middle part of the area slightly decreased.
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Figure 5: Differences maps of the modeled Tmrt in case of the scenarios
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Some introductory results of a thermal comfort investigation based on the simulation of micro- and
bioclimatological conditions were presented discussing the effect of different land covers on the
thermal comfort sensation. Four simulation scenarios were carried out by the model ENVI-met,
where the thermal environment was characterized by bioclimatic indices Tmrt and PMV beside air
temperature.
The obtained results show that a grassy land cover (scenario 2) and a virtual fountain (scenario 3)
caused only slight variations in the thermal condition. Contrary to the expected results, the influence
of these two scenarios was not significant according to the simulation. This can probably be
explained by the fact that it is difficult to treat these minor changes in the model area by the present
version of the simulation. However, the outcome of scenario 4 revealed the importance of the
vegetation in the thermal sensation. The reduction of the number of trees increased the thermal load
in the playground. At the same time an increased ventilation on the area occurred by the prevailing
wind.
The aim of this study to emphasize the importance of modeling procedure in the process of urban
planning and to give a hand in the development of a comfortable urban environment.
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Figure 6: Differences maps of the modeled PMV in case of the scenarios
As illustrated in Figure 5, the variation in the thermal radiation conditions was hardy significant on
the first two difference maps (scenario 2 and 3). In case of scenario 2, the deviations of the Tmrt
values not even achieved 1°C (Figure 5a). In scenario 3, the effect of the fountain was limited and
extended only the area of the water surface (Figure 5b).
However, map of scenario 4 highlighted that the modification of the vegetation caused significant
changes in the radiation environment (Figure 5c). The dark blots in the map indicated places of
removed vegetation, where the increase of Tmrt values exceeded even 20°C due to the strong
incoming radiation.
Although the air temperature and Tmrt values are important indicators of thermal comfort, PMV can
predict and quantify how people sense the thermal conditions of a given area. Therefore the analysis
of the spatial patterns of the PMV values was explicitly pronounced in of the investigated scenarios.
Figure 6 shows the difference maps of the modeled PMV values. According to our simulation
results, scenarios 2 and 3 caused negligible changes in the thermal environment (Figure 6a and 6b).
The slight increase of PMV values (0.06 - 0.2 PMV) in scenario 2 and the reduction of that (-0.01 -0.3 PMV) in the vicinity of the fountain (scenario 3) were almost imperceptible to human
organism. However the difference map of scenario 4 shed light on the important role of vegetation
in thermal comfort investigation (Figure 6c). Namely, the removal of trees from certain parts of the
playground caused an increase of as much as 1 PMV, so these areas shifted into another, warmer
thermal sensation category (slightly warm instead of neutral). In the middle part of the playground,
slightly cooler PMV values (-0.2 - -0.8) can be found due to the above mentioned incoming
northwestern wind. Consequently, in some cases the position of the trees may contribute to the
ventilation of the area providing more comfortable environment.
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Abstract: Absorption chillers, having thermal compressors, need a heat source at high temperature
to obtain cold energy. Because thermal comfort needs are continuously growing thermal wells
placed near cities with high cooling needs might be exploited efficiently all over the year and the
payback time of these systems might be reduced. To investigate the possibility of geothermal
energy utilisation for cooling the parameters of geothermal wells were analysed in the North Great
Plain region. From available geothermal wells database some wells were chosen in order to see
which the possibilities are to raise the calculated efficiency value. Based on the repartition of the
temperature gradient in Hungarian territory a diagram was developed in which the efficiency of
thermal compressors variation versus well depth is presented. It was stated that deepening the
analysed wells with 600-700 meters the efficiency of thermal compressor will be 2-3 times higher
than the original value.

Keywords: geothermal energy, efficiency, thermal water, absorption cooling, chemical
compressors

summer period can be increased or not. Because in lots of buildings due to the higher comfort needs
air conditioning systems are installed and these systems having traditional compressors are
consumers of electricity we proposed that the geothermal energy should be used as heat source for
absorption based refrigeration machines. After studying the national and international bibliography
dealing with absorption machines and utilisation of geothermal energy for cooling, we had to draw
the conclusion that this topic was not exhaustive analysed. Martínez and Pinazo developed a
FORTRAN program for design analysis of absorption machines, [3, 4]. The study intended to
improve the efficiency of existing absorption machines. The performance of solar based cooling
systems were analysed by different authors [5, 6, 7, 8]. The performance of diffusion absorption
machine was investigated by Jakob et al. [9]. Srikhirin provides a literature review on absorption
refrigeration technology, [10]. After surveying all the theoretical principles and relations related to
absorption machines the practical parameters needed for calculations had been obtained from an
absorption cooling system which operates in Debrecen and uses heat from a district heating system.
The main manufacturers of absorption cooling machines usually give information about the energy
efficiency ratio (EER) of cooling machine, but this is valid only for certain intervals of
temperatures. In practice the seasonal efficiency ratio can be used but these values rarely are given
being dependent by operation mode and other boundary conditions. In summer the delivered warm
water temperature is 90 oC. To analyse the use of geothermal energy for cooling we investigated the
parameters of geothermal wells in the North Great Plain region. Temperatures and mass flows of
149 wells were collected. From this database several wells having proper temperatures were chosen,
being placed around localities where the use of geothermal energy can be realized in practice both
for heating and cooling. For these wells the calculation and analysis of efficiency of thermal
compressors was done. The possibilities to increase the calculated thermal efficiencies were
examined. Based on the repartition of the temperature gradient in Hungarian territory a diagram was
developed in which the efficiency of thermal compressors variation versus depth is presented. It
was stated that deepening the wells with some hundreds of meters the efficiency of thermal
compressor will increase significantly.
2. ABSORPTION COOLING

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, taking into account that both Hungary and the European Union is dependent from
fossil fuel imports point of view, the efficient utilization of renewable energy sources became one
of the most important research fields. To reduce the import dependency different Directives were
accepted and came into force in all EU countries having as main goal to increase the energy
efficiency and the share of renewable energy sources. Hungary undertook that the share of
renewable energy sources will grow to 13% until 2020. Geothermal energy is included in this
category of energy sources and there are different solutions to use this kind of energy.
In Hungary the geothermal systems are more and more used and in the last years wells having
1000-2000 m were drilled. The thermal water is used mainly for balneology but in the last years
heating and hot water preparation was also preferred. Usually the temperature of the wells head is
around 60-90 oC, so it can be used for heating of different establishments or for different industrial
or agricultural needs or processes. Because the salt content of the Hungarian thermal waters is
usually very high the operation and maintenance of geothermal systems may be expensive [1, 2]. In
case of a building the energy need during a year is variable, but the highest values are registered
during the winter period. In summer the only need is for hot water preparation. This means that in
summer the available energy amount should be reduced. The well strangulation is not an
economical solution because can affect the operation of the well and can lead to higher maintenance
costs of the well. So it was raised the question if the efficiency of the energy utilization during

2.1 Principle of the absorption cooling
In its simplest design the absorption machine consists of an evaporator, a condenser, an
absorber, a generator and a solution pump. In the absorption cycle, compressing the refrigerant
vapour is effected by the absorber, the solution pump and the generator in combination, instead of a
mechanical vapour compressor. The role of a thermochemical compressor is similar to a traditional
mechanical compressor: to transfer the thermal energy from a lower temperature level to a higher
temperature level. In spite of traditional compressing processes the thermochemical compressor
needs heat instead of electrical energy. In order to use heat instead of electricity a heat carrier with
two components should be used. The steam created at a given temperature can be condensated at a
higher temperature without to increase the pressure of the heat carrier. To dilute the heat carrier
instead of pure solvent the solution with proper concentration of the heat carrier and solvent can be
used (weak solvent). Fan, Luo and Souyri analyzed the sorption technologies [11]. The simplified
schema of the absorption machine is presented in figure 1. The condensation at low pressure is done
in the absorber.

The cooling output of the absorption machine can be expressed using eq. 4:
Q 0

cHT  m HT  THT ,in  THT , out (4)

where: cHT – is the mean value of specific heat of the cooled water (geothermal fluid in our case),
[J/kgK]; m HT - is the mass flow of the cooled water, [kg/s]; THT,in – inlet temperature of the chilled
water, [K]; THT,out – outlet temperature of the chilled water, [K].
In practice the cooling output can be determined using the following relation (eq. 5):

Q 0

Q

K1 K 2   F  Q n (5)
Q
F ,n

where: K1 – correction factor which depends on the inlet temperature of the cooled water, [%];K2 –
correction factor which depends on the inlet temperature of the warm water, [%]; Q n - cooling
capacity given by the manufacturer, [kW]; Q - nominal output of the heat source needed to
Fn

Figure 1. Simplified schema of the absorption machine
The vapour generated in the evaporator is absorbed into a liquid absorbent in the absorber.
The absorbent that has taken up refrigerant, spent or weak absorbent is pumped to the generator
where the refrigerant is released as a vapour, which vapour is to be condensed in the condenser. The
regenerated or strong absorbent is then led back to the absorber to pick up refrigerant vapour anew.
Heat is supplied to the generator at a comparatively high temperature and rejected from the absorber
at a comparatively low level, analogously to a heat engine.
The thermal balance equation of the thermochemical compressor is given by relation (1), [12]:
Q1  Q 0  Q Tr

Q K  Q A  PSZ (1)

where Q1 - heat given in condenser, [W]; Q 0 - heat absorbed in evaporator, [W]; QTr - heat losses of
the process, [W]; Q - heat transferred in generator, [W]; Q - heat transferred in absorber, [W];
K

A

PSz - output of circulation pump, [W].

2.2 Thermal ratio of the chemical compressor
The ratio between useful and used energy is called thermal ratio (COP, coefficient of
performance) [13]. The thermal ratio of the chemical compressor can be expressed as (2):

[K

Q 0
Q
# 0 (2)
Q K  PSZ Q K

The heat consumption of the absorption machine can be determined using eq. 3:
Q F

Q K

cF  m F  TF , in  TF , out (3)

where: cF – is the mean value of specific heat of the warm water (geothermal fluid in our case),
[J/kgK]; m F - is the mass flow of the fluid, [kg/s]; TF,in – inlet temperature of the fluid, [K]; TF,out –
outlet temperature of the fluid, [K].

prepare the nominal cooling output (based on the manufacturer catalogue), [kW].
Using the notationK3 Q F / Q F , n and taking into account eq. (2) the real value of the thermal ratio of
the chemical compressor can be calculated using eq. 6:

K1 K 2 K3  Q n

[K

cF  m F  TF ,in  TF , out

(6)

The ideal value of the thermal ratio can be determined based on the Carnot principle
[ KC

T0
T  TA
 K
(7)
T1  T0
TK

where: T0 – is the temperature of vaporization process, [K]; T1 – is the temperature of condensation
process, [K]; TK- is the temperature of heat source (generator), [K]; TA – is the temperature of
absorption process, [K].
In practice usually the temperature TA is equal to the temperature T1.
The temperature heat source has a minimal value which can be determined using eq. 8:
TK t

TA  T0  1  qlr
T0  2  qlr  T1

TK ,min (8)

where qlr – is the relative dissolution heat.
This condition practically excludes all heat sources which have a lower temperature that the
required TK,min.
The efficiency of the chemical compressor can be expressed using relation (9):
K CK

[K
(9)
[ KC

Using eq. (6) and (7) results the relation of the efficiency for chemical compressors:

.

KCK

K1 K 2 K3  Q n
.

cF  m F  TF ,be  TF , ki

T1  T0 TK
(10)
T0 TK  TA

For larger absorption machines the efficiency is considered to be between 0.5...0.8.
3. CASE STUDY FOR ABSORPTION COOLING
In Debrecen at the buildings of Kölcsey Center a THERMAX LT 65S cooling machine is
installed ( Q 0 =2 MW, Q Fn =2.288 MW). The cooling tower is a double BALTIMORE VXI-360-4
type and a simple VXI-180-4 type. The minimal temperature of the heat source is 60 oC. For 90/70
o
C supply/return temperatures of the heat source 117 m3/h flow is needed. The temperatures of the
chilled water are THT,in=12 oC, THT,out=7 oC. The flow of the chilled water is 350 m3/h.
The vaporization temperature is T0=3.7 [°C]=276.85 [K], the temperature of the condensation
process is T1=42 [°C]=315.15 [K], the temperature of the absorption process TA=35 [°C]=308.15
[K]. The heat source (district heating system) temperature is 90 oC.
According to eq. (7) the ideal value of the thermal ratio will be:
276.85

315.15  276.85
353.15  308.15

0.921 (11)
353.15

[ KC

Using the parameters of the absorption machine given by the manufacturer the correction factors
are: K1=110 % and K2=98%.
According to eq. (5) the real value of the thermal ratio is:
.

Q0

[K

.

QF

2006.2
2651.14

0.7567 (12)

Using the eq. (9) the efficiency of the absorption machine can be determined:

KCK

[ K ,2
[ KC , 2

0.7567
0.921

Debrecen 1
Debrecen 9
Hajdúdorog
Hajdúnánás
Hajdúszoboszló 15
Hajdúszoboszló 3
Jászkisér
Karcag
Kisújszállás
Meztúr
Szolnok
Tiszacsege
Tiszaföldvár
Törökszentmiklós
Túrkeve

60.0
67.0
63.0
66.0
62.0
68.0
70.0
75.0
60.0
74.2
63.0
72.0
71.0
75.0
80.0

The absorption cooling system installed at the Kölcsey Center was chosen as reference, so all the
parameters related to the absorption machine presented in chapter 3 have been used to analyse the
utilization possibility of geothermal wells as heat source. The obtained ideal and real thermal ratio
and the efficiency for analysed geothermal wells are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Efficiency of absorption machine
No.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

[KC
0.92
0.83
0.34
0.48
0.39
0.46
0.38
0.50
0.54
0.64
0.34
0.63
0.39
0.58
0.56
0.64
0.74

[K
0.76
0.65
0.08
0.24
0.14
0.22
0.12
0.26
0.31
0.43
0.08
0.41
0.14
0.36
0.33
0.43
0.54

KCK
82%
78%
23%
50%
35%
47%
33%
52%
57%
66%
23%
65%
35%
61%
59%
66%
73%

0.8216 82.16 % (13)
It can be observed that using the analysed geothermal wells as heat source the efficiency of
the absorption machine is between 23-78%, which is lower than in the reference case. There are
different possibilities to improve the efficiency of an absorption system. In the following we
analysed the variation of the efficiency depending on the depth of the thermal wells.

4. GEOTHERMAL WELLS
In the framework of TÁMOP-4.2.2-08/1-2008-0017 project 149 geothermal wells were
analysed and different geological profiles were assessed [14]. According to previous results we
have chosen only 18 wells to be analysed from absorption cooling point of view. The analysed
wells are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Analysed geothermal wells
No.
Locality
0 Kölcsey center
1 Cserkeszl

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

Temperature [C]
90.0
85.1

5. DEEPENING THE GEOTHERMAL WELLS
The heat flow in the analysed region is about 90-100 mW/m2 [15]. One of the possibilities to
obtain higher efficiency of the absorption machines is to obtain higher temperature of the
geothermal wells. This can be obtained deepening the existing wells. This solution technologically
is possible, the question is that economically is acceptable or not. Taking into account the
geothermal gradient of the analysed region the expected growth of the thermal water temperature in
function of thermal well depth can be determined. Using the new thermal water temperature values,

the new thermal ratios and efficiency of the absorption machines can be calculated. In Figure 2 the
variation of efficiency can be seen depending on the deepness of the well. We analysed only three
wells, two in Debrecen and one in Szolnok because we appreciate that in these localities there is a
need for large cooling systems. Connecting the absorption machines to existing district heating
systems supplied by thermal wells, a significant reduction of power consumption might be obtained
and a green cooling of these towns can be realized.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Utilization of renewable energy sources with maximal efficiency is one of the main tasks in
European Countries. Geothermal energy sources have the advantage that the output of the source
can be considered to be constant during the year. The efficiency of utilization can be raised if the
heat source is used during the whole year. This can be done if absorption machines are used for
cooling with thermo-chemical compressors. The efficiency of absorption machines depends on the
temperature of the heat source. Important growth of efficiency can be obtained deepening the
existing thermal wells. A complex economic study must be done in order to choose the best longterm solution.
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Abstract:
District heating and cooling networks supplying thermal energy to buildings have been developed
as part of the revitalisation process that has transformed two huge post-industrial areas into
innovation and residential districts in Barcelona. Both networks are technologically innovative.
One project recovers waste heat from an urban waste fuelled electricity generation plant for
heating and uses sea water cooled absorption machines for cold production. The other uses
biomass for heat generation and exploits waste cold produced when depressurizing liquid gas
shipped from overseas for natural gas distribution for cold production. On demand side, highly
energy efficient buildings are required to achieve a reduction of the carbon footprint of urban
areas. One of the first apartment blocks connected to the district energy network serves as a
demonstration that this is possible. The experience of these projects is being used to train urban
planners in a continuous education programme in order to introduce energy efficiency and
renewable energies into urban planning.

1. Introduction
In recent times, Spain experienced cumulative annual growth resulting in energy demand almost
doubling every decade. This pattern of growth is simply unsustainable. Although the progress of
civilizations has so far been measured according to its energy consumption, in the near future it will
be based on its ability to rationalize it.
Especially in countries highly dependent on external energy markets, energy efficiency, far from
being something just in fashion, is an imperative need. This requires an integral and global
approach to energy supply and demand management. In this context, planning for District Heating
and/or Cooling (DHC) is a clear example of how to optimize energy resources in an urban area.
This smart solution, anticipating what will be the trend in the coming decades, was introduced in
Barcelona in 2004. It should be noted that Spain has no tradition of such solutions. The interests of
energy sector have been developed in other ways and the Mediterranean climate of much of the
territory did not offer attractive returns on investment for traditional district heating networks. It is
therefore especially significant that a District Heating and Cooling network already exists in
Barcelona, that is by far the largest within the country and that a second one is under construction.
The interest in the networks lies in the fact that both with exploit energy efficient technologies and
integrate of renewable energy sources.
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2. DHC – Barcelona Innovation District 22@: Revalorization of waste heat from
power generation and sea water cooling
The first network is situated in the Innovation District, 22@, in the Eastern part of the city. This
area was once known as the "Manchester of Catalonia" for being a huge manufacturing industrial
area. It went into decline during the second half of the 20th Century and by the 1990s was
characterised by thousands of square meters of abandoned factories. In this situation, Barcelona
City Council developed a plan for long term urban and social transformation to revitalize the area
and attract to it the new "factories" of the 21st Century. These “factories” are innovative companies,
dedicated to medical research, new technologies, audiovisual production, etc. They are compatible
with housing in the context of a social model designed to provide work and progress to new
generations.
As part of the strategy to attract these kind of businesses, first class infrastructures such as district
heating and cooling were needed. The initial district energy network development was given
impetus by a unique event: the celebration of the Forum of Cultures 2004. The technical
infrastructure is located just next to the Forum main installations. The network is run by GDF- Suez
Group, which through its Spanish subsidiary COFELY España SAU. They have invested, operated
and managed the project since 2004 through Districlima SA, the concession holding company for
the 22 @ and the Besos areas, of which it is the major shareholder,
Districlima, SA, is owned by COFELY Spain SAU, Aguas de Barcelona (AGBAR), TERSA,
ICAEN and IDEA. Each shareholder contributes to the project with an outstanding added value that
makes it unique:
•
COFELY Spain SAU, as part of the French energy group GDF-Suez has a broad
experience in this kind of projects. It has developed, for example, the largest district
cooling in Europe, located in the city of Paris and connected to hundreds of buildings,
some of them as emblematic as the Louvre Museum.
•
TERSA, public capital company that manages the urban waste-to-energy plant and
various ecoparks. Besides being the shareholder representative of the Local
Government, it is the reference supplier and supplies the steam that Districlima uses to
produce heat and much part of the cold.
•
Aguas de Barcelona, centennial company that distributes the water in the City of
Barcelona, among other places, and that has an extensive experience in managing
concessions and in the distribution and technical management of fluids.
•
IDAE, public corporation under the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade. It carries
out broadcasting activities, technical advice, development and financing of
technological innovation projects. It is an institutional reference that goes together with
the development of the project and promotes, in a general way, the sector in many ways
beyond those resulting from their responsibilities as a shareholder.
•
ICAEN, institutional reference in Catalonia, under the Generalitat de Catalunya, which
promotes energy efficiency projects, rational use of energy and development and
innovation of energy technology and the area.
In addition to shareholders' equity, the support received from local institutions should be remarked,
through the companies 22 @ Barcelona (Company belonging to the City Council of Barcelona) and
Besos Consortium (Barcelona City Council and Sant Adria de Besos Council) who, both as system
regulators and promoters of urban and economic development of their areas, provide the definite
boost for the successful implementation and development of the network from an innovative and
environmentally committed city point of view.
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Figures 02/03, Exterior view of the central production in the Forum area and absorption machines

The hot water is driven over 90°C and returns at about 60°C, while cold water is driven at a
temperature between 4 and 5°C and returns at about 14°C.The three efficiency factors in the Forum
Plant are:
•
•
•

Production of all the heat and most of the cooling from the steam generated in the
combustion of urban solid waste coming from the nearby treatment plant,
Use of a cooling system using sea water for the chillers, resulting in high yields without
the use of cooling towers,
Availability of a cold water storage tank of 5.000 m3 of capacity.

The Central has the following equipment to produce energy:
Cold production:
•
2 Broad absorption machines with 4.5 MW each
•
1 cold water storage tank of 5,000 m3
•
2 Mc Quay electric chillers of 4 MW each
•
2 Johnson Controls electric chillers of 7 MW each
•
3 seawater / cooling water exchangers of 12.5 MW each
•
1 sea water collection system of 5,000 m3/h
Heat production:
•
4 steam / water exchangers of 5 MWh each
•
1 gas boiler of 20 MW (backup, in service only if steam is not available)
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One of the peculiarities of this plant is that it will have an advanced system of ice storage, which
will allow the production of cooling energy during periods of low demand - and lower electric cost in order to be distributed later on during periods of high demand. At a first stage, it will have 2 large
ice tanks of 40.000 kWh each - through which glycol will circulate at an average temperature of
4°C. At a further stage, the installation of a third tank of similar characteristics is foreseen.
Evolution of the project:
2002- Project start
2003- Building of Forum Plant and first 3.3km of network
2004- Exploitation use with 4.4km of network and 10 connected buildings in the Forum area
2006- Prolongation of network in the 22@ area with a total of 21 connected buildings
2008- 10.8 km of network and 37 connected buildings
2010- 13.1km of network and 59 connected buildings.
160.000
140.000
120.000
100.000
kW

Figure 01. Network and main customers of Districlima, S.A.
The distribution network runs along Besos area and the 22@ innovation district, supplying currently
over 60 large buildings of all types, from business parks, universities, social housing, health centres
or hotels, to shopping malls, catering establishments or office buildings. The particularity is that the
main energy supplied is cooling, with a contracted power of over 69 MW of cooling and 47 MW of
heat along a network of over 13 km. The 4 parallel tubs network (2 for DH - forward 90ºC return
60ºC, and 2 for DC – forward 5ºC, return 14ºC) is under streets or in underground service galleries
and works with variable flow (water is pumped from the plant according to demand) and constant
volume (closed circuit). The network has a leakage detection system based on the variation
detection of an electrical conductor inserted inside the polyurethane layer of the pipe, which
prevents the moist at all times be transported head in or out of the pipes. The network water is
treated drinkable water, with a permanent PH and conductivity control, and corrosion inhibitors in
the heating network and biocide in the cooling network.

Currently, energy is produced at a single plant located in the Forum area, next to the site that held
the Forum of Cultures 2004 that gave birth to this project. A second pick up and pumping plant,
Tanger Plant, currently under construction, is located in the heart of the Media cluster of the
innovation district 22 @. This second plant is intended to ensure supply in periods of higher
demand and operate if needed in case of any eventuality.

80.000
60.000
40.000
20.000
0
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2007
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Año
Potencia calor kW

Potencia frio kW

Figure 04. Evolution of installed power
The Districlima project implies a reduction of over 53% in use of fossil fuel and an annual saving of
more than 10,100 tons of C02 emitted into the atmosphere, compared to decentralized thermal
energy production. This numbers are based on the high Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio of 5.2
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achieved by the system in production and distribution, and an outstanding Heating Energy
Coefficient of Performance of 11.7 due to the revalorization of waste heat.

18%

23%

5%
72%

82%

Vapor TERSA

Gas

Vapor TERSA

Figure 05. Energy use for heat production 2010

Gas

Electricidad

Figure 06. Energy use for cold production
Figures 07/08. 95 apartments connected to district energy in Barcelona Innovation District 22@

3. Demand side energy reduction – 95 “A” Classified Apartments
On demand side, it is the task of architects and engineers to conceive highly energy efficient
buildings in order to improve the carbon footprint of our cities. One example is the social housing
apartment block promoted by the Barcelona Municipal Housing Board and designed by Sabaté
associates Arquitectura i Sostenibilitat (SaAS), Barcelona, with 95 flats (12,600 m2 gross floor
area). This building achieved an ”A” rating according to the Energy Performance in Buildings
Directive (3.8 kgCO2/m2·a). Its main features are continuous thermal insulation of the building
envelope with U-values inferior to 0.3 W/m2·K (more than 50% below legal requirements), wooden
windows with reduced thermal transmittance, exterior movable wooden blinds that allow take
advantage of solar gains in winter but allow individual shadowing in summer, as well as a
ventilated façade avoiding overheating in summer. The main part of the apartments counts on two
exterior façades, oriented to street or court yard, favouring natural cross ventilation.
The project is one of the first, privately developed and sold residences that have been connected to
the Districlima energy network. The main advantages for the developer are the savings due to the
absence of a gas installation, the reduction in space required for installations (both in the basement
and on the roof), the reduction of noise due to the (lack of) installations and particularly the
reduction of maintenance compared to individual heating systems.
An energy service company provides the end users with an integral service including contracting,
metering, invoicing, maintaining and running of a 24 hours service, and provides Districlima with a
single customer and point of contact in the building. This is important for effective management as
the residential clients are very numerous and small compared to Districlima’s other clients (mainly.
commercial and office buildings) At first, only heat is being supplied as first phase, as this is social
housing and demand for cooling is minimal. The cold supply pipes are installed up to the building
ready to give service once the ground floor commercial area starts its activity and requires cooling.

4. DHC – Barcelona and L’Hospitalet de Llobregat: Valorization of waste cold
from depressurizing liquid gas
A second District Heating and Cooling network is under construction at the other end of the
municipality of Barcelona, (in particular the area of La Marina district south of Montjuic Mountain,
close to the port of Barcelona) and in the municipality of L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, (in particular
the harbour area of Zona Franca). The development follows a similar pattern with the aim of
converting a former industrial area into a new industrial and tertiary sector estate as well as a
residential neighbourhood served by a heating and cooling network. The DHC solution is phased in
time and adapted to current requirements and to the 2 municipalities’ future urban development.
Here, the energy operator is Ecoenergies Barcelona, part of Dalkia (Veolia Energía Group) that
subscribed a contract for 30 years concession for the construction, operation and maintenance of the
DHC of Barcelona and L’Hospitalet. Ecoenergies shareholders are Dalkia (62.5%), Barcelona City
Council (17.5%), Agefred (Grupo Dalkia – 10%), Copisa (10%). Ecoenergies collaborates with the
Cities of Barcelona and L’Hospitalet as well as with
the Catalan Energy Institute (ICAEN) and the
Spanish Institute for Diversification and Energy
Savings (IDAE) as well as TERSA, EMSHTR and
other local entities.
This project will allow the buildings of the 2
municipalities to be provided with heating, cooling
and domestic hot water respectful of the
environment. The DHC will also offer industrial
cooling (-10ºC) to industrial customers. The solution
is adapted to different types of customers: residential,
industrial and tertiary sector. It includes the operation
of 3 energy production plants integrated to the urban
landscape, linked by a pipes network, in an area
foreseen to up to 12.600.000m2 ground floor area.
Figure 09. DHC Network in Barcelona and
L’Hospitalet de Llobregat
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The production central system is designed under the principle of modularity and security of supply,
equipment consists of:

Cooling production: Recovery of the residual cooling
originated from the industrial depressurisation process of the
Enagas plant (30MW)

Heating:

The company Enagas has installations situated in the harbour
of Barcelona which depressurise liquid gas (LNG) arriving by
boat at a temperature of -165º C into standard distribution gas
through a heating vaporization process. This process uses
seawater to as a heating fluid (the heat transfers from the
seawater to the gas, leaving the seawater very cool).

x Conventional: 120 MW
x Generated from biomass: 10 MW
Cooling:
x Conventional: 68.5MW
x Industrial cooling : 12 MW
x Recovered from the Enagas plant: 30 MW

Figure 14: Representation of the Cooling Recovery plant

Electricity:
x Generated from biomass: 2MWe
With high its efficiency equipments, the Zona Franca
energy plant is the heart of the DHC. It is where all
the information from the 3 energy plants and the
network is gathered and continually monitored. With
an architecturally innovative design, the plant is
integrated in the urban environment and
representative of the energy types utilized (each side
of the plant presents a building fabric representative
of the energy mix).

Incorporating improved technological elements, the DHC solution proposes the construction of an
energy plant at the harbour with the objective of recovering this residual cooling energy.
The cooling will be transferred to a secondary circuit of glucolated water at a temperature of -10ºC
to the Zona Franca energy plant, stored in ice accumulation tanks and then sent to the cooling
network. This recuperated cooling energy will be used for air conditioning purposes by the DHC
customers.
Finally the Marina energy plant will provide the neighbourhood of La Marina in a first phase and
interconnect with the Zona Franca plant via the network in a second phase acting as a peaks energy
generation plant.

One of the engagements of Ecoenergies is oriented
towards environmental education: for this reason, the
plant was designed to ensure comfortable & safe
visits of the energy center while under operation by
means of external walkways, glass viewing points
and auto guided tours.

The solution’s prime objective is, while delivering thermal energy services, to contribute to the
reduction of the energy consumption & the emissions and reduce the local environmental impacts
using systems with high efficiency and renewable energies. It is anticipated that the project will
save 1% on energy consumption for the city of Barcelona, that 13.400 t of CO2 emissions will be
avoided as well as substantial emissions of NOx y PM10. The project was recognized by the
European Union as one of the best energy projects in southern Europe.

Figures 10-12. Representation of the Zona Franca
energy plant

5. DHC and the European project UP-RES

The particularity of this innovative DHC system lies in the energy sources used.
Heating production: Biomass originated from
the maintenance of the city’s parks and gardens
of Barcelona is recovered via a biomass plant
(approximately 8,000 tons per year) with a
complement of biomass originating from the
forests of Catalonia (total of 28,000 tons per
year). District heating will be produced by a
biomass central. The hot water will circulate at
90º and return at 60º to the central.
Figure 13: Actual picture of the Biomass plant
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The experience of both projects will contribute to the training offered by the Catalan Chamber of
Architect’s Continuous Development Institution “Escola Sert” in the framework of the European
Commission co-financed project UP-RES – Urban Planners with Renewable Energy Skills.
The project aims to design and implement five pilot courses for 150 urban planners and architects,
one in each partner country such as Finland, Germany, Hungary, Spain and United Kingdom. It
aims at overcoming and eliminating non-technological barriers currently impeding the market
penetration of renewable energy systems offering heating and cooling services (RES H/C). The
particular focus is regional and urban planning, where energy has not traditionally been a key
factor. For some countries planning guidance is already driven by energy efficiency and renewable
energy. However, there is nevertheless a lack of awareness among planners in local authorities of
how to put this into practice. In other countries, like Spain, energy efficiency and urban energy
networks were not a major issue in urban planning until now, and specific emphasis has to be put on
their introduction into the planning process.
The training is organized in the different partner countries according to the specific needs of the
target groups. The main target group consists of European urban and regional planners working in
national, regional and municipal authorities. The secondary target group are building inspectors,
whose job is to review and approve the basic designs and detailed plans for new build and building
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refurbishment projects. This wide range of target groups leads to very specific and detailed training
programs as in Hungary, where the training is to be developed in 60 ECTS (European Credits
Transfer System) during a two years postgraduate University course, while for example in Finland
or Spain the training is very practitioner oriented and delivered in different modules on specific
issues during one year.
A comprehensive dissemination and communication UP-RES program uses pan-European
institutions, such as the Association of European Schools of Planning (AESOP), European
associations of heating and cooling utilities and research institutes (Euroheat & Power and AGFW)
and the International Federation of Housing and Planning (IFHP) as information communication
gateways. The best practices, training concepts and created tools are disseminated and
communicated through the gateways in 10 languages as a means to promote RES H/C adoption in
regional and urban planning institutions. In such a way, the regional and urban planning can start
creating favorable conditions for RES H/C expansion in Europe.
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ͻ =ZDUW\QRZ\REV]DUNWyU\MHVWZVSRPDJDQ\SU]H]

3ODQLĂFLPLHMVF\]XPLHMÚWQRĂFLDPL

LVWQLHMąFąVWUXNWXUĊPLDVWD

ͻ 'RP\SDV\ZQHVąSRáąF]RQH]VLHFLąFLHSáRZQLF]ą
ͻ 'URJLWUDQVSRUWXSXEOLF]QHJRZLRGąFHGRFHQWUXP

ZG]LHG]LQLHRGQDZLDOQ\FKěUöGHïHQHUJLL

PLDVWD
:SRUyZQDQLX]SU]\NáDGHPPRGHORZ\P

$UWR1XRUNLYL
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ͻ 7HQZDULDQWFKDUDNWHU\]XMąHIHNW\ZQHPDáH

3RWU]HEDMHGQRF]HVQHJRSODQRZDQLD
UR]ZLÈ]DñHQHUJHW\F]Q\FKLVWUXNWXU
PLHMVNLFK

'ODWHJR WHĪ SU]HSURZDG]RQR SLORWDĪRZH V]NROHQLH

0LHMVF\LUHJLRQDOQLSODQLĞFLZQLHZLHOXV]NRáDFKSODQRZDQLD

QD]ZLH 835(6 DQJ 8UEDQ 3ODQQHUV ZLWK 5HQHZDEOH

QD ĞZLHFLH Vą NV]WDáFHQL Z NLHUXQNX Z\NRU]\VWDQLD

(QHUJ\ 6NLOOV  XUEDQLĞFL ] XPLHMĊWQRĞFLDPL Z G]LHG]LQLH

HQHUJLL RUD] MHM RGQDZLDOQ\FK ĨUyGHá D Z V]F]HJyOQRĞFL
HIHNW\ZQRĞFL HQHUJHW\F]QHM : RSDUFLX R EDGDQLD
SU]HSURZDG]RQH Z  URNX LVWQLHMH W\ONR MHGQD WDND
V]NRáD Z $PHU\FH 3yáQRFQHM Z .DQDG]LH  RUD] WU]\ Z
(XURSLH D PLDQRZLFLH Z 1LHPF]HFK 6WXWWJDUW  'DQLL
$UKXV  L )LQODQGLL 2XOX  7DNLH SRáąF]RQH XPLHMĊWQRĞFL Z
]DNUHVLHHQHUJLLLSODQRZDQLDPLHMVNLHJRVWDá\VLĊQLH]EĊGQH
SRGF]DVZDONL]H]PLDQąNOLPDWXXUEDQLVWDMHVWSLHUZV]\P
DNWRUHP Z SURFHVLH WZRU]HQLD SODQyZ NWyUH EĊGą DOER
RJUDQLF]Dü DOER XPRĪOLZLDü RSW\PDOL]DFMĊ Z\NRU]\VWDQLD
RGQDZLDOQ\FK ĨUyGHá HQHUJLL RUD] UHDOL]DFMĊ ]DáRĪHĔ
HIHNW\ZQRĞFLHQHUJHW\F]QHMQDSyĨQLHMV]\PHWDSLH
7UDG\F\MQLHWRJPLQDWZRU]\RJyOQ\SODQ]DJRVSRGDURZDQLD
SU]HVWU]HQQHJRJG]LHáDWZRSRVWDZLüEXG\QNLáąF]ąFMH]
GURJDPL L RNUHĞODMąF UyZQLHĪ LFK UR]PLDU\ .RG EXG\QNX
JZDUDQWXMH LĪ QRZH EXG\QNL VSHáQLDMą QRUP\ Z ]DNUHVLH
HIHNW\ZQRĞFL

HQHUJHW\F]QHM

1DVWĊSQLH

XU]ąG]HQLD

VDQLWDUQH L HQHUJHW\F]QH Vą RGSRZLHGQLR SRGáąF]DQH
GR LQIUDVWUXNWXU\ Z EXG\QNDFK : WHQ VSRVyE MHGQDN
PRĪH E\ü MXĪ ]D SyĨQR QD RSW\PDOL]DFMĊ UR]ZLą]DĔ Z
]DNUHVLH RGQDZLDOQ\FK ĨUyGHá HQHUJLL RUD] HIHNW\ZQRĞFL
HQHUJHW\F]QHM
: LVWQLHMąF\FK VWUXNWXUDFK PLHMVNLFK LVWQLHMą EDULHU\ ZH

GRP\JG]LHFLHSáDMHVWRSDUWDQDVLHFLD
VWDQSR]RVWDá\FKQDSRPSDFKFLHSáD]ZyG

XUEDQLVWyZZ]DNUHVLHRGQDZLDOQ\FKĨUyGHáHQHUJLLZSLĊFLX

JUXQWRZ\FK

NUDMDFK PLĊG]\ LQQ\PL Z 1LHPF]HFK QD :ĊJU]HFK Z

ͻ 'URJLWUDQVSRUWXSXEOLF]QHJRZLRGąFHGRFHQWUXP

+LV]SDQLL:LHONLHM%U\WDQLLRUD]Z)LQODQGLLNWyUDSU]HMĊáD

PLDVWD

NRRUG\QRZDQLH G]LDáDĔ Z UDPDFK SURMHNWX R VNUyWRZHM

RGQDZLDOQ\FKĨUyGHáHQHUJLL 

:SRUyZQDQLX]SU]\NáDGHPPRGHORZ\P
PLHMVF\ MDN L VSHFMDOLĞFL RG HQHUJLL ]RVWDOL ]DSURV]HQL GR
ZVSyáSUDF\ =D PRGHORZ\ SU]\NáDG LFK ZVSyOQHM SUDF\

,QQRZDF\MQH ]DU]ÈG]DQLH ļ ZVSöOQH
SODQRZDQLH SU]HVWU]HQQH PLDVWD RUD]
UR]ZLÈ]DñHQHUJHW\F]Q\FK

SU]\MĊWRSODQ6NDIWNlUU]URNX]DNáDGDMąFMHGQDNĪH
GRP\ SDV\ZQH EĊGą Z\NRU]\VW\ZDQH SR]D W\PL EXGRZĊ
NWyU\FK]DáRĪRQRZSODQLHZU7HQPRGHORZ\SU]\NáDG
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ͻ :DULDQWXĪ\WNRZDQLDOXĨQ\FKJUXQWyZJG]LHFLHSáRL
HQHUJLDZ\WZDU]DQHZHZQąWU]EXG\QNyZVąZ

E\á SODQHP GRW\F]ąF\P SRGPLHMVNLFK WHUHQyZ WUDG\F\MQLH
]GRPLQRZDQ\FKSU]H]PDáHGRP\SRáRĪRQHWDNLĪ]DFKRG]L

=JRGQLH ] ]DáRĪHQLDPL QRZHM NRQFHSFML HNVSHUFL Z

NRQLHF]QRĞüNRU]\VWDQLD]SU\ZDWQ\FKVDPRFKRGyZ-DNR

G]LHG]LQLHHQHUJLLRUD]XUEDQLĞFLUR]SRF]\QDMąQRZDWRUVNą

ĨUyGáD RJU]HZDQLD Z PRGHORZ\P SU]\NáDG]LH SU]\MĊWR

ZVSyáSUDFĊMXĪQDSR]LRPLHRJyOQHJR]DU\VXSODQX(IHNW

NRPELQDFMĊ RJU]HZDQLD ] PLHMVNLHM VLHFL FLHSáRZQLF]HM

SRV]F]HJyOQ\FK SODQyZ EĊG]LH RNUHĞODQ\ SRG Z]JOĊGHP

HQHUJLLHOHNWU\F]QHMRUD]SRPSFLHSáD

]XĪ\FLD HQHUJLL NRV]WyZ LQZHVW\FML L HNVSORDWDFML MDN L



RSDUWHQDRGQDZLDOQ\FKĨUyGáDFKHQHUJLL

ͻ 'RP\SDV\ZQH
ͻ 5XFKGURJRZ\WDNMDNZPRGHORZ\PSU]\NáDG]LH
MHVWRSDUW\QDSU\ZDWQ\FKVDPRFKRGDFKRUD]
QLHZLHONLPWUDQVSRUFLHSXEOLF]Q\P
:SRUyZQDQLX]SU]\NáDGHPPRGHORZ\P

:VSyOQH SODQRZDQLH UR]SRF]ĊWR SU]HSURZDG]DMąF NLOND
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QDMQLĪV]H NRV]W\ F\NOX Ī\FLD RUD] HPLVML 3U]\NáDGRZR

EDGDĔGRW\F]ąF\FKWHJRMDNLMHVWVW\OĪ\FLDRE\ZDWHOLMDNVLĊ

Z PLHĞFLH 3RUYRR Z )LQODQGLL QRZ\ PLHMVNL SODQ RSDUW\

SU]HPLHV]F]DMąVLĊLMDNLHVąLFKRF]HNLZDQLD:VSyáSUDFD



(PLVMD&2QLĪV]DR

QD PDNV\PDOL]DFML XG]LDáX V\VWHPX FLHSáRZQLF]HJR

SRPLĊG]\ XUEDQLVWDPL D HNVSHUWDPL Z G]LHG]LQLH HQHUJLL

:DULDQW

L HOHNWURFLHSáRZQL ]DVLODQHM ELRPDVą  Z\GDZDá VLĊ

SRF]ąWNRZRQLHXNáDGDáDVLĊSURVWRERZLHPSRWU]HEQ\E\á

ͻ :DULDQWXĪ\WNRZDQLDJPLQQ\FKJUXQWyZZNWyU\P

E\ü QDMOHSV]\P Z\ERUHP ] SXQNWX ZLG]HQLD RFKURQ\

F]DVQDSR]QDQLHVZRMHJRVSRVREXSUDF\LWRNXP\ĞOHQLD

QDFLVNSRáRĪRQRQD]PQLHMV]HQLH]DSRWU]HERZDQLD

ĞURGRZLVND MDN L RJyOQ\FK NRV]WyZ F\NOX Ī\FLD ]QDF]QLH

&]DV SRWU]HEQ\ GR ]KDUPRQL]RZDQLD LFK ZVSyáSUDF\

QDWUDQVSRUWSRSU]H]XV\WXRZDQLHZSREOLVNLHM

QLĪV]\FKQLĪZSU]\SDGNXSODQXWUDG\F\MQHJR,QQ\PLVáRZ\

RNUHĞORQRQDMHGHQURN

HPLVMLVSDOLQ'RUHDOL]DFML]RVWDQLHZ\EUDQ\SODQRIHUXMąF\

QRZHSRáąF]HQLHUR]ZLą]DĔHQHUJHW\F]Q\FK]SODQRZDQLHP
PLHMVNLP RND]DáR VLĊ XGDQ\P SU]HGVLĊZ]LĊFLHP ]DUyZQR

)LQDOQLHVWZRU]RQRL]DVWRVRZDQRPHWRGRORJLĊZ]DNUHVLH

SRG Z]JOĊGHP ]UHGXNRZDQ\FK HPLVML MDN L QDMQLĪV]\FK

ZVSyOQHJR SODQRZDQLD GRW\F]ąFą F]WHUHFK ZDULDQWyZ

SRQLHVLRQ\FKNRV]WyZFR]RVWDáREDUG]RGRFHQLRQHSU]H]

Z PLHMVNLP SURMHNFLH 6NDIWNlUU :V]\VWNLH F]WHU\ RSFMH

ORNDOQ\FKGHF\GHQWyZ

]DSHZQLDá\ ]XĪ\FLH HQHUJLL SLHUZRWQHM L HPLVMH R 
QLĪV]HQLĪZSU]\NáDG]LHPRGHORZ\P

RNROLF\PLHMVFSUDF\RUD]XVáXJ

ͻ 'URJLWUDQVSRUWXSXEOLF]QHJRZLRGąFHGRFHQWUXP
PLDVWD

ͻ (QHUJLDZGRPDFKSDV\ZQ\FKZRSDUWDMHVW
QDHQHUJLLVáRQHF]QHM%ĊG]LHRQDQDGRVWDUF]DQD]
WHJRREV]DUXGRZV]\VWNLFKPLHV]NDĔFyZ3RUYRR
:SRUyZQDQLX]SU]\NáDGHPPRGHORZ\P

ZSURZDG]DQLX UR]ZLą]DĔ ] ]DNUHVX RGQDZLDOQ\FK ĨUyGHá

: 3RUYRR ]DVWRVRZDQR QRZH SRGHMĞFLH Z ]DU]ąG]DQLX Z

HQHUJLLHIHNW\ZQRĞFLHQHUJHW\F]QHMLVLHFLFLHSáRZQLF]\FK

]DNUHVLHSODQRZDQLDQRZHJRREV]DUXPLHMVNLHJRRQD]ZLH

&]WHU\ZDULDQW\Z\JHQHURZDQHSU]H]ZVSyOQHSODQRZDQLH
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1DSRZ\ĪV]\PU\VXQNX]RVWDá\SU]HGVWDZLRQHNRV]W\F\NOX

V]NROHQLD SRGREQH GR W\FK SU]HSURZDG]DQ\FK Z UDPDFK

Ī\FLD GOD F]WHUHFK ZDULDQWyZ 0  0  Z ZDOXFLH (852

NXUVyZ SLORWDĪRZ\FK 835(6 RUD] GRVWRVRZDQLH LFK GR

QD  PLHV]NDĔFD Z RNUHVLH  ODW : WU]HFK ] F]WHUHFK

ZDUXQNyZORNDOQ\FKLVSHF\¿NLSRV]F]HJyOQ\FKSDĔVWZ

ZDULDQWyZ NRV]W\ F\NOX Ī\FLD E\á\ QLĪV]H QLĪ Z ZDULDQFLH
   : W\P RVWDWQLP NRV]W\ LQZHVW\F\MQH RGQDZLDOQHM
HQHUJLL MDN L SRV]F]HJyOQ\FK SRPS FLHSáD XĪ\ZDMąF\FK
HQHUJLĊHOHNWU\F]QąZ\WZDU]DQąZVDP\PEXG\QNXVWDMąVLĊ

2SUDFRZ\ZDQLH L ZGUDĪDQLH V]NROHĔ ]DOHĪ\ RG ORNDOQ\FK

QLH]Z\NOHZ\VRNLH

ZDUXQNyZ ]DWHP V]NROHQLD SRZLQQ\ E\ü GRVWRVRZDQH GR

2VWDWHF]Q\ ZDULDQW Z\EUDQ\ GR UHDOL]DFML NáDG]LH JáyZQ\
QDFLVNQDGUREQ\WUDQVSRUWSXEOLF]Q\ QDSU]\NáDGQDEXGRZĊ
ĞFLHĪHN URZHURZ\FK  VWRVRZDQLH VLHFL FLHSáRZQLF]\FK Z
ZLĊNV]RĞFL EXG\QNyZ RUD] PRĪOLZRĞFL Z\NRU]\VWDQLD Z

NRU]\VWDQLD]SRV]F]HJyOQ\FKURG]DMyZRGQDZLDOQ\FKĨUyGHá
HQHUJLL Z SLĊFLX NUDMDFK MHVW LQQ\ MDN SU]HGVWDZLRQR WR Z
WDEHOLQDQDVWĊSQHMVWURQLH
3U]\NáDGRZR VLHFL FLHSáRZQLF]H L FKáRG]HQLD Vą PRFQR

MDNRSRGVWDZRZHĨUyGáR Z3RUYRRWR VSHFMDOQ\SU]\SDGHN

XJUXQWRZDQą SUDNW\Ną Z )LQODQGLL MHGQDN QLH Z :LHONLHM

SRQLHZDĪ  HQHUJLL FLHSOQHM Z 3RUYRR SRFKRG]L ]

%U\WDQLL F]\ +LV]SDQLL = GUXJLHM VWURQ\ HQHUJLD VáRQHF]QD

HOHNWURFLHSáRZQL]DVLODQHMZELRPDVą ZLyU\GU]HZQH 

LWDSRFKRG]ąFD]ZLDWUXVąV]HURNRXĪ\ZDQHZ1LHPF]HFK

] SRZRGX UyZQRF]HVQHJR ]QDF]QHJR REQLĪHQLD NRV]WyZ
LQIUDVWUXNWXU\ XOLFUXURFLąJyZ 
1RZH SRGHMĞFLH GR ZVSyOQHJR SODQRZDQLD Z 3RUYRR E\áR
ZVSLHUDQH L PRQLWRURZDQH SU]H] ¿ĔVNLH 0LQLVWHUVWZR

LOXVWUDFMD-%XMQ\

PLHMVFRZ\FKSRWU]HERUD]ZDUXQNyZĝZLDGRPRĞüLSR]LRP

SU]\V]áRĞFL RJU]HZDQLD VáRQHF]QHJR 6LHFL FLHSáRZQLF]H

:áRGDU]H PLDVWD 3RUYRR E\OL ]DGRZROHQL ] Z\QLNyZ WDNĪH



5öĝQLFHSRPLÚG]\SRV]F]HJöOQ\PLNUDMDPL

L+LV]SDQLLDOHQDGDO]QDMGXMąVLĊZSRF]ąWNRZ\PVWDGLXP
VWRVRZDQLDZ)LQODQGLL
3RQLĪHM SU]HGVWDZLRQH ]RVWDá\ SU]\NáDGRZH SRGHMĞFLD GR
WHPDWX Z SLĊFLX NUDMDFK JG]LH SU]HSURZDG]RQR V]NROHQLD
SLORWDĪRZH

ĝURGRZLVNDRUD])XQGXV])LĔVNLHM,QQRZDFML±6LWUD2EHFQLH

 : )LQODQGLL SU]HSURZDG]RQR ÄGáXJL´ PLHVLĊF]Q\ NXUV GOD

RZRSRGHMĞFLHUR]V]HU]DVLĊQDLQQHPLDVWDZ)LQODQGLLLE\ü

PLHMVNLFKLUHJLRQDOQ\FKSODQLVWyZ6NáDGDáVLĊRQ]PRGXáyZ

PRĪHZF]HĞQLHMF]\SyĨQLHMGRWU]HUyZQLHĪGRLQQ\FKPLDVW

NDĪG\ WUZDMąF\ GZD GQL RG MHVLHQL  GR ZLRVQ\ 

HXURSHMVNLFK 3U]\ WDNLHM HNVSDQVML EĊGą MHGQDN SRWU]HEQH

3U]HV]NROHQL SODQLĞFL SUDFXMą REHFQLH Z UyĪQ\FK F]ĊĞFLDFK
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2GQDZLDOQHĨUyGáD
HQHUJLL

3RF]ąWNRZH
VWDGLXP

5]DGNLHXĪ\FLH

6SyMQRĞü
VWRVRZDQLD

8JUXQWRZDQDSUDNW\ND

6áRĔFH

)LQ,DQGLD

:ON%U\WDQLD

1LHPF\:ĊJU\

+LV]SDQLD

:LDWU

)LQODQGLD

:ON%U\WDQLD

+LV]S:ĊJU\

1LHPF\

%LRPDVD

+LV]S:ĊJU\

1LHPF\:ON
%U\WDQLD

&LHSáRRGSDGRZH

+LV]S:ĊJU\:ON
%U\WDQLD

6LHüFLHSáRZQLF]D

+LV]S:ON%U\WDQLD

6LHüFKáRG]HQLD

:ĊJU\:ON%U\WDQLD

3R]LRP

ĝZLDGRPRĞü

.XUV\SLORWDĪRZHREHMPXMąG]LHVLĊüPRGXáyZ 00 
.DĪG\PRGXá]Z\F]DMRZRVNáDGDVLĊ]GZyFKGQLV]NROHQLD



:ĊJU\

1LHPF\

)LQODQGLD

1LHPF\+LV]S

)LQODQGLD



:LHG]D

)DFKRZRĞü

3UDNW\NDQDSR]LRPLH
SURIHVMRQDOQ\P

NUDMX DE\ GRVWRVRZDü VZRMH SODQ\ GR ZGURĪHQLD QRZ\FK

]RVWDá\SURZDG]RQHSU]H]RNRáRHNVSHUWyZFRPRĪQD

UR]ZLą]DĔ VSU]\MDMąF\FK Z\NRU]\VWDQLX RGQDZLDOQ\FK

X]QDü ]D SLHUZV]\ NURN Z NLHUXQNX SHUVSHNW\ZLF]QHM

ĨUyGHá HQHUJLL RUD] HIHNW\ZQRĞFL HQHUJHW\F]QHM 6]NROHQLH

ZVSyáSUDF\ Z ]DNUHVLH SODQRZDQLD HQHUJHW\F]QHJR RUD]

QD8QLZHUV\WHFLH$DOWR
1D:ĊJU]HFKGáXJLNXUVSLORWDĪRZ\]RVWDá]RUJDQL]RZDQ\
MDNR W\SRZ\ XQLZHUV\WHFNL NXUV GOD VWXGHQWyZ 6]NROHQLH
WUZDáR  PLHVLĊF\ XPRĪOLZLáR X]\VNDQLH DĪ  SXQNWyZ Z
VNDOL (&76 L ]RVWDáR ]RUJDQL]RZDQH QD 8QLZHUV\WHFLH Z
'HEUHF]\QLH

WZRU]HQLDVWUXNWXUPLHMVNLFK

GODPLHMVNLFKSODQLVWyZLHNVSHUWyZ]G]LHG]LQ\HQHUJHW\NL

SU]HVWU]HQQ\FK RUD] HNVSHUWyZ RG HQHUJHW\NL Z ĪDGQ\P
PLHMVFX QD ĞZLHFLH ,FK Z\NV]WDáFHQLH ¿]\F]QRĞü NRQWUD
EDULHUĊNRPXQLNDF\MQąSRPLĊG]\RELHPDSURIHVMDPL

WHFKQRORJLL HQHUJHW\F]Q\FK ZUD] ]H ]ZLą]DQ\PL ] QLPL

GRW\F]ąFHJR VSRVREX P\ĞOHQLD ZDUXQNyZ FHOyZ L PHWRG

V]DQVDPL L NRQVHNZHQFMDPL ] SHUVSHNW\Z\ SODQRZDQLD

%DUFHORQLH

.XUVDQWDPLE\OLPLHMVF\LUHJLRQDOQLSODQLĞFLRUD]GHZHORSHU]\

FKDUHWWHZUyĪQ\FKPLDVWDFKZFDá\PNUDMX1DNDĪGHWDNLH

Z V]NROHQLDFK SLORWDĪRZ\FK ]RVWDOL ]DSURV]HQL UyZQLHĪ

VIRUPXáRZDQHQDSRGVWDZLHRGE\W\FKVSRWNDĔXF]HVWQLNyZ
SRSURV]RQRRZ\EUDQLHU]HF]\ZLVWHJRSU]\SDGNXSODQRZDQLD
Z LFK PLHĞFLH GR NWyUHJR PRĪQD SU]\Mąü UR]ZLą]DQLD
Z\ZRG]ąFHVLĊ]RGQDZLDOQ\FKĨUyGHáHQHUJLLLHIHNW\ZQRĞFL
HQHUJHW\F]QHM
:SLĊFLXZ\PLHQLRQ\FKSRZ\ĪHMNUDMDFKV]NROHQLDSLORWDĪRZH

ͻ :\NáDG\RSDUWHQDSRND]DFKVODMGyZRUD]G\VNXVMDFK
ͻ :L]\W\ZORNDOQ\FKLPLĊG]\QDURGRZ\FKRELHNWDFK
SUDNW\F]QHJRZ\NRU]\VWDQLDRGQDZLDOQ\FKĨUyGHáHQHUJLL
GRW\F]ąFHNZHVWLLSRáąF]HQLDRGQDZLDOQ\FKĨUyGHáHQHUJLLL
HIHNW\ZQRĞFLHQHUJHW\F]QHM]SODQRZDQLHPSU]HVWU]HQQ\P
.V]WDáFHQLHQDRGOHJáRĞü

Z\NRQ\ZDQLDSU]H]QLFKüZLF]HĔ
*áyZQ\P HIHNWHP V]NROHQLD SLORWDĪRZHJR MHVW NRPSLODFMD

]EXGyZRUD]¿UPGRUDGF]\FK:1LHPF]HFKGRXF]HVWQLFWZD

]RULHQWRZDQHJRQD]PLDQ\NOLPDW\F]QH:RSDUFLXRZQLRVNL

SR]QDZDQ\FKNZHVWLLGRW\F]ąF\FKHQHUJHW\NL]SODQRZDQLHP
SU]HVWU]HQQ\P

.XUVDQFL
]ELXUSODQRZDQLDPLDVWUDGUHJLRQDOQ\FKV]NyáSODQRZDQLD

ZLHG]\ QD WHPDW JáyZQ\FK FHFK SODQRZDQLD PLHMVNLHJR

0
0
0

PLHMVNLHJR

]DPLDVWWHJR]RUJDQL]RZDQRWU]\GQLRZ\FKVSRWNDĔW\SX

SROLW\NyZF]\HNVSHUWyZZG]LHG]LQLHHQHUJLLZFHOX]GRE\FLD

=DVRE\HQHUJHW\F]QHLWHFKQRORJLHRGQDZLDOQH
'\VWU\EXFMDHQHUJLLFLHSáRZQLFWZRLFKáRG]HQLH
3UDZLGáRZDVNDODGODNDĪGHMNRQFHSFMLHQHUJHW\F]QHM]ZDUWRĞüRJU]HZDQLDLFKáRG]HQLD SRVWURQLHSRS\WX 
SRWHQFMDáSRVWURQLHSRGDĪ\
1RZHNRQFHSFMH]DU]ąG]DQLDQDU\QNXHQHUJHW\F]Q\P
3ODQRZDQLHHQHUJHW\F]QH
1RZHPRGHOHWUDQVSRUWXRUD]PLHMVNDLPLĊG]\PLDVWRZDPRELOQRĞü

ͻ
ͻ 3RND]\¿OPyZ 1LHZ\JRGQDSUDZGD6LHüFKáRG]HQLD« 
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GIS-BASED MAPPING TOOL OF URBAN ENERGY DEMAND
FOR ROOM HEATING AND HOT WATER
Johannes DORFNER, Dipl.-Ing.
Institute for Energy Economy and Application Technology, Technische Universität München
johannes.dorfner@tum.de

KEYWORDS: geographic information system, heat map, room heating, urban planning, building
database, district heating.
Abstract:
A GIS-based tool is presented, which generates a grid-based map of the annual energy demand for
room heating and hot water in a city. Required inputs are a polygon layer of building outlines and
an attached data table with a building type property and the number of floors. Optional inputs are
year of construction and measured energy consumption. Output is a raster layer of aggregated
annual heat demand on a 200·200 m² grid. It can be used to assess the feasibility of different heating
technologies, especially district heating.
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1.2 Urban heat supply
There are many options to satisfy a given heat demand. Tab. 1 summarizes the most common
technologies with indications of key strengths and weaknesses. All except the last entry, district
heating, constitute energy conversion units for local heat generation, while district heating describes
a different paradigm of heat supply with central heat generation and an attached distribution
network. Its main advantage is the higher achievable efficiency of that single conversion unit due to
its larger size. Zinko et al. (2008) conclude that cost reduction in heat distribution networks could
render district heating economically viable in regions with heat densities down to 10 kWh/(m²·a).
Tab. 1: Strengths and weaknesses of established heating technologies
Technology

This tool has been developed in the course of the project Urban Planners with Renewable Energy
Skills (UP-RES), supported by Intelligent Energy Europe, an initiative of the European
Commission.

1. Introduction

Solid fuel burner

+ Renewable fuel

- Needs storage space

Energy is becoming expensive and its use by means of conventional technologies, based on fossil
fuels, causes emission of greenhouse gases. This leads to the necessity to switch energy conversion
to renewable sources with fewer emissions and to reduce the demand for energy as long as
renewable energy is not available in abundance.

Heat pump

+ Flexible

- CO2 emissions (elec.)

1.1 Urban heat demand

100%

Fig. 1: Energy consumption of private households in Germany by energy carrier (100 % =
2518 PJ). Data from Schlomann (2002).

Acknowledgement

Demand reduction can be accomplished in two ways: the first way is change of behaviour (e.g. less
use of cars, reduced consumption of energy intensive goods). The second way is improving energy
efficiency, i.e. increase the amount of useful energy per unit of energy input.

90%

Strengths

Weaknesses

Gas boiler

+ Low investment

- CO2 emissions

Oil burner

+ Low investment

- Needs tank space
- High CO2 emissions

Cogeneration unit + High total efficiency
District heating

- High investment

+ Can be very efficient - Very high investment

Geothermal energy can be an interesting option in regions with accessible heat sources, but are not
easily available everywhere. Solar heat, realised with roof collectors, can contribute a considerable
amount of heat for water heating during summer, but is incapable of satisfying base load heat
demand during winter. This weakness can be compensated by employing seasonal heat storage, but
available technologies (hot water, molten salt) are huge and still too expensive to be competitive.

Most energy in European countries is not used for electricity, but for providing heat. Among that,
room heating is typically the biggest consumption type. Fig. 1 illustrates this fact with the example
of domestic energy use. It shows the shares of energy carriers (natural gas, fuel oil, electricity) in
total energy demand. Nearly 70 % of the total demand of about 2500 PJ is satisfied by natural gas
and fuel oil. Wood (7 %), district heating (5 %) and coal (1 %) contribute some 13 % together. The
remaining 17 % or 450 PJ are accounted to electricity, from which a fraction is also used for
heating. Consequently, huge gains in demand reduction can be achieved by reducing energy
demand for room heating and domestic hot water.

The decision, which technology to use in a specific case, depends on the local demand structure,
especially the density of heat demand. Hence, there is a need for tools to visualise this quantity
easily for a huge number of individual buildings.
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1.3 Existing heat map methodologies
There are several reported efforts of creating the digital heat map of a city. Blesl (2001) uses 18
building types, e.g. row house, apartment building and industrial estate, assigned to districts. This
yields relatively low spatial resolution, but consistent results. Rylatt (2003) use a per-building
typology for dwellings applied to Leicester, UK. Properties of individual buildings were derived
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from digital map data, partially by hand, to yield significant results even down to the building level.
Monthly domestic energy demands are derived from the detailed model BREDEM-8. Mavrogianni
(2009) also uses building shape from map and assigns properties by building type and age to
buildings in London. Resulting heat demand is aggregated to districts to overcome errors from
generalisation. Strzalka (2010) calculate per-building heat demand by an energy balance according
to DIN V 18599 for a residential area in Stuttgart, Germany, with nearly 10,000 inhabitants.
Building properties are also assigned by building type (row house, multi-family house) and year of
construction. Results show good agreement with measured demand after aggregation by building
type, i.e. reduction of user behaviour.
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2.3 Resulting heat map
Finally, the attributes building type and year of construction select the appropriate value for dth
(kWh/m²/a) from Tab. 2. Together with the total floor area Abld, an estimate for the total annual heat
demand in kWh/a is derived per building:
(3)
Dth = Abld · dth
These values are then summed up per cell of a 200·200 m² raster, according to the location of their
centre points. The resulting raster dataset then can be displayed together with building outlines.

2. Method
The aim of the presented tool is to generate a map that localises the otherwise accumulated heat
demand. It is based on a polygon layer of building outlines, together with information about their
heights (number of floors), their use (building type) und their age (year of construction). From this
data, a grid map of heat demand densities per raster cell in MWh/a is estimated, as described in the
following paragraphs.
2.1 Building database

3. Result
An exemplary application of the tool is shown in Fig. 2 for part a German city. Shading of the raster
cells mark the accumulated estimated heat demand. White polygons show the building outlines.
Dark grey areas with high heat demand should be first checked for (a) data inconsistency and (b)
opportunities of demand reduction. Where not possible, either because of heritage or in case where
high building density causes the high heat demand, the area should be taken into consideration as
candidate for a district heating network.

Essential basis for the calculation of total heat demand is the total floor area Abld. This quantity is
supplied by the buidlings’ polygon outlines in a GIS shape feature with area Apolygon. A data table
attached to the polygon layer contains the number of floors nfloors. The total floor area is then
obtained by
Abld = Apolygon· nfloors.
(1)
If the building height hbld is known, for example from laser scanning, nfloors can be estimated by
(2)
nfloors = 0.32 · hbld.
In order to localise the heat demand of each building in the raster map, the centre point of each
building polygon is calculated and stored as an attribute.
2.2 Specific heat demand
Building usage is the main variable that determines the specific heat demand. In this tool, there are
nine generic building types, representing the most common (residential, trade, industrial) have two
different types for small and big buildings. Residential and office building have different building
age types.
Building type
dth (kWh/m²/a)

Tab. 2: Specific annual heat
demand of various building
types in kWh/(m²·a) in
Germany,
partially with different
values per year of
construction. Data from
Schlomann (2002).

Year of construction (and newer)
—

1969

1984

1996

2002
90

Residential small

150

130

115

100

Residential big

125

110

95

80

50

Office

130

140

100

70

—

Trade small

140

—

—

—

—

Trade big

85

—

—

—

—

Industry small

50

—

—

—

—

Industry big

60

—

—

—

—

Other

55

—

—

—

—

Zero

0

—

—

—

—
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Fig. 2: Building shapes (white polygon
outlines) and estimated annual heat
demand (grid colours) per 200·200 m²
cell in a German city.
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4. Conclusion
A tool for calculating a map of urban heat demand for room heating has been presented. It uses a
minimum of data (building geometry, usage and age) to estimate the heat demand of a given
building stock. It yields a raster map (200·200 m²) of cumulated demands in order to reduce the
impact of user behaviour, which renders the estimation meaningless on a per-building scale. The
main application of this tool is the identification of areas with high heat demand, which could be
targets for renovation measures and/or district heating networks.
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REHABILITATION STRATEGY OF DISTRICT HEATING
Arto NUORKIVI, D. Sc. (Tech), AALTO University, Espoo, Finland; email:energy@nuorkivi.fi
KEYWORDS: distric heating, rehabilitation..
Abstract:
District heating (DH) rehabilitation started in Poland and Estonia in year 1992. Since then,
numerous systems have been either partly or entirely modernized. Nevertheless, today some 20
years later such comprehensive and system-level rehabilitation is still needed in many Central
European countries and in particular in Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan, for instance. The
processes and impacts of the already completed projects have been analyzed and the lessons
learned collected for the rehabilitation projecs to come later on.

2. Resource Balance as Starting Point
The existing situation has to be analyzed and the various losses quantified. If metering is not
sufficient to give actual data, estimates have to be used to complete the resource balance that is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The various resources enter the DH company from the left. Thenet heat sales
are provided to the end user percisely as needed, not more and not less at ay time.
The difference of the used resources and the provided net sales are the losses, that comprise water,
fuel, human work, electricty and capital expenditures.
Moreover, the losses can be designated to the heat generation, the heat network, the substation and
the indoor installations, the latter one called as demand side management (DSM) as well.

Immaterial measures
Material measures
Resources

This paper offers some hints about how the rehabilitation actions should be designed in order to
maximize the benefits, either from economic or financial point of view.

Fuels

1. Optimization Process

Purchased electricity

The economic benefits of the completed projects have been substantial. In the the Polish and
Estonian projects during 1992-2000 the obtained benefits even exceeded the early expctations.

Purchased water

Existing
DH/CHP
System

Least Cost
Analysis
of
DH/CHP
System

Heat
Load
Analysis

Extraction of Uneconomic Parts and
Introduction of Decentralized Solutions:
gas/electric boilers, wood owens

Purchased heat

Human resources
Maintenance tools
and materials

R

Process losses of Thermal Chain
Heat
production

I

Network

Substation

DSM

Outcome

Work losses

District
heating
enterprise
DHE

Heat
needed
by
Customers

Thermal losses
Electricity losses
Water losses
Emissions
Material replacement
Excess capacity

Net heat sales

Energy production
capacity

Electricity from CHP

Optimization of DH/CHP System:

Power grid

Rehabilitation of heat production,
transmission, distribution and end-usage

Fig. 2: DH Resource Balance
Fig. 1: DH Optimization Process
Basically, optimization of the existing DH system includes a few phases as illustrated in Fig. 1
above.

The next step is to analyze which measures (investments, IT-tools, training) influence on any loss
flow component in Fig. 2.

First, one has to carry out the heat load analysis. What will be the real heat demand after the
rehabilitation measures have been carried out? There is no rational to oversize the system.

3. Dependance of Impacts on Measures

Second, the least cost analysis be means of life-cycle costs model has to be caried out. What would
bethe optimal configuration of the customer and network base to maximize the system economy?

The below figure offers the logical impact of the measures. For instance the investments in heat
exchangers in substations influence on water losses and temperatures in the network. Moreover,
new preinsulated pipelines reduce water losses, netork repair costs as well as thermal losses.

Third, those customers and network parts that do not positively contribute to improved economy
have to be cut off and left for idividual heating solutions.
Fourth and last, the rehabilitation strategy has to be designed for the optimal DH system (yellow
box).
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Fig. 4: Flow of Model Calculation
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Fig. 3: Relations between the Ínvestment Measures and the Economic Benefits.
All the above shown relations have to be quantified in order to have a solid basis for investment
decisions.

4. Computerized Model
The Model aims at optimizing the measures to rehabilitate a DH system in any city in the economy
of transition on a robust level. Such measures consist of a variety of both material and immaterial
measures. The material measures include rehabilitating large, medium, and small pipelines,
consumer substations, network sectioning valves, CHP development, heat metering and DSM
measures, as well as taking into account the total impact of the immaterial measures. The DH
system economy will be improved by reducing thermal, electricity and water losses of the system as
well as the need of human resources (HR) and replacement investments by means of the measures
under the financial and the physical constraints.
The documentation of the Model developed with GAMS with parameters, sets, scalars, tables and
variables is presented in Appendix 4 of Nuorkivi (2005). The overall structure of the developed
The economic conclusions have been drawn from the case analyses (the World Bank, 2000 and
2001; Author, 2001). The conclusions have given the Model input data of the expected savings in
use of the resources as functions of the completed measures.
The Model is based on dynamic optimization, starting from the season of the year, to one year and
finally the whole period of years to be covered by the investment life-cycle planning.
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5. Thermal Chain
The Thermal Chain in the Model consists of consequential components. The components include (i)
heat production with fuels, a CHP plant, HoBs and DH pumping, (ii) network with heat
transmission in large and medium size pipelines and heat distribution with small pipelines, (iii)
consumer substation with heat exchanger of the space heating circuit, heat metering on building
level, temperature controller at substations, and finally, (iv) the DSM measures with thermostatic
valves and cost allocators in room radiators. In the financial analysis, however, the components
beyond the heat meter have been neglected, as they are usually not owned by the DH enterprise.
The heat exchanger, however, is located before the heat meter in the chain, although physically
being after it. The water savings, based on the heat exchanger installation, are financial savings for
the DH enterprise.
The Benefit Potential, or the efficiency gap in other words, set by means of benchmarking gives the
total potential in savings of the resources between the current inefficient system and the long-term
optimal system. The potential can be achieved if all equipment and systems will be replaced, and
the number of HR will be adjusted to the real need and educated to meet the modern requirements.
The target level of heat transmission and distribution losses may be estimated according to the
pipeline manufacturer brochures and/or to the experiences of similar companies with modern types
of pipelines and with advanced maintenance procedures. The thermal losses of modern substations
and DSM equipment have been estimated at zero. The HR requirement should be estimated
according to experiences of the benchmarking or to the targets of the investor.
The benefits accrue in a variety of ways depending on the type of the particular measure. The most
essential investments comprise boilers at heat sources, pipelines in the network and control systems
in the substations. Such investments comprise the bulk of the costs in any comprehensive
rehabilitation project, typically more than 90% of the total costs. Due to their high volume, the
dependence of the expected benefits on the rehabilitation rate deserves a closer focus.
The Benefits, the terms (c,t) in the below formulas, depending on the rehabilitation rate R indicate
the impact of the investments on the benefits of any component. For instance, investments in the
worst pipes have a higher internal rate of return (IRR) than replacing all the pipes of the system. On
the contrary, replacing only a few substations may have a lower IRR than replacing the bulk of the
substations, which finally would change the operation mode from the production to the demand
driven one.
The benefits are assumed as functions of the rehabilitation rates. The functions of the LP Model
consist of both truly linear and linearized ones, whereas non-linear functions are also included in the
NLP Model.
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The positive variable, the rehabilitation rate, R(c,t) specific to any component c has a range from
zero to one. The benefit depends on the value of R(c,t). In LP the dependence is a linear, whereas in
NLP a non-linear benefit function of the type of either a trigonometric (1), a logarithmic (2) or an
exponential (3) one has been selected. The selection is based on the author’s understanding and
experience about the behavior of various ways of benefit accrual expressed in mathematical
approximations, and not on any tests. Therefore, the approximations do not simulate the real
behavior in an accurate manner but are assumed to be better than the linear approximations. The
selected function types for such approximation are expressed below and illustrated in Fig. 5:
(c,t) = 1- cos(½  R(c,t))

(1)

(c,t) = lg (10 R(c,t) +1)

(2)

(c,t) = 0.1/ (0.1 + 10 e (-10 R(c,t)))

(3)

The first investments on the substation control systems will yield little or no incremental benefits
for the system. This is the case when the rehabilitation rate ranges from zero to some 0.3. These
benefits are expected to be insignificant because:
x

x

With the conservative trigonometric function (1), the benefits of HR start accruing slowly and are
delayed after the rehabilitation measures have been executed. The benefits lag behind the
implemented measures but reach the final value when the R reaches the value 1. The trigonometric
function simulates (i) the behavior of labor unions, since the HR reduction may not be allowed
instantaneously following the investment measures, (ii) and moreover, may not be reasonable,
because implementation of the investments requires temporarily more HR to install, supervise and
tune the new equipment in the rehabilitation phase than to use them later in the O&M phase.
By means of the logarithmic function (2) the benefits start accruing fast, as the earlier rehabilitated
pipes and boilers most likely have been in the worst condition. Therefore, the early rehabilitation of
such worst equipment would yield higher relative benefits than those to be rehabilitated later on
and, often being in a relatively good technical shape.
With the exponential function (3), the benefits start accruing slowly at first. The factor  lags
behind the value of R until about 0.4, after which the values of  exceed the value of R. Such a
benefit function is typical for the temperature controllers in substations: The R has to reach a critical
mass before the system operation turns from the production to the demand driven mode.

In winter, the control valves of the new substations are mostly open and the substation
takes heat energy from the network at full capacity. The pressure loss of the modern
substations with heat exchangers and the control valve is about 40 kPa only, whereas
more than 150 kPa is required by the old hydroelevators. Therefore, the modern
substations effectively supply heat in any case but the hydroelevators may face
problems, if either the supply capacity or the pressure level is not sufficient. Therefore,
there are no substantial system level benefits identified in the winter.
In spring and fall, on the other hand, the control valves of the modern substations throttle
the water flow according to heating needs of the particular building. The old
hydroelevators, which typically provide their buildings with excess energy for the SH
circuit in order to keep the DHW temperature on the required level, will face an even
higher pressure difference than before the modern substations were connected to the
network. Therefore, the modern substations may even worsen the situation by increasing
the excess heating of the SH circuit in hydroelevator systems. Thus, no considerable
system level benefits can be identified in the spring and fall seasons either.

When the rehabilitation rate will be increased from some 30 to 70%, the system operation will
change from the old constant to a new variable flow mode, in other words, from the production to
the demand driven operation. The range from 30 to 70% represents the strongly progressing benefit
function with a high incremental IRR.
In the Model, the above dependencies are modeled as linear and non-linear approximation patterns
in the LP and the NLP options, respectively.

6. Conclusions
The Model has been tested in a Russian city of Kostamuksa, Karelia. The results were used to
optimize the DH system rehabilitation plan.
according to the Model and the experieicne from the completed DH rehabilitation projects, the most
economic approach is to start from the customer interface. There are three measures to start with:

1

Relative benefit
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Fig. 4: The Relative Benefit of the Rehabilitation Measures according
to Different Types of Benefit Weighing Functions
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By means of the three DSM measurs both heat supplier and the customer become motivated to save
not only energy but other resources as well on the way to improve both the technical and economic
performance of the DH system.

Nuorkivi, A; Kalkum, B.: (2011) Policies and Barriers for District Heating and Cooling outside the
EU Countries, International Energy Agency, IEA DHC Annex IV, Helsinki, Finland, p. 238242.
Nuorkivi, A. (2005).To The Rehabilitation Strategy of District Heating in Economies in Transition,
Helsinki University of Technology (Aalto University since 2009), Doctoral Thesis, p. 25-39.
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Figure 1: (left) The principles of DH, (right) The hydraulic interface unit. (Source: BRE)

Abstract:

2.

District energy (DE) is a means for delivering heat and/or cooling to multiple buildings from a
central energy centre. DE spans a wide variety of scheme sizes, from a small group of buildings in
the same neighbourhood through to city-wide schemes comprising thousands of connected
buildings.

New buildings are generally more energy efficient than existing buildings. This trend will continue
in the future due to the strengthening of the energy efficiency requirements that buildings will have
to comply with.

x Heating requirements are increasingly dominated by domestic hot water (DHW) rather than

space heating. Figure 2 demonstrates this with three different energy efficiency scenarios for
dwellings: base case, low energy and PassivHaus
x The annual heat profile will be flattened, see Figure 3: a year-round base heat load will remain

but winter heating is much reduced.
1600
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There are three basic parts to a DH scheme (see Figure 1 left): an energy centre containing the heat
source(s), a hydraulic interface unit (HIU) e.g. heat exchangers and a network of pipes to connect
them.
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District energy is a means for delivering heat and/or cooling to multiple buildings from a central
source. The countries that have developed this technology tend to have been those in which heating
demands are of most concern, so that district heating (DH) is prevalent. However, even Northern
cities have significant cooling demands, so that district cooling (DC) is a growing market.

kWh/year

What is district energy?

kWh/m2 year

1.

70

Mar

An important aspect of new building developments is their increasingly high standards of efficiency.
In order for DE to remain an effective solution for such developments, heat losses need to be
reduced. This can be achieved by means of lower temperature supply, which also extends the scope
for using different sources of locally available waste and renewable heat.

An immediate effect of the strengthening in the energy efficiency standards for buildings is the
reduction in the amount of energy that would be required to heat future buildings. This means that:

Feb

DE enables whole communities to benefit from low and zero carbon energy sources, including those
which cannot easily be installed at the individual building level. The inherent fuel flexibility of DE
infrastructure lends itself to the integration of thermal renewable technologies that are crucial to
the overall reduction of carbon emissions: biomass, solar thermal, heat pumps, deep geothermal.

District energy for new and future buildings

Passivhaus dwelling

Figure 3: Monthly space heating and
domestic hot water requirements of new and
future buildings
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Work carried out within Annex VIII of the IEA District Heating & Cooling (IEA DHC)
programme1, and further work currently progressing within the current Annex IX examines the role
of DE in new and future buildings.

o using higher performance pipes

Within this work, and through associated research at BRE, modelling has been carried out of three
representative UK new-build residential developments with different dwelling densities: detached
house development, mixed residential development and blocks of flats.

o reducing the heat network operating temperature

Figures 4 and 5 below show the relative heat distribution losses, from which the following is
concluded:
x For the same dwelling density, moving from the (new-build) base case dwelling to PassivHaus

standard could double the relative heat distribution losses, although this is more pronounced for
lower dwelling density developments
x The greater the dwelling density the less sensitive the relative heat distribution loss is to linear

heat density
x Despite the lower heat demand of new and future buildings, the heat distribution loss of well-
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ratio of heat distribution losses to heat
delivered

ratio of heat distribution losses to heat
delivered

designed DH schemes supplying high dwelling density developments, such as blocks of flats, is
small relative to the total amount of heat delivered by the heat network.

Figure 4: Variation of ratio of heat
distribution losses to heat delivered with
dwelling density calculated with TERMIS for
single pipe systems
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Figure 5: Variation of ratio of heat
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linear heat density calculated with TERMIS
for single pipe systems
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[Dittmann et al 2008] suggested that a means to further reduce the return temperature of the heat
would be to connect customers to the return pipes. In this situation, it is likely that the return
temperatures are suitable for space heating but not for domestic hot water provision. This might be
solved by using other supplementary energy sources at the building level.

4.1 Low and very low temperature networks

50%

Reduction of heat distribution losses is an important aspect of improving DH network performance,
and has therefore been investigated mainly in countries with a history of DH. The IEA DHC
programme has and is undertaking research looking at the use of DH to supply heat to areas of low
heat demand density ([Zinko et al, 2008] for instance). Heat distribution losses can be reduced by:

1

In order to enable the use of low temperature DH systems a heat distribution system able to deliver
useful heat at lower temperatures has to be used. This may be achieved, for example, by means of
bigger than usual radiators or under floor heating and in-wall systems. Additionally, the heating
emitters and controls and the hydraulic interface between the heat network and the building heating
systems will have to be suitably designed, in order to minimise the heat network return temperature.

60%

linear heat density [MWh/m]

dwelling density [dw/ha]

3.1 Lowering flow and return heat network temperatures

4

70%

0.0

60

o using smaller pipe diameters, e.g. through the use of local hot water storage or
booster pumps

District Energy networks are based on the principle of transporting energy from its source to a
number of users. The higher the energy density of the energy carrier, the smaller is the needed mass
flow and the further it is economically viable to pump it. DH has thus traditionally been operated at
temperatures exceeding 100°C, although lower temperature systems often using plastic pipes (for
temperatures lower than 90°C) have also been developed. The possibility of lower temperature
systems has recently attracted attention; consequently Annex X of the IEA DHC research
programme seeks to examine the potential of lowering supply and return temperatures (e.g.
50°C/20°C; 70/40; 75/30).
Even lower supply temperatures provide the possibility to extend still further DH’s environmental
potential by accessing heat from sources formerly considered as with little to no value like
minewater or ground heat. It is important though to combine these networks with appropriate
measures on a building level, e.g. well-insulated fabric and underfloor and in-wall heating.
These emerging alternatives allow the DH network to be adapted to demand and locally available
resources, including a range of renewable sources. In an urban context with, for example, industrial
waste heat at 100+ºC, a relatively high supply temperature will be preferably used. However, if
ground heat is the major source available lower flow temperatures may be appropriate, whether
with centralised or decentralised heat pumps. As the temperature is much closer to the ambient
temperature, the heat loss from the pipes is much smaller. Using plastic pipes for low temperature
networks has the potential to decrease the capital cost and therefore economic viability
considerably.
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Integrating renewable energy into district energy systems

DE networks can play an important part in the gradual transition towards a low carbon future, as a
system that brings fuel flexibility to adapt to and integrate renewable technologies as they come
along. Technologies like gas-fired CHP are likely to remain important for some time to come, in
using fossil fuels in a more efficient way, and acting as a catalyst to the expansion of DH
infrastructure and reducing carbon emissions now. Such a network can equally well use heat from
biomass-fired plant, solar thermal or even in the future a hydrogen fuel cell.
As the characteristics of each renewable energy system (RES) are different, so are the benefits of
integrating one into a DH network: in a densely built area for example, supply and storage of
sufficient fuel for a number of individual biomass boilers can pose a problem. One central energy
station at a suitable place solves not only that problem but offers economies of scale for sales and
transport issues. The space for solar thermal systems or ground source heat exchangers to supply
high-rise apartment buildings with heat may well exceed their own footprints. A DH network can be
used to transport the heat from nearby energy-harvesting fields with less intense energy demands to
the high-demand area.
Thermal storage has an important role in matching supply and demand dynamics, especially with
stochastic heat production of some RES like solar thermal systems and prominent peak loads of
daily use. Networks lead to a slight levelling of demand, especially in mixed-use areas, capping
peak loads and allowing RES to be sized more cost-effectively. While individual storage tanks in
buildings are well established for regular charging and discharging, storage opportunities at a larger
scale seem to be more cost-effective for seasonal storage.
Within Annex IX of the IEA DHC research programme, work has examined the way in which a
heat network could function in the future through connected buildings being able to receive or
donate energy.
In particular, the work focuses on future buildings featuring very low heat loss factor, long cooldown time constant, passive and active solar, active thermal storage and sophisticated energy
management. Due to their exceptionally low energy consumption it may appear impractical to
connect them to a DE system. However, these buildings are capable of peak load shedding, off-peak
charging of thermal storage and can act as a source of distributed thermal energy to the DE network
when they have surplus energy.

Scheme

Country

Supply technologies

Scale of the
network

Sheffield

UK

Municipal waste CHP, gas and oil
back-up

City centre, nondomestic and
domestic

Southampton

UK

Gas CHP, deep geothermal heat,
fossil fuel boilers

City centre,
principally nondomestic

Barnsley

UK

Biomass boilers

Several small
networks

Grosvenor,
London

UK

Gas CHP, biomass, gas boilers

Small new-build
residential

Chalvey, Slough

UK

ST, biomass, ASHP, GSHP

Research rig at 10
houses

VEKS

Denmark

Municipal waste CHP, gas/oil CHP,
deep geothermal

Whole city

Hillerod

Denmark

Gas CHP, biomass, solar field

Town scheme

Eksta

Sweden

Biomass, individual dwelling solar
thermal

Small new-build
residential network

Malmo

Sweden

Building–integrated solar thermal,
ground source heat pumps

New-build
development with
connection to city
scheme

The observation and lessons from the site visits carried out as part of this project include:
Municipal Waste Heat
Heat recovery from the use of Municipal Solid Waste serves two direct purposes: it diverts waste
from landfill and uses the energy potential of waste. Using heat from waste incineration – with or
without electricity production – has often been the primary driver for the introduction of DH
networks. The use of this heat reduces the operation cost for heating; the unused running cost can
then be used to pay for the capital cost of the infrastructure investment.
Geothermal

Examples of Renewable Energy DH
DE networks provide the possibility to integrate several different RES plants and technologies. This
diversification of energy sources leads to increased energy security and supply resilience. While
there is a strong potential for the physical integration of RE in networks, there are still uncertainties
on how best to integrate them. The next Annex X of the IEA DHC programme will focus on this.
A selection of schemes (there are of course many more examples, but these have been examined as
part of a BRE study) in the UK and elsewhere are shown in the table below:
95

The Southampton District Energy scheme is a primary example where the available geothermal heat
had been the primary driver for the development of the scheme. It is a perfect example where only a
district solution could have provided the benefits associated with this energy source. The available
temperature of 74ºC has lead the design as a low temperature network (now viewed as a necessity
more generally with district heating schemes in order to secure better levels of energy efficiency).
Biomass
Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council is located in a former mining area. In 2004, it introduced a
Biomass Implementation Policy setting biomass as the standard solution for the future. This has led
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to being far ahead of government targets for carbon emissions. Barnsley MBC successfully trialled
the use of biomass in existing coal fired boilers; only the air flow rate had to be changed, so that
biomass could be burned in the same boilers without any major changes.
Gas fired CHP and biomass
Grosvenor Waterside is an example of a new development in London, subject to planning
requirements of the Greater London Authority including the use of DH and a certain share of
renewable where viable. This example shows the difficulty in operating gas-fired CHP and biomass
together at this scale, both of which work best when run as many hours as possible.
The operation of several different heat plants in tandem is quite complex, taking into account the
technical and operational limits and performances of the different technologies. For instance, using
CHP to cover the base load means that the biomass boiler will supply part of the peak load, which
may become an issue due to slower response.
Building integrated solar thermal
The Bo01 area in the Western Harbour is a new development of approximately 1000 residential
units built in 2001, served by 100% renewable energy supply averaged over the year. Solar
collectors are connected at a building level separated by a heat exchanger from the district heating
network. Operation has been trouble-free and fluctuations between heat demand and supply are
levelled out through the connection to the main DH network of the City of Malmo that serves as a
convenient buffer. This enables more useful heat to be derived from the solar panels than if they
were stand-alone.
The aquifer in the bedrock underneath the Harbour is used as a seasonal storage to produce both
heat and cold. The heat from the summer is saved for the winter; it is pumped up with a large heat
pump to the required temperature. Cold from the winter is saved for the summer and is distributed
by a separate cooling network.
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They use biomass as the predominant fuel with solar thermal back-up. The latter supplies only 510% of the annual heat demand of each scheme but requires very little maintenance. All of the
schemes follow the same principle: prioritise the use of solar thermal as the first heat source,
biomass next with oil for back-up during maintenance and top-up for extremely cold days.
The biggest integration issue Eksta experienced is the large inertia of their larger biomass boilers.
When the ST installations suddenly produce a lot of heat, e.g. on a sunny spring day, the large
biomass plant will still produce heat for a few hours, which could overheat their system. To bring
the boiler back into operation will also take a few hours. They thus had to switch the biomass boiler
off and use the back-up oil boiler. The solution they found is to use a smaller biomass boiler that
can modulate down easily and has smaller inertia.
Integrating a variety of renewable sources
VEKS runs a city-wide scheme for the west of Copenhagen, and seeks to increase the share of
renewable sources to supply their network. Biomass is currently the principal renewable energy
source used, but its potential is regarded as transitory for 10-15 years. Emphasis is therefore placed
on maximising the benefits of existing resources by focusing on CHP, and increasingly the future
role for geothermal plants and large scale HPs driven by wind power. This scale of scheme will be
important as a balancing agent for smart electrical grids.
Low temperature networks and renewables integration
Chalvey is a pilot scheme in Slough, UK, examining 4 different renewable technologies and using a
low temperature network. In may be regarded as an experimental rig; some of the early issues
arising include and plans for he future include:
x the benefit of low temperature operation: the solar thermal installation achieves a higher
overall energy yield as the heat can be harvested earlier in the morning, later in the evening
and similarly in the colder season
x a key integration issue for low temperature is to adapt the heating systems to deliver comfort
in the buildings and a low return temperature for system efficiency. Underfloor and/or inwall heating or larger radiators are effective ways

The Bo01 scheme is rare as it supplies 100% from RES. It does this however only over an entire
year and would not work without being balanced by the network of the city of Malmo. While the
HP could supply heat all year round, it would not be economical to do so, having the connection to
a larger network. It would have to be connected to the supply flow and not the return.

x the potential for integrating the heat pump with solar thermal with the former elevating the
temperature only to 45ºC and the solar thermal raising the temperature further to 55 ºC is
also being looked at. In this way the heat pump COP is raised significantly

Solar thermal fields
In Hillerod 95% of the municipality or 15000 houses are supplied with heat form the DH network.
The heat is supplied by the following sources: 80% gas CCGT CHP, 4% gas boilers, 14% wood
pellet boilers and 2% solar thermal fields.
This emphasises the enduring reliance on fossil sources even when there is integration of
renewables, and the need to devise new operational modes to increase the potential of renewables.
One of these methods is to operate at lower temperatures. At Hillerod this is done for a small
network in Ullerødbyen operating at 60°C supply. The solar thermal efficiency is also raised if it is
connected to the return, even though it will need to be boosted further for all but the lowest
temperature systems.
Biomass with solar thermal

x another mode of operation is to use excess heat from the solar thermal installation to
recharge the boreholes for the Ground Source Heat Pump, increasing/ stabilising the ground
temperature and thus increase/ stabilise the efficiency.

6.

Conclusions

The following can be concluded:
x Despite the lower heat demand of new and future buildings, heat distribution losses of well-

designed DH schemes supplying high dwelling density developments, such as blocks of flats, are
small compared with the total heat delivered by the heat network.

Eksta is a housing company providing housing for 2,700 flats, schools, day care centres, and other
buildings. In total, they operate 18 networks consisting of small developments of a dozen of houses
to around 500 houses with non-domestic buildings.

x Techniques exist in order to reduce the heat distribution losses of a DH network. They include
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the use of high performance pipes: for pre-insulated twin pipes heat distribution losses can be
reduced by 20-30% compared with pre-insulated single pipe systems.
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x Other techniques exist that can be used to reduce heat distribution losses, e.g. using smaller

diameter pipes with local hot water storage, or using booster pumps installed at the customer
heat station.
x DE networks lend themselves to integrating different RES technologies and fuels, increasing

energy security and supply resilience. While there is a strong potential for the physical
integration of RE in networks, there are still a lot of uncertainties on how best to integrate them.
DE networks have a transformative role towards a low carbon future, particularly in combination
with CHP plants.
x DE is already a LowEx approach as it routinely recycles heat that would otherwise be thrown

away. Using waste heat is often a prerequisite for thermal power stations for its economic
viability.
x Low and very low temperature networks allow accessing different sources of heat to increase

flexibility in matching demand with locally available heat sources.
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Abstract
Moisture sorption and desorption measurements were carried out on soil samples by using
climatic chamber method. After drying the samples in a Venticell 111 type drying equipment they
were treated with a Climacell 111 type clima chamber, where the relative humidity (RH) was varied
from 40 to 83 % at 22 oC for different times (40, 80, 120 and 240 min). The samples reached the
equilibrium moisture content after 120 min for adsorption. As well as desorption isotherm
measurements were carried out at 22 oC for 80 min treating. At this point hysteresis phenomena was
observed. Besides the moisture content figures the time evolution of the damping process can be
found in this communication.

1. Introduction
One of the most important properties is the sorption curve of the soils, building materials,
thermal insulators and foods etc. [1-4] Water can cause objectionable changes in the physical,
chemical and mechanical properties of the solid materials. [5] The sorption isotherm property of
soil samples is very significant. The lifetime of the heat and gas pipes laid in the ground is
endangered by the water content of the soil through the corrosion. The corrosion of the materials
caused by the water can induce leakages, holes so thus heat loss can be occur in the heat transporter
pipes.
In this study a method is presented for measuring sorption and desorption isotherms of solid
materials through a measurement series carried out on ground samples taken from Létavértes
(Hungary). The reasons of the examinations were the arrangements for the long-time use of the
geothermal energy in the area of Sacuieni (Romania) and Létavértes (Hungary) in the point of view
to disclose the corrosion risks of the pipes to be laid in the ground. After sampling from Létavértes
the soil portions were dried at relatively high temperature and were wetted for different times, their
sorption isotherms were evaluated from the mass changing data. The drying process was carried out
with a Venticell (VC) 111 type drying chamber and then they were exposed to wetting with a
Climacell (CLC) 111 type clima chamber.

deepness of the ground. The samples were pre-dried at room temperature for one week. After this
drying process the samples were braid in a ceramic grinder and were sifted with a strainer with
average 1mm diameter. The samples were portioned to three parts and put in a glass jar and they
were treated together. The samples were dried in the VC equipment at 80 oC for 90 min. With this
device the samples can be dried at up to 250 oC. It works with hot air circulation by an inbuilt
ventilator. After the heat treatment the mass of the samples were measured with a milligram
preciseness electronic balance. This mass value gives the dried amount of the samples including the
weight of the glass jar. Then the samples were taken in the CLC instrument as soon as it was
possible. CLC is a temperature cabinet with a chamber either heated with electric heating bodies or
cooled by means of a compressor system with the coolant. The objects in the chamber can be
tempered in the range from 0 °C to 99.9 °C. The objects are usually placed on the trays in the
chamber. Air circulation in the chamber is forced by a ventilator. The relative humidity (RH) and
the temperature are controlled by a microprocessor. The humidity can be varied at fixed
temperature from 10% to 90%. The dried samples were RH treated in the CLC at 22 oC and 40, 55,
66 and 83 % for 40, 80, 120 and 240 minutes. After this treatment the mass of the wet samples with
the glass jars were measured by the balance. By subtracting the mass of the empty glass jars from
the mass of the dried as well as the wet samples one can reach the net dried (md) and net wet mass
(mw) respectively. From these values the moisture content (Z %) can be calculated at a given
temperature and RH% using the following equation:
(1)
The average value of the md [g], mw [g] and w (m/m %) measured at one rh % at a given time
were used for evaluating the sorption isotherms. The moisture contents for increasing RH
(sometimes the partial pressure of the vapour or water activity) together govern the adsorption curve
that describes the wetting. In the same way desorption curve can be determined describing drying,
but now the starting point is a moist sample and then the RH will be decreasing.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Sorption and desorption isotherms
The average moisture contents for 40, 80, 120 and 240 min belonging to the relative humidities can
be found in Table 1. The estimated errors are not included in table but they are represented in the
figures.
Table 1. Average moisture contents
Average
moisture content
at

Average
moisture
content at

240 min (m/m
%)

120 min (m/m
%)

Average moisture
content at

Average moisture
content at

rh

80 min (m/m %)

40 min (m/m %)

(%)

0

0

0

0

0

1,545

1,566

1,368

1,434

40

1,747

1,778

1,623

1,505

55

2,223

2,236

1,786

1,756

66

3,146

3,086

2,658

2,197

83

2. Methods
The sampling was carried out in the planned area of the geothermal fountain at Létavértes
(Hungary). The samples were taken from three different place of this territory from the first 0.5 m
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Using the data of Table 1 the sorption isotherms of the soil samples can be created. In Figure 1 the
moisture content in function of relative humidity is represented with the estimated errors of the
measurement.

Figure 2. Sorption and desorption isotherm curves at 80 min

Figure 1. Sorption isotherms
These sigmoidal sorption isotherms of soil samples (Fig. 1.) follow the Type IV shape of
Brunauer’s classification. [6, 7] This type takes into account the existence of multilayers at the
internal surface of a material. The moisture content of the samples are increasing with the annealing
time at a given rh %. For 120 min treatment the samples reached the equilibrium moisture content.
After this time the samples do not take more water.
Table 2. The moisture contents for sorption and desorption at 80 min
Mdry (sorp)
(g)

Mwet
(g)

Moisture
content (sorp)
(m/m %)

Mdry

0

0

0

0

13,162

13,342

1,367

40

13,159

1,390

13,159

13,376

1,649

55

13,148

1,734

13,161

13,404

1,846

66

13,159

1,862

13,159

13,489

2,508

83

13,154

2,547

rh (%)

(desorp)

(g)

Moisture content
(desorp) (m/m %)

Figure 2. represents the hysteresis behaviour of the samples. Typically, this means that the
water content of the samples is greater during desorption than during adsorption. Several models
and explanations have been proposed for the hysteresis phenomenon. One theory is based on the
availability of active polar sites for the bonding of water molecules. Under this theory, in the
original wet condition, the polar sites in the molecular structure of the material are almost entirely
satisfied by adsorbed water. Upon drying and shrinkage, the molecules and their water-holding sites
are drawn closely enough together to satisfy each other. This reduces the water holding capacity of
the material upon subsequent adsorption. [8] Another theory is related to the capillary condensation.
Non-uniform pore geometries often lead to differences in adsorption and desorption pathways
within a capillary. This deviation in the two is called a hysteresis and is characteristic of many path
dependent processes. For example, if a capillary’s radius increases sharply, then capillary
condensation (adsorption) will cease until an equilibrium vapour pressure is reached which satisfies
the larger pore radius. However, during evaporation (desorption), liquid will remain filled to the
larger pore radius until an equilibrium vapour pressure that satisfies the smaller pore radius is
reached. The resulting plot of adsorbed volume versus relative humidity yields a hysteresis “loop.”
This loop is seen in all hysteresis governed processes and gives direct meaning the term “path
dependent” Another effect due to capillary condensation is the water-bridging between two particles
[9]. These phenomena can lead to irreversible sorption-desorption behaviour.
3.2. Adsorption kinetics

Table 2 gives the results of the sorption and desorption isotherms carried out at 80 min.
Desorption values were achieved from the re-drying of the wet samples. Figure 2. represents the
isotherm curves regarding to the Table 2 data.
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Time dependence of the adsorption curves is demonstrated on Fig. 3 the so-called kinetic
curves. The values are taken from Table 3. On Figure 3 one can see the increasing moisture content
with time till 120 min, but after this time the systems reach the equilibrium state, as before
mentioned at Fig 1. Furthermore, the biggest rise in the moisture content values can be found
between 66 and 83 % rh values. Regarding to the Brunauer’s classification at this point the capillary
condensation takes place [2, 6, 7].
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Figure 3. Kinetic curves of the adsorption isotherms

Table 3. Average moisture contents in function of time
Average moisture Average moisture Average moisture Average moisture
content at
content at
content at
content at 83
(m/m %)
66 (m/m %)
80 min (m/m %)
40 min (m/m%)

Time (min)

0

0

0

0

0

1,545

1,566

1,368

1,434

40

1,748

1,778

1,623

1,505

80

2,223

2,236

1,786

1,756

120

3,1458

3,0856

2,658

2,197

240
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One can see the increasing moisture contents in function of time belonging to each rh %
values. It can be explained by the watering of the samples step by step.

4. Conclusion
The moisture sorption curves at 22 oC of soil samples taken from Létavértes were
experimentally investigated. The curves were found to be IV type isotherms in the Brunauer’s
regime. The measurements show that the equilibrium moisture content of the samples occurred for
120 minutes treatment at this temperature. Additionally, adsorption and desorption curves were
found for 80 minutes treatment time.
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Abstract:
Policy support for renewable energy has increased considerably over the past decade. Two drivers
underpin this trend: first, the effort to constrain growth in greenhouse-gas emissions and, second,
concerns to diversify the supply mix (promoted particularly by high oil prices, especially in 20052008). To address these concerns, more and more governments are adopting targets and taking
measures to increase the share of renewables in the energy mix. Worldwide, traditional and modern
renewables together supplied 27% of total demand for heat, or 1 059 Mtoe, in 2008. This increases
to nearly 1 400 Mtoe (1 Mtoe = 42 PJ) in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario, meeting 29% of total
demand for heat. The share of modern renewables in total renewables for heat grows from 29% to
48%. This paper is a comparison analysis of the global and the Hungarian renewable energy
trends.

Figure 1: Population by major region [1]

1. Introduction – World population vs. Primary energy consumption
Population growth is an important driver of the amount and type of energy use. The rates of
population growth are based on the most recent projections by the United Nations (UNPD, 2009).
World population is projected to grow by 0.9% per year on average, from an estimated 6.7 billion in
2008 to 8.5 billion in 2035. Population growth slows progressively over the projection period, in
line with the long-term historical trend, from 1.1% per year in 2008-2020 to 0.7% in 2020-2035
(Table 1.2). Population expanded by 1.5% per year from 1980 to 2008 and 1.3% per year from
1990.
The increase in global population is expected to occur overwhelmingly in non-OECD countries,
mainly in Asia and Africa (Figure 1). Non-OECD population expands from 5.5 billion in 2008 to
7.2 billion in 2035, an average rate of increase of 1% per year, their share of the world’s population
rising from 82% to 85%. The only major non-OECD country that experiences a decline in its
population is Russia, where the population falls from 142 million in 2008 to 126 million in 2035.
Africa sees the fastest rate of growth, averaging 1.9% per year between 2008 and 2035. The
population of non-OECD Asia rises from 3.5 billion to 4.3 billion. India overtakes China towards
the end of the projection period to become the world’s most heavily populated country, with 1.47
billion people in 2035. The population of the OECD increases by only 0.4% per year on average
over 2008-2035. Most of the increase in the OECD occurs in North America; Europe’s population
increases slightly, while the population in the OECD Pacific region falls marginally.
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Figure 2: Per-capita primary energy demand by region as a percentage of 2008 world average [1]

Figure 3: Per-capita energy-related CO2 emissions as a percentage of 2008 world average [1]
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2. Renewables vs. Nuclear energy
Before Fukushima
Low-carbon technologies increasingly penetrate the energy mix in the future. Renewable sources
(including hydro) and nuclear power are projected to account for 45% of total global electricity
generation by 2035, up from 32% today (Figure 5.). A marked shift occurs in OECD countries,
where this share reaches 56% by 2035. Non-OECD countries also move towards low-carbon
technologies in the power sector, albeit reaching a lower level because of the less vigorous policy
action to mitigate CO2 emissions. Renewable energy and nuclear power account for 39% of
generation there by 2035. In absolute terms, China sees the biggest increase in generation from both
renewable sources and nuclear power between 2008 and 2035, at almost 2 000 TWh and 830 TWh.
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After Fukushima
In the wake of the disaster at the Fukushima nuclear power plant, new questions are being raised
about the future of nuclear power. Should nuclear power continue to be an integral part of our
national energy mix? What long-term impact will the Fukushima incident have for nuclear power
around the world?
“Germany will shut all its nuclear reactors by 2022, parties in Chancellor Angela Merkel's
coalition government agreed on 30th May 2011, in a reaction to Japan's Fukushima disaster that
marks a drastic policy reversal. It's definite. The latest end for the last three nuclear power plants is
2022. There will be no clause for revision.” (Environment Minister Norbert Rottgen, Germany,
30 May 2011)
"The government's basic stance on energy is to reduce dependence on nuclear power and seek the
best mix of energy sources,"
(New Japanese Trade and Industry Minister Yoshio Hachiro, Dow Jones, Tokyo, Japan,
2 September 2011)

3. Renewables and renewables
Global energy consumption rebounded strongly in 2010 after an overall downturn in 2009, with
annual growth of 5.4%, well above the historical average. Renewable energy, which had no
downturn in 2009, continued its strong growth in 2010 as well.

Figure 4: Share of nuclear and renewable energy in total electricity generation by region in the
New Policies Scenario [1]

In 2009, renewable energy supplied an estimated 16% of global final energy consumption –
counting traditional biomass, hydropower, wind, solar, geothermal, modern biomass, and biofuels
(Figure 6.). Traditional biomass, which is used primarily for cooking and heating in rural areas of
developing countries, accounted for approximately 10% of the total renewable energy share.
Hydropower represented 3.4% and is growing modestly but from a large base. All other renewables
accounted for approximately 2.8% in 2009 and are growing very rapidly in many developed
countries as well as in some developing countries.

The US, the first country to develop the nuclear technology, continues to dominate the market in
terms of absolute numbers, generating about 100 GW of electric power from 104 reactors (Figure
5.). Japan, Russia, China, India, and the European Union, particularly France, also have substantial
capacity. Recalculating this map in terms of percentage gives a picture of nuclear power’s relative
importance to the electricity sector. France is the country most heavily dependent on nuclear
power, which generates about 80% of its electricity. Japan gets around 1/3 of its electricity from
nuclear, while in the US, the figure is around 20%.

Figure 6: Renewable energy Share of Global final energy Consumption, 2009 [2]
Figure 5: Operable and planned nuclear capacity worldwide measure in GW of electric power [5]

Fossil fuels remain the dominant energy sources in 2035, though their share of the overall primary
fuel mix varies markedly, from 62% in the 450 Scenario to 79% in the Current Policies Scenario,
compared with 74% in the New Policies Scenario and 81% in 2008 (Figure 7.). These differences
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reflect the varying strength of policy action assumed to address climate-change and energy security
concerns. The shares of renewables and nuclear power are correspondingly highest in the 450
Scenario and lowest in the Current Policies Scenario. The range
of outcomes — and therefore the uncertainty with respect to future energy use — is largest for coal
and non-hydro renewable energy sources.
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Security of supply. Hungary is highly dependent on energy source imports, and fulfils 80 percent
of its domestic crude oil demand, and over 83 percent of its natural gas consumption from imports,
primarily from former CIS countries (due to the limited hydrocarbon reserves of the country, the
share of imports may increase further). Through the use of renewable energy sources, the
dependency on imports can be reduced, as the use of renewable energy is planned to be realised
from domestic sources.
Energy saving. The most efficient and successful implementation methods to increase the security
of supply in the near future are the reducing of the primary energy consumption and the increasing
of the energy efficiency. The common aim is the increasing the inland primer energy use (1085 PJ
in 2010) by only 6% till 2030. But it won’t be more than 1150 PJ, that was the average value in
years before the economic crisis. It can be created with the reducing of CO2 emissions and fossilenergy use.
If the energy consumption reaches the amount of 1150 PJ, the energy intensity will drop rapidly
because of increasing of gross national product is associated with an almost stagnant energy
consumption. As a result, import dependency of inland fossil-fuels and fluctuation of the energy
prices can decrease.

Figure 7: Shares of energy sources in world primary demand by scenario, 2009 [1]

4. EU vs. Hungary
Renewable energy plays a key role in reducing greenhouse gas (for example CO2) emissions and
other forms of pollution, diversifying and improving the security of our energy supply and
maintaining our world-leading, cleanenergy technology industry. It is for this reason that the
European Union has agreed on legally binding national targets for increasing the share of renewable
energy, so as to achieve a 20 % share for the entire Union by 2020.
Not more than one decade was needed for Hungary to double the usage of renewable energy
resources. But it is not enough to reach the average of renewables-based electricity generation of the
EU. Latvia has the largest share of renewables in total electricity generation within the EU. Here it
supplied 36,2% of total electricity production in 2009. In Sweden it is 34,4%, and 27,35% in
Austria. Hungary’s total electricity production from renewable energy sources rose from 3,3% in
1999 to 7,3% in 2009. In the 27 countries of the European Union it rose from 5,4% to 9,0%.
In our country biomass plays the main role among renewables, but solar energy is not significant
yet. Among the Visegrad’s Four, Hungary is on the first place in using renewables-based
electricity: Czech Republic 5,7%, Poland 6,6%, Slovakia 7,2% of the electricity comes from solar
power plants, wind power plants and hydro power plants.

A significant part of energy efficiency increasing is the building energy efficiency program.
Nowadays the 40 % of total energy consumption in Hungary is the energy need of the building
stock, and two-thirds of it is for heating and cooling. 70% of the building stock (about 4,3 million)
does not fulfil the technical (EPBD) requirements. In case of the public buildings this rate is almost
the same.
This is the reason of the buildings renovation – most of all in case of public buildings – has priority.
The aim of energy strategy is to fall of 30%-40% at heating energy demand till 2030 in accordance
with guidelines of EU building energy program. On the other hand, the development of the power
generation and distribution plays key role in improving energy efficiency, and in reducing energy
demand of the industrial and transport sector, too.
Environmental sustainability and climate protection. The use of renewable energy sources
ontributes to the reduction of CO2 emissions. When selecting specific applications, environmental
and nature conservation considerations have special priority. An important means of ensuring that
environmental and nature conservation aspects are taken into account is to include them as criteria
for the having regard in particular to the establishment of aid schemes.

5. Conclusion
The most important strategic objective of Hungarian renewable energy policy is to optimise the
joint implementation of the security of supply, competitiveness and sustainability as primary
national economic goals, while also taking into account longterm considerations.
There can be various forms of interaction between the aforementioned three goals – in many cases
their implementation may conflict with one another, but they may also strengthen each another.

According to the statement of EU Sustainable Energy Week the oil is the most widely used fuel of
electricity generation, but it’s ratio reduced from 39% to 37%. The share of natural gas rose from
22% to 24% in the last ten years. The share of nuclear energy is still constant (14%), and the share
of solid fuel decreased to 16% from 18%.
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS OF DEMAND-CONTROLLING FACTORS FOR THE OPERATION OF CENTRAL INFRASTRUCTURES, IN
PARTICULAR REGARDING HEAT SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Harald RAPP, Dipl.-Wirt.-Ing.
German Heat Power Association, AGFW | Der Energieeffizienzverband für Wärme, Kälte
und KWK e.V.
Abstract
Demographics and migration are important influence factors for planning, construction and
the operation of technical infrastructures. The technical and economical functionality of infrastructural systems is directly connected to the intensity of usage. Other important factors
are also changing, like the legal framework, the implementation of national climate protection targets, the development of energy markets, technical innovations, just to name some of
them that have also an effect on the functionality of systems. This development may be explained at the example of heat supply.
1.

Changes in energy consumption of housing areas due to redevelopment

Heat supply is an underestimated domain of energy supply. Mostly, concepts and strategies
are designed from the point of view of the power market and its application. The heat area,
however, covers far more than 50 % of the final energy demand of households in the EC or
Germany today. If we look at the heating requirement by sectors, we see that in all forms of
settlement, from big towns to small villages, households cause an essential part of heating
requirement (see chart 1). The approx. 36 millions of flats with a living space of 3,265 million
m² (information collected in 2006) /Statistisches Bundesamt 2010a/ are therefore a theoretical
potential for energy savings, which is intended to be developed by setting climate protection
targets.
City 1

City 2

Small town

Municipality

settlement area

[ha]

3489

2749

1264

554

inhabitants

[-]

121320

118847

25641

6270

heat demand

[GWhth]

[%]

[GWhth]

[%]

[GWhth]

[%]

[GWhth]

[%]

residential units

2012.2

79.9

1492.2

72.7

730.9

79.0

340.7

91.8

crafts,
distributive
trade, services

102.3

4.1

92.4

4.5

12.9

1.4

2.1

0.6
1.6

public sector

79.6

3.2

76.4

3.7

20.0

2.2

6.0

industry

324.2

12.9

391.3

19.1

161.2

17.4

22.4

6.0

total

2518

100

2052

100

925

100

371

100

The actual amount of saving potential can be deduced from simply regarding the specific
heating requirement. The final energy consumption of all households for room heating was
1.653 PJ in the year 2007, and energy consumption for warm water was 278,4 PJ, i.e. overall,
1.931,4 PJ were consumed. This corresponds to 536,4 million MWh. With relation to the living space, this leads to a specific average heat consumption of about 170 kWh/m² per year,
adjusted for varying weather conditions. If this calculated value is compared to a theoretic
heating requirement value of passive houses, (about 15 kWh/m²a), the saving potential seems
enormous.
In general, the possibility of energetic qualification of the existing buildings has to be considered. At the outset, there are differences between the buildings, to be found in the A/V proportion, materials, the state of heat insulation, the existing heat supply system, etc. This basis
requires type-related strategies for energetic redevelopment (example: conservation of ancient
monuments). It is not likely that Wilhelmian style facades will be removed and replaced with
an energetically optimised heat insulation. The potentials of buildings are thus very different,
and a passive house standard may not be achieved with a major part of buildings just because
of economic reasons.
Heat consumption is determined by factors like:
x
x
x
x
x

construction years
quota of new constructions
reconstruction level and frequency of rehabilitation measures
supply type
flat size

The future heating requirement of a town is essentially determined by the factor 'construction
year' and by the frequency of corresponding constructions in a municipal area. A general tendency can be determined by evaluating the years of construction of buildings in different regions and towns. All buildings built before the mid-Eighties of the last century show average
values in their median heating requirement (including process water) of about 140-170 and
more. Between 1990 and 2005, values range among 100 -140 kWh/m2a. Only buildings of the
year 2005 and later show sustainably lower values of about 80 kWh/m²a, resulting from
higher requirements.
The analysis and summaries of different studies and evaluations (BMWi Energiedaten, BMWi
2010, Energie-Kennwerte Techem GmbH /2009/, Wohnungswirtschaftliche Trends 009/2010,
GDW 2009, div. CO2-online Städte-Heizspiegel,/ 2010) provides analogous values of heat
requirement in buildings. If heat demand is compared by energy sources in different towns or
by usable floor space, results are unequivocal. Buildings supplied with district heating have
the lowest energy consumption (see figure 1 and 2) per region and per size. In general,

Chart 1: comparison of heat demand divided into sectors of different sized typical cities
Source: Blesl 2008
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mercial building stock of 9.5 million housing units in Germany, shows in its own calculations,
that part of the economically reasonable potential for a reduction of heat requirement, has
already been developed due to extensive renovations in recent years (see figure 3).

Heat and hot water consumption (only heating approx. – 15 – 30 kWh/m²a, over all categories of building
sizes, years 2006 -2009, database > 6 mill. residential units (double counting possible))
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Figure 1: Energy consumption of buildings by type of power supply and size
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Figure 3: status of housing redevelopment in Germany
Source: GdW 2008
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These buildings, easy to be qualified due to their construction type, are to be excluded from
further energy saving measures for years to come. At least theoretically, potential can be
found above all in buildings that are structurally and economically difficult to renovate. The
potential of a structurally achievable reduction in consumption is therefore significantly reduced. For this reason, climate protection targets cannot be achieved solely by consumptionreducing measures in existing buildings, or on a building level. The dramatic reduction in new
construction activity also contributes to this development. To achieve a reasonable economic
effect, rehabilitation measures also have to be realised within the redevelopment cycle of a
building. Saving effects can only be achieved within the redevelopment cycle (see figure 4).
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Figure 2: Energy consumption of buildings by type of power supply and size
Source: AGFW e. V., Frankfurt am Main, 2010

values are about 20% lower than those of individual furnace types, such as natural gas and
heating oil. According to the German Federal Office for Building and Regional Planning
/BBR 2006/, the requirement of newly constructed homes will be far less than 200,000
units/yr. Already in 2008, it had reached a historically low level with around 176,000 homes.
The tendency moves towards even lower values. Massive energy savings by replacement and
new constructions are therefore not to be expected.

A differentiated assessment of further measures, notably in terms of cost-cutting effects, has
to be continuously repeated. The option of a hydraulic balance often gets only a minor consideration. It is easy to perform, and with undeveloped or partly redeveloped old buildings
with a heat consumption of around 170 kWh/m², effects of -200 € / t CO2 can be measured far more than the economic/ecologic effects generated by facade insulation (-70 - +270 €) or
boiler exchange (-20 - +200 €). In general, saving effects of 5-20% of the room-heating requirement by region and building are a realistic target to be reached before 2025.

So there remains the rehabilitation of existing buildings. The Association of the German
Housing Industry (GdW), with its member firms that represent around 1/3 of the entire com143
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However, according to the DWD, only a slight influence on the evaluation data with regard to
heating and cooling load results from the basic values of air temperature and water vapour
content (risk of excess: max 0.2%). This would mean that the assessment according to DIN
4710, in terms of absolute values, remains in place (e.g. connected DH load), but the annual
performance will change, (+ cooling, - heating).

building renovations mainly not in ther
building renovations not in the
building renovations mainly in the
building renovations in the

A direct effect of climate changes may be the provision of biomass-based renewable energy.
For example, there are questions about the possible local use of short-rotation wood in future
low rainfall areas. However, the varying climate models still don't allow any significant conclusions.

district heatlocal heatbio-

Overall, the possible climatic changes are a relatively small parameter in the assessment of
future developments on the heat market. If it is possible to offset the decreased demand in the
winter months by the replacement of inefficient cooling equipment, the cost-efficiency of central CHP-based systems can be ensured and thus be made an important contribution to climate
protection targets.

geothersolar thermal enheat
-
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In general, depending on the region, a 5-6% reduction of room-heating requirement can be
assessed as a realistic value by the year 2025.

costs in Euro per t

Figure 4: CO2 avoidance costs of the selected technologies for heat generation
Source: IER, Blesl, 2008
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Changes in energy requirement due to climate changes

3.

Currently there is still great uncertainty in regard to the impacts of the so-called climate
change on heat supply systems. Various climate scenarios suggest a regional differentiation of
global climate changes. Above all, this applies to cities and metropolitan regions.
As described in the Climate Report 2009 of the German Weather Service in Offenbach /DWD
2010/, the climate of a city can be clearly distinguished from the climate of the surrounding
area. In addition, according to regional climate models for the next few decades, massive climate changes are to be expected that affect urban areas significantly more than surrounding
areas. The German Weather Service forecasts an increase of 13 summer days (T> = 25°C),
i.e. approximately 30% more, for the Rhine-Main area before 2050 /DWD 2010/. The demand
for energy-efficient cooling systems for existing buildings, such as district cooling systems, is
expected to benefit from this development.

Effects of development on central infrastructures

The above-described factors have lead to a drastic decrease in heating requirement in central
networks of great areas in Eastern Germany. This development will go on with the redevelopment of buildings, decreasing population and climate changes. Figure 6 shows this development at the example of heat sales to two towns in the framework of restructuring in the
New Federal States.
development of heating sales in Erfurt and Hoyerswerda
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Figure 5: development of the mean annual temperature in Germany since 1900
Source: DWD 2010
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Figure 6: development of heating sales in city comparison
Source: BMWi 2005
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These massive decreases will also lead to consequences for the technical and economical
functionability of pipeline-based infrastructure networks. Variations in system load are possible within a limited range of so-called threshold values without limiting the function. If these
limits are exceeded or not reached (first function threshold), the system operation can only be
sustained with additional measures /Koziol 2006/.
Even a total failure (second function threshold) is possible; in this case the function can only
be restored by the replacement of affected pipe sections. Especially in drinking and wastewater networks, these functional thresholds have already been reached in some network areas.
The cause for this is found in efforts to reach an effective use of drinking water, which led to
a significant reduction of the specific water requirement. The resulting over-sized networks
are exposed to excessive residence times, with effects on water quality, or damage to sewage
system components due to corrosion. A further decline in population exacerbates these problems even more. The central district heating system is facing a similar trend. Efforts to reduce
transmission and ventilation losses of buildings will lead to a significant decrease of the specific heating requirements. Although there is no threat of system failure, the economics of
networks is changing.
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With this background, urban development and urban planning are of great importance, as this
level represents the past and future design of the framework for the development of a town or
community, and thus defines the status given to the above issues.
References
/BBR 2006/

/Blesl 2008/

/BMWi 2005/
1. functional threshold

2. functional threshold

Sewage disposal
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Rainwater disposal

none
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drinking water supply
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failure*)

power supply
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gas supply
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none

streets

none

none

*) only at district heating networks, which transfer heat on the basis of steam

/DWD 2010/
/GdW 2008/

/Koziol 2006/

Chart 2: functional thresholds in case of underutilization

In addition to the cost of capital and the "normal" operating costs for system deployment,
higher operating costs and an increased relative heat loss have to be apportioned to a smaller
amount of heat.
The associated economic context is simple: A decline in (requiring) population by 50% leads
to almost doubled costs per resident.
In summary this means:
Each part of the framework that is currently ensured in its development, and the whole of
them, will lead to a decline in heating requirement of about 25% by 2025.
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In general, this development is to be welcomed from the climate change perspective. A decrease in heat demand indicates a decline in primary energy demand, which is of great importance for implementing the climate protection targets.
In detail, it must be ensured that the systems that support a further decline in requirement are
economically protected, because otherwise the successes achieved so far may be undermined
and future savings will be lost.
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Global climate change is the consequence of such activities of mankind as the heat and pollution
emission of the building sector [Intergovermental Panel on Climate Change].
Climate change can already be felt on a local scale in urban areas where the density of buildings is
high. Here the complexity of the parameters of the environment surrounded by real and virtual
boundaries depends considerably on the building sector: the effect of the buildings on the
environment can be felt. This is the microclimate on urban scale, the well known phenomenon of
the urban heat island.
The urban heat island is the consequence of many factors – among them the passive role of
buildings (albedo, sky view factor, modification of air movement) is the subject of several studies.
In this paper the “active” role of the buildings is encompassed – the heat output due to the use
which is a kind of the anthropogenic heat output. Numerical data illustrate that the heat output of
buildings is a considerable component of the urban energy balance. Air conditioning leads to a selfgenerating process which intensifies the urban heat island and may create a hot canopy layer at the
cost of increasing energy consumption. Experience, as well as numerical simulation show that the
cooling effect of green areas allows dispensing with the mechanical cooling of surrounding
buildings.

Keywords:: Urban heat island, heat output of buildings, mechanical cooling
Abstract: Both winter and summer, “the buildings heat the street”. According to typical design
procedures, the mutual interrelations between the buildings and the environment are neglected; the
environment is assumed to be a sink of unlimited capacity. Nevertheless, the heat output of the
buildings – a component of the anthropogenic heat load – has considerable effect on the urban
microclimate. Concrete numerical values of buildings’ heat outputs for Budapest have been
calculated and compared to the solar gain. Mechanical cooling (air conditioning) launches a
harmful self-generating process – which appears in the boundary layer just around the building.
Adequate urban design helps to slow down or to stop this process and, at the same time, provides
acceptable summer thermal-comfort conditions. Dispensing with mechanical cooling promotes the
mitigation on both urban and global scales.

1. Introduction

2. The urban heat island
The urban heat island (UHI) is the specific microclimate on urban scale, and is characterised by its
intensity, which is the temperature difference between the built-in and the rural areas. This intensity
may be as high as 4-8 K¸ the highest values occur in summer in the late afternoon - early evening
period.
The urban heat island is the consequence of many factors. The albedo (the reflected fraction of the
solar radiation) differs from that of rural areas; therefore a higher fraction of the incoming solar
radiation is trapped. At the same time, the incoming radiation is less, due to the higher air pollution.
Considerable differences may be found in the intensity of the long-wave infra-red radiation towards
the sky since the sky-view factor of the rural areas is high, while that of the urban surfaces (building
envelope, street, etc.) is limited, as the buildings obstruct the mutual visibility between the urban
surfaces and the sky. This effect is augmented by the above-mentioned fact: namely, the more
polluted air over the cities.

When calculating the energy consumption of buildings, the set indoor temperature (the desired or
the tolerated value) and the parameters describing the environment are taken into account. The aim
of the typical calculation is to determine the energy flux and its cumulated value. It is assumed that
the environment is a sink of unlimited capacity; in other words, the energy flux to the environment
does not cause any change in its parameters such as the external air temperature.

It is self-explanatory that the thermal characteristics of the building envelope have some effect on
the radiant balance.

These steady-state balance equations are the basis of the typical design procedures: the mutual
interrelations between the buildings and the environment are neglected.

The buildings influence the air movement: they accelerate or slow down the wind depending on
their heights and layouts, the widths, depths and orientations of the streets and the direction of the
wind [Sümeghy-Unger].

In reality, not only does the environment affect the energy balance of buildings but vice versa—the
buildings influence the environment, too. It may be interesting that this relationship is better known
on global than on local scale.
Knowing the scenarios of global climate change, it is expected that the frequency and length of the
hot periods and/or the summer temperature will become higher; thus, in the temperate zone of
Europe in a few decades the external conditions in summer will be similar to those of the
Mediterranean area nowadays. This is why the study and the implementation of architectural
solutions—the experience of vernacular architecture in the Mediterranean zone—is becoming step
by step a subject of interest for future-thinking architects and engineers. In other words, this
approach means the adaptation of buildings to the expected new conditions.
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The buildings have a considerable heat-storage capacity; the heat accumulated during the day is
released after sunset.

These effects mean the passive role of the buildings in the development of the UHI.
Besides the radiant heat exchange, there is a great difference between urban and
regarding the latent heat exchange. Due to the restricted green areas in the
evapotranspiration of the vegetation does not represent a significant component in
balance. Furthermore the sewage system and the removal of snow from the streets
decrease of the evaporative cooling in urban areas.

rural areas
cities, the
the energy
result in a

The urban heat island is intensified by the anthropogenic heat output. The heat output of industry
and traffic seems to be obvious. The heat output of buildings, however, must not be forgotten: it
should be considered as the “active role of the buildings” in the development of UHI.
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Table 2: Built-in areas in the 5th district of Budapest, 2009.
3. The active role of buildings
It is easy to understand that “the buildings heat the street” in winter. It is less well known that the
same happens in summer, especially if the buildings are air-conditioned.
In summer the air-conditioning of buildings is equivalent to the heating of the street, since
mechanical cooling systems extract the heat from the building and release it nearby via condensers
on the façades and the roof, and via the cooling towers on the roof and next to the building. In both
cases we have to consider the internal gains in the buildings (the heat output of household devices,
lighting, metabolic heat, etc.) which are transferred to the environment as heat loss (even in
summer!).
The basic and most significant difference between the winter and summer situations can be seen at
first glance. In winter a dynamic balance is achieved: the higher the heat loss, the more intensive is
the UHI, and the more intensive UHI decreases the heat loss; thus an equilibrium state develops. In
summer a catastrophic self-generating process develops: the more heat is extracted from the
building, the more intensive is the UHI; thus, more mechanical cooling is needed. Disregarding the
qualitative role of buildings, no numerical data quantifying this process are known, even by
professionals.
In order to compare the heat output of the buildings, and the most important “natural” component of
the energy balance, we attempted to estimate the active role of the buildings in a case study of a
downtown district of Budapest.
4. Case study
The effect of the Urban Heat Island peaks above the city centre. In Hungary, the 5th District is a
well-known area in the centre of Budapest. The basic parameters of the 5th district and other areas
of the city are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Population, area and density of population in the conurbation of Budapest in 1998.
5th District

Budapest, total

Outskirts

Population

27 732

1 860 000

620 000

Area (km2)

2,59

525

2013

3544

309

Density of Population (person/km2) 10 666

m2/m2

Total built-in floor area

2,52

Road or paved surfaces

0,36

Park or green area

0,07

Considering an average ceiling height the specific heated volume of the buildings is 7,5 m3/m2.
Taking into account the typical surface-to-volume ratio of the buildings (block of flats, hotel, office)
in the downtown the exposed surface of the buildings per unit urban area is 4,5 m2/m2. For the
purpose of comparison the data of suburban districts and the agglomeration have been considered,
too.
Table 3: Data for different built-up areas
1 = City centre

2 = Suburbs

3 = Single
houses

80%

50%

30%

A/V (m /m )

0,6

0,8

1

Floor area per unit urban area (m2/m2)

2,5

0,8

0,1

Built-in volume per unit urban area
(m3/m2)

7,5

2,4

0,3

Built-in ratio (%)
2

3

2

Building-envelope area A (m )

4,5

1,92

0,3

Windows and doors (N or obstructed)

75%

50%

25%

Windows and doors (E-S-W, insolated)

25%

50%

75%

Considering the age of this building stock, the heat-loss coefficient of walls, roofs, windows, and
the transparent ratio of the building envelope, the average U value is 1,6 W/m2K.
2

The number of flats is 19180 in the 5th District and the total floor area of the flats is 1,3 million m .
Besides residential buildings, there are a lot of offices and hotels. The total floor area of the
buildings in this district is 6,5 million m2. The ratio of built-up area to the total area of the district is
80%. In order to estimate the specific heat output of the buildings per unit urban area the data and
estimates in Table 2 have been considered. Note that the ratio of the floor area and urban area is
2,52 m2/m2.
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Ratio per m2 of urban area

The estimated air-change rate is one 1/h in winter – higher than the regulated value, because of the
poor air-tightness of old buildings. The internal heat gain is 5 W/m2 of floor area, according to the
design value (prescribed in the regulation) for calculation of building energy needs. 0 °C external
and 20 °C indoor temperatures have been taken into account as the average for January.
With this input data set the calculation shows that the heat output of this building stock is 4,716
kWh/d for 1 m2 of horizontal area.
The incoming solar radiation on a clear day in January is 1,45 kWh/d for 1 m2 of horizontal area.
Thus the specific heat output of this building stock is not only comparable with the incoming solar
radiation but exceeds it considerably (Fig. 1.).
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The same calculation has been done for the other areas of the city, as can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4: Heat-output and solar-radiation data for different built-up areas in winter.
WINTER

1 = City centre

2 = Suburbs

3 = Single houses

Solar radiation per day (kWh/m ,d) 1,450

1,450

1,450

Heat output of heating (kWh/m2,d)

1,878

0,281

2

4,716
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Mechanical cooling extracts the cumulated gains; the sink is the outdoor air. The results are shown
in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Daily heat output of buildings on an average summer day and the incoming radiation.
All data relates to the daily energy balance. Certainly, at a given time the ratios may differ
considerably from the daily average; around sunset and the evening hours the building heat output
exceeds the actual value of the radiation.
Figure 1. Daily heat output of buildings on an average winter day and the incoming radiation.
For summer the following conditions have been taken into account: the geometry and topology of
the buildings are the same; mechanical cooling is applied to an indoor temperature of 24 °C, which
coincides with the design value of the daily mean external temperature; the internal gain remains
unchanged at 5 W/m2; in calculating the solar gain the total energy transmittance of the windows
(the g value) is 0,8; with regard to the high density of buildings in the downtown area it is supposed
that 75% of the windows are obstructed, so only the diffuse radiation can be taken into account; the
remaining 25% (mainly on the top floors) has solar access and is evenly distributed for different
orientations. The data set can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5: Heat-surplus data for different built-up areas in summer.

1 = City centre 2 = Suburbs

SUMMER

Solar radiation per day (kWh/m2,d) 7,300
2

Heat output of cooling (kWh/m ,d)

1,080
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3
=
houses

7,300

7,300

0,385

0,053

Single

5. Mechanical cooling or vegetation
On urban scale, the air conditioned buildings intensify the urban heat island effect, which increases
the cooling need in other buildings. On regional scale, it must not be forgotten that the power
consumed by the fans, pumps and compressors of the mechanical-cooling systems is generated
somewhere. The power plant may be far from the city; however, unless green electricity is involved,
the primary energy content of the electric power is high, and emission from the power plant
intensifies the climate change.
The cooling need of buildings depends on the surrounding environment. Instead of mechanical
cooling of individual buildings the problem can be approached in an opposite way: decreasing the
urban heat island effect. On urban scale, a well-proven solution is vegetation. Among other
favourable effects the cooling potential of vegetation is very high. The temperature difference
between green areas and the surrounding buildings generates a local air circulation—the urban
breeze. It means that the buildings around the green area are in a more favourable environment, the
potential of natural ventilation becomes better. This is a particular phenomenon of the urban
mezoclimate.
According to a [Moffat and Schiller] report, 1460 kg water is evaporated from an average tree
during a sunny summer day. Outside the building this consumes about 860 MJ of energy, a cooling
effect that is equal to five average air-conditioners. The latent heat transfer from wet grass can
result in temperatures 6-8 K cooler than over-exposed soil and that one acre of grass can transfer
more than 50 GJ on a sunny day [Santamouris].
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The evapotranspiration of a green area can help create lower-temperature areas in a city centre; this
is termed the oasis phenomenon.
If the buildings and the urban environment are adapted to the more severe summer conditions, the
energy consumption and, in parallel, the emission will decrease; mitigation may be realised. Here
the interrelation shows a “positive feed-back”; the better the buildings are adapted, the better is the
mitigation.
.
6. Conclusions
The harmful self-generating process of energy consumption and climate change on urban and global
scales can and should be slowed down or prevented, not only by adapting buildings to the more
serious summer conditions but with conscious urban design. Urban green areas decrease the need
for mechanical cooling. Without mechanical cooling the heat output of the buildings is less.
Providing all buildings are air-conditioned, the cumulated daily heat output in dense urban areas
may be comparable to the daily energy input from the solar radiation.
Better adaptation of buildings and urban areas results in mitigation of harmful emissions; there is a
“positive feedback” between them.
Of course it is not disputable that there are buildings in which mechanical cooling is inevitable,
even if the design and the urban environment are energy conscious. In some cases the technology,
or the high internal gains, make air-conditioning necessary—e.g. in a theatre, in a hospital—but a
well-designed residential building in a well-designed urban environment will provide acceptable
thermal-comfort conditions in summer without mechanical cooling.
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